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Abstract
One-dimensional correlated conductors are described by the Luttinger liquid theory.
Recently, several systems of atomic wires on semiconducting substrates have been re-
ported to host some of the Luttinger liquid properties but without any explanation of the
influence of the substrate on the one-dimensional electrons. This thesis addresses this
issue by investigating two approaches for modeling wire-substrate systems.
The first model consists of an asymmetric 2-leg ladder system with one leg described
using a Hubbard chain and an other leg described by a one-dimensional electron gas.
The two-legs are connected by nearest-neighbor inter-leg hopping. This model revealed
rich physics through the different phases that are uncovered as a function of the Hubbard
interaction and the rung hopping at half filling. These phases include a Luttinger liquid
at very weak interchain hopping, a Kondo-Mott insulator at moderate interchain hopping
or strong Hubbard interaction and a spin-gapped paramagnetic Mott insulator at inter-
mediate values of the rung hopping and the interaction. The last phase is a correlated
band insulator for large rung hopping. This model is found insufficient to represent wire-
substrate systems but it is useful, as a minimal model, to study coexistence and proximity
effects of different quasi-long-range orders that could be relevant in higher-dimensions.
The second approach presents the successful construction of a suitable model for
wire-substrate systems. The modeling is started by constructing a lattice Hamiltonian
for a one-dimensional quantum wire on a three-dimensional substrate. This model is
mapped onto an effective two-dimensional lattice using the Lanczos algorithm and then it
is approximated by narrow ladder models that can be investigated using well-established
methods for one-dimensional correlated quantum systems, such as the density-matrix
renormalization group. The validity of this approach is investigated using a wire with
noninteracting electrons as well as a correlated wire with a Hubbard electron-electron
repulsion. The narrow ladder models capture the low-energy physics of wires on semi-
conducting substrates using at least 3-leg ladders. They accurately reproduce the quasi-
one-dimensional excitations of the full three-dimensional model.
This approach can be extended to investigate other features such as electron-phonon
coupling, spin-orbit coupling, etc. It is also suitable for comparisons with experiments
and first-principles calculations.
Keywords: Nanowires - Strongly Correlated Systems - Lattice Models in Condensed
Matter
Zusammenfassung
Eindimensionale korrelierte Leiter werden durch die Theorie der Luttinger-Flu¨ssigkeiten
beschrieben. In ju¨ngster Zeit wurde von mehreren Systemen von Atomdra¨hten auf hal-
bleitenden Substraten behauptet sie wu¨rden einige der Eigenschaften von Luttinger-
Flu¨ssigkeiten besitzen, aber ohne eine Erkla¨rung des Einflusses des Substrats auf die
eindimensionalen Elektronen. In dieser Dissertation wird diese Frage behandelt, durch
zwei Ansa¨tze zur Modellierung von Draht-Substrat-Systemen.
Das erste Modell besteht aus einem asymmetrischen 2-Bein-Leitersystem, wobei ein
Bein durch eine Hubbard-Kette und das andere durch ein eindimensionales Elektronen-
gas beschrieben wird. Die beiden Beine sind durch einen Hu¨pfterm zwischen na¨chsten
Nachbarn auf beiden Beinen verbunden. Die verschiedenen Phasen, die sich als Funktion
der Hubbard-Wechselwirkung und des Hu¨pfterms bei Halbfu¨llung ergeben, offenbaren
die reichhaltigen physikalischen Strukturen des Modells. Zu diesen Phasen geho¨ren die
Luttinger-Flu¨ssigkeit bei sehr schwachem Hu¨pfterm, der Kondo-Mott-Isolator bei mod-
eratem Hu¨pfterm oder starker Hubbard-Wechselwirkung und der ”Spin-gapped” para-
magnetische Mott-Isolator bei mittlerer Sta¨rke der Wechselwirkung und des Hu¨pfterms.
Diese letzte Phase ist ein korrelierter Band-Isolator bei starkem Hu¨pfterm. Es hat sich
gezeigt, dass dieses Modell nicht ausreicht um Draht-Substrat Systeme zu beschreiben,
aber es eignet sich als minimales Modell um Koexistenz und ”proximity effects” von ver-
schiedenen quasi-langreichweitigen Ordnungen, die in ho¨heren Dimensionene auftreten
ko¨nnen zu studieren.
Der zweite Ansatz liefert die erfolgreiche Konstruktion eines geeigneten Modells fu¨r
Draht-Substrat Systeme. Dabei wird zuna¨chst ein Gittermodell fu¨r ein eindimensionalen
Quantendraht auf einem dreidimensionalen Substrat konstruiert. Dieses Modell wird mit
Hilfe des Lanczos Algorithmus auf ein effektives zweidimensionales Gitter abgebildet und
dann durch ein ”narrow ladder” Modell gena¨hert, das durch gut etablierte Methoden fu¨r
eindimensionale korrelierte Quantensysteme, wie die Dichtematrix-Renormierungsgruppe,
untersucht werden kann. Um die Gu¨ltigkeit dieses Ansatzes zu u¨berpru¨fen werden ein
Draht mit nicht wechselwirkenden Elektronen, sowie ein korrelierter Draht mit Hub-
bard Elektron-Elektron Abstoßung verwendet. Die ”narrow ladder” Modelle zeigen die
Niedrigenergie-Physik eines Drahtes auf einem halbleitenden Substrat, wenn mindestens
drei Beine verwendet werden. Sie geben dann die quasi-eindimensionalen Anregungen
des vollsta¨ndigen drei-dimensionalen Modells mit hoher Genauigkeit wieder.
Dieser Ansatz kann erweitert werden um andere Eigenschaften wie Elektron-Phonon
Kopplung, Spin-Orbit-Kopplung, etc. zu untersuchen. Des Weiteren ist er geeignet fu¨r
den Vergleich mit Experimenten und ”first-principles” Berechnungen.
Schlagwo¨rter: Nanodra¨hte - Stark korrelierte Systeme - Gittermodelle in der kon-
densierten Materie
ii
Chapter 1
Introduction
Strictly one-dimensional electron systems have been the subject of extensive theoretical
studies for more than 60 years [1]. The main reason of such intensive investigations is
that Fermi liquid theory of interacting electrons in three dimensions is not applicable in
one dimension. Several features have been predicted for 1D electrons, e.g. the Peierls
instability, [2, 3] incommensurate charge and spin density waves, [3] and the dynamical
separation of spin and charge excitations [4]. Experimentally, several systems such as
Bechgaard salts [5], π–conjugated polymers [6] and others have been classified as quasi-
one-dimensional electron systems. The so-called Luttinger liquid theory [4] represents
the established theoretical framework for quantum one-dimensional conductors similar to
the Fermi liquid theory in three dimensions. A brief review of the Luttinger liquid theory
and some experimental realizations are presented in the next section.
1.1 1D metals: Theory and experiments
Luttinger liquid universality
The concept of Luttinger liquid was introduced by Haldane [7] to generalize rigorously the
low energy properties of Tomonaga-Luttinger model for any one-dimensional correlated
electron model. These attempts have been motivated by the failure of Landau’s Fermi
liquid theory to describe the effect of electron correlations in one dimension. For a good
review of Luttinger liquids one could take Refs. [7], [4] and [8]. The Tomonaga-Luttinger
model is a one-dimensional exactly solvable model with excitations made of noninteract-
ing collective density oscillations which have bosonic nature. Haldane has shown that the
low energy excitations of any one-dimensional interacting electron model are similar to
the excitations of Tomonaga-Luttinger model, however, with interactions between these
bosonic density excitations [7]. These interactions can be eliminated using renormailza-
tion techniques. Therefore, the dispersion of these bosonic density excitations is linear
in the low energy regime, i.e. close to the Fermi wave vector kF . For the one component
Luttinger liquid, i.e. interacting spinless fermions, the collective bosonic density excita-
tion is characterized by a sound velocity, ν, given by the slope of the dispersion. For the
two components Luttinger liquids, i.e. spin-1
2
fermions, there are two kinds of bosonic col-
lective density excitations, namely charge (holon) and spin (spinon) density excitations.
These two excitations are independent and propagate with different sound velocities νc
1
and νs respectively. An other characteristic feature of Luttinger liquids is the power-law
decay of correlation functions in long distance and time at T = 0 and kF . The exponents
of this decay are nonuniversal and determined using the dimensionless Luttinger param-
eters Kρ and Kσ as well as the aforementioned velocities. The local density of states is
characterized by power-law decay as a function of energy while approaching the Fermi
energy at Fermi wave vector kF . Such a power law takes the form of a pseudo-gap. This is
applicable to any dynamical response measured with respect to frequency. The exponent
depends on the dimensionless parameters Kρ and Kσ. However, spectral functions that
measure the spectral weight with respect to both momentum and frequency, reveal two
peaks for the two-component Luttinger liquid. Each peak corresponds to one of the two
components: one to the holon and the other to the spinon. The details of these peaks
depend on the details of the two particle coupling[9].
A Luttinger liquid has an instability when the reciprocal lattice wave vector which
reflect the lattice periodicity is equal to the nesting wave vector 4kF . In this case the
momentum is not conserved between the scattered electrons. Instead, scattered electrons
can transfer momentum to the lattice and get it back. This process is called the umklapp
scattering. It leads to a gap opening (at T = 0) in the holon excitation when the coupling
strength and range are large enough. The multiple of the nesting wave vector 4kF is
constrained also by the commensurate filling of the lattice (half filling, quarter filling and
so on). By reducing the filling commensurate ratio, the necessary range of the coupling
to open a gap increases. For example, any repulsive interaction is enough to open a
gap at half-filling for spin-1
2
electrons but for quarter-filling it is necessary to introduce
strong enough interaction with at least nearest-neighbor range. The spinon excitations
remain gapless. This transition is known as a Mott metal-insulator transition [10, 4]
and it is driven by the interaction. Mott insulators and their metal-insulator transition
exist also in higher dimensions. However, in one-dimension they can be described within
the framework of Luttinger liquid theory [4]. In one dimension, Mott transition is a
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition characterized by discontinuous jump in the Kρ value from
a critical value Kc at the transition to zero in the Mott insulating phase. Furthermore,
it affects charge density correlations as well as the transport properties at T = 0. The
density correlations decay exponentially in the Mott phase due to the gap opening. On
the other hand the optical conductivity for all the frequency range within the Mott gap
is zero. For higher frequencies the optical conductivity is characterized by a peak which
decays as a power-law.
Within the variety of models which are described by the Luttinger liquid theory there
are some that can be solved exactly using the so called Bethe ansatz method such as the
1D Hubbard[11] and XXZ[12] models.
Coupled Luttinger liquids
Luttinger Liquid properties are reported in bulk anisotropic materials. These materials
are described as a set of one-dimensional correlated-electron chains. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to introduce inter-one-dimensional coupling between Luttinger liquids to investigate
how it can affect the properties of Luttinger liquids and hence to enable comparisons
with experiments. A good review of coupled Luttinger liquids can be found in Ref. [4].
Nevertheless, the realization of Luttinger liquids is not restricted to anisotropic bulk sys-
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tems, there are other experimental realizations such as single-wall carbon nanotubes, edge
states in quantum Hall effect, metallic nanowires on semiconducting substrates, etc.
The motivation of this thesis is the search for appropriate models to describe the
correlation effects in metallic nanowires deposited on semiconducting substrates. These
materials can not be represented as anisotropic bulk materials but they constitute a
coupling between one-dimensional chains and a reservoir and they will be discussed in
the next section. However, it is relevant to discuss briefly the effect of such 2 and/or
three dimensional coupling on Luttinger liquids.
The inter-chain coupling between Luttinger liquids can be classified between direct
interaction coupling, e.g. density-density or spin-spin couplings, and the single-particle
tunneling between chains [4]. The former could be approximated using mean filed ap-
proximation due to the existence of classical limits for spin and density operators which
is valid at least for coupling between infinite number of chains. This kind of coupling
derives the system to an ordered state and hence destroy the Luttinger liquids. It should
be emphasized that this discussion is valid if all other energy scales are set to zero. The
single-particle coupling does not have a classical limit due to its fermionic nature making
its treatment more complicated. It is appropriate to start the treatment of such a system
of coupled chains by introducing a small single-particle coupling comparing to the intra-
chains energy scale. By neglecting the electron-electron interactions and considering only
a two-dimensional tight-binding lattice the energy dispersion can take the form
ǫ
(
k‖, k⊥
)
= −2t‖ cos(k‖a)− 2t⊥ cos(k⊥b) (1.1)
where t‖ and t⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular hopping terms, a and b are the lattice
constants in the parallel and perpendicular directions, respectively. The dispersion in
Fig. 1.1 shows undulation in the k⊥ direction for t⊥ ≪ t‖ which become a straight line
for t⊥ = 0. If an energy scale, such as the thermal energy at finite temperature, is larger
than the band width of the undulation then the system is effectively indistinguishable
from uncoupled 1D chains. By reducing this energy scale smaller than the undulation
width the system will recover the 2D or 3D features. This describes the dimensional
crossover in the noninteracting case with an onset of the order of the perpendicular
hopping. Similar behavior is expected for the density-density and spin-spin couplings.
From the other side, the presence of interaction makes the treatment of the inter-chain
hopping harder due to the deference between the bosonic excitations existing in the chain
and the fermionic nature of the hopping. In general, the one-dimensional nature will be
preserved for energy scales smaller than the onset in the noninteracting case. However,
in such smaller scales there are other relevant tunneling processes which could take place
such as density-density, spin-spin couplings and pair hopping which derive the system to
an ordered state (at zero temperature). Thus, the problem will depend on whether the
dimensional crossover takes place before the system becomes in ordered state or not. If the
dimensional crossover takes place first then the system will be a two-dimensional system
derived from a non-Fermi liquid phase. The other case will introduce an ordered phase
and destroy the Luttinger liquid features. If the coupled infinite chains are made of Mott
insulating chains the inter-chain coupling will require enough energy to overcome the chain
gap. Once the inter-chain coupling reaches this point the electrons are deconfined from
single chains and they turn the coupled chains into a metallic 2 or 3 dimensional system.
Thus, this effect is named the deconfinement transition. In the confined electron phase
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Figure 1.1: Dispersion of two-dimensional tight-binding lattice with weak coupling in the
y-direction. This dispersion demonstrates the undulation of weakly coupled chains of
noninteracting electrons.
the system undergoes a crossover from Mott insulator at low temperatures to Luttinger
liquid at hight temperatures. In the deconfined phase the system experience dimensional
crossover between Luttinger liquid at high temperature and 2 or 3 dimensional metallic
phase.
An other approach to investigate the coupled interacting chains is to consider just
systems of few coupled chains. This has stimulated lots of investigations which are too
large to be all covered here. However, some main findings could be represented by spin-1
2
ladder systems. For instance, a strong ferromagnetic coupling between legs restricts each
rung in a polarized state with spin S = n/2 where n is the number of legs. If this system
of rungs are then coupled with intra-chain antiferromagnetic coupling, the ladder system
becomes equivalent to an antiferromagnetic spin chain with S = n/2. According to
Haldane [13], any integer spin chain has gapped excitations from the ground state while
any half integer spin chain has gapless excitations from the ground state. Therefore, these
spin-ladder systems have ground states with gap to excitations if they constructed from
even number of legs while the have gappless excitations from ground states if they are
constructed from odd number of legs. An other example is for spin-1
2
ladders with strong
inter-chain antiferromagnetic coupling. By taking a two-leg spin-ladder, each rung has
a singlet ground state with a gap to triplet excitation. Then, series of singlet rungs are
formed by the intra-chain coupling without changing the gapped nature of the ground
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state. This picture changes if the spin-ladder system contains three legs. In this case, the
strong antiferromagnetic inter-chain coupling can not make a singlet out of three spin-1
2
sites. Therefore, each rung represents a spin-1
2
site and the antiferromagnetic intra-chain
coupling construct a 3-leg spin-ladder system which is equivalent to a spin-1
2
chain. Thus,
the same Haldane ”conjecture” can be applied for such ladder systems. This picture is
also preserved to in the weak coupling limit between legs, thanks to the bosonization
analysis [4]. The behavior for n → ∞ remains an open problem. The spin-1
2
fermion
ladders consist of Mott insulating chains behave similar to the spin ladders discussed
before but with gapped charge excitations. The doped spin-1
2
fermion ladders exhibit
rich physics connected to pairing in high-temperature superconductors and other phases
which will not be discussed here [14, 15].
Experiments
The first experimental realization of Luttinger liquids has been observed in anisotropic
materials of organic conductors [16]. These materials can be modeled by tight binding
models with hopping term in one direction larger by one and two order of magnitudes
than the hopping terms in the other two dimensions respectively. This means that if
the dynamical properties of these materials (e.g. optical response) are probed for energy
scale larger than the smallest hopping terms but smaller than the largest one they behave
as one-dimensional electrons. In such a case, they reveal hallmarks of Luttinger liquid
namely the power-law decay in the dynamical response. Similar behavior is applicable
by setting the thermal energy scale to be larger than the smallest hopping [17]. Other
kind of methods such as scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/S) are
used to investigate the power-law decay. Other materials such as purple bronze and
carbon nanotubes as well as systems of cold atoms are reported to show Luttinger liquid
properties (see Ref. [18] and references therein).
The spin-charge separation feature is much harder to observe in experiments. The
photoemission experiments have been used to observe it [19] by revealing the two dif-
ferent excitation dispersions that correspond to holons and spinons. However, this way
lead to controversial interpretations. One source for this controversy come from the non-
universality of these holon and spinon dispersions [20], i.e. they are model dependent.
An other way to investigate spin-charge separation is done by tunneling between two
nanowires [21, 22] controlled by gate voltage and magnetic field to adjust the energy
momentum differences, respectively, between the two quantum wires. The tunneling
spectrum reveals different branches which are assigned to independent spin and charge
modes. In reality these experimental systems are not only pure one-dimensional systems,
i.e. there is a coupling to other dimension, except for cold atoms prepared as 1D sys-
tems. For instance as it was shown for coupled Luttinger liquids, the anisotropic bulk
systems have been described using coupling between one-dimensional electron systems.
The strength of such coupling in addition to electron-electron Coulomb interactions play
an essential role in the presence of Luttinger liquid features [1, 4, 5].
Recently, experimental realizations of 1D properties on reconstructions of metallic
nanowires on semiconducting substrates have been reported. Nevertheless, these sys-
tems lack theoretical understanding of the apparent Luttinger liquid features due to poor
theoretical knowledge about the influence of the wire-substrate hybridization on one-
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dimensional features. The understanding of this influence gives the motivation for this
thesis. Therefore, a separate discussion about experimental realizations of some recon-
structions of metallic nanowires on semiconducting substrates which have been reported
to host Luttinger liquid hallmarks will be presented in the next section.
1.2 1D metal on a semiconducting substrate: exper-
imental realization
Pt/Ge(001)
A self organized Pt/Ge(001) structure at room temperature has been reported by Gurlu
et al. [23]. Using scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S) they were able
to show that this structure consists of 1D nanowires of 0.4 nm thickness, 1.6 nm interwire
distance and about 380 nm length. The nanowires are defect-free and cover an area on
the Ge(001) surface called β-terrace. Other parts of the Ge(001) surface called α-terrace
are not covered by nanowires. Gurlu et al. [23] proposed a structural model for β-terraces
called quasi-dimer-raws where one of the Ge atoms of every second dimer is replaced by
Pt atom along the Ge(001) dimer rows. The nanowires, according to their model, are
metallic and formed from Pt dimers on the first layer in between the quasi-dimer-raws.
In an other report [24], N. Oncil. et al. used STS measurements to show confined
states between the nanowires. They successfully used a model of quantum particles
trapped on a finite well to interpret the results. These confined states are found only at
low temperature (77 K).
On the other hand, it has been shown by ab-initio calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) that the proposed model of top Pt atoms does not reproduce
the observed STM images. However, a model proposed by A. A. Stekolnikov et al. [25]
shows a good agreement between the calculated and measured STM images in the case of
0.25 ML Pt coverage proposed by Gurlu et al. [23]. This model called the tetramer-dimer-
chain (TDC) model and characterized by top chains of Ge pairs connected to fourfold Pt
atoms on one side of the ridge and Ge tetramer atoms on the other side.
However, according to D. Vanpoucke and G. Brocks[26] this model is not stable en-
ergetically due to its larger formation energy compared to the bare Ge(001) surface.
Therefore, they proposed an other model based on larger Pt coverage. The main feature
of this model is the nanowires consisting of Ge dimers while mixed Pt-Ge dimer rows are
lined in the troughs.
Concerning the 1D peculiarity, there is a consensus about the metallic phase of the
Pt/Ge(001) nanowires at room temperature according to my knowledge. However, there
is a debate about a Peierls instability at low temperature. A. van Houselt et al. [27]
reported that the system undergoes a Peierls transition at low temperature (about 4.7
K) but they assume that the nanowires consist of Pt chains on the first layer of the
Pt/Ge(001) surface which contradicts the much more stable model proposed by D. Van-
poucke and G. Brocks [26] or even the TDC model.
On the other hand, I. Mochizuki et al. [28] performed a study using STM, reflec-
tion high-energy positron diffraction (RHEPD) and angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) supporting D. Vanpoucke and G. Brocks [26] model. They rule out
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Peierls instability due to difference in the value of the nesting vector between the measured
and calculated ones, although they confirmed structural displacement of the topmost Ge
dimers.
In an other investigation, K. Yaji et al. [29] also rule out Peierls instability and show,
using ARPES, two metallic bands, one has 2D feature and one shows 1D feature and both
of them are in each side of Γ¯. The 1D metallic band is shown on a density plot of spectral
function against kx and ky axis by straight line along ky with very weak undulation around
this straight line direction (1% of the surface Brillouin zone size). They confirmed the
one-dimensionality by recording the binding energy against kx at different points of ky
and showing the same parabolic shape within 0.2 eV below Fermi level. They excluded
a Peierls instability due to the difference between Fermi wave vectors of both metallic
bands and the nesting vector corresponding to the observed structural transition. They
integrated the ARPES intensity over kx for the 1D band and plot it against the binding
energy but they did not find any suppression around the Fermi energy. Therefore, they
concluded that there is no realization of Luttinger liquid in this system.
Nevertheless, these findings of noninteracting one-dimensional electrons have been
verified in an other study by K. Yaji et. al. [30] where they found evidences for Luttinger
liquid power-law decay of density of states in the one-dimensional band. The power-law
decay has been revealed using much more precise ARPES measurements. They estimated
a power-law exponent α = 0.25 much smaller than those found in carbon nanotubes or
purple bronze indicating weaker electron-electron interactions. Despite that, they did
not exclude the possibility of disorder-driven power-law decay in theses ARPES results
instead of Luttinger liquid. Moreover, they found an other band showing undulation of
weakly coupled chains and spin-splitting due to Rashba effect. This additional band is
metallic and they did not found evidence for a Peierls transition despite the structural
transition found in the system. They stated that the current structural models are not
sufficient to describe their experimental results.
Au/Ge(001)
An other self-organized metallic wire on G(001) substrate is the Au/Ge(001) reconstruc-
tion. This system has been reported by J. Wang et al. [31] using STM experiments at
room temperature. With estimated coverage of 0.5 ML, they showed images of several
hundreds nanometers long Au-induced chains. This reconstruction has a metallic behav-
ior on the nanowires according to possibility of using on-chain bias down to 0.2 V which
is not possible on the neighbor Ge patches. However, this reconstruction differs from the
Pt/Ge(001) by a high defect density. Nevertheless, by increasing the coverage to 1.5 ML
they observed a fully covered surface with well ordered chains. From a (4×2) LEED pat-
tern, they proposed a model of Au-Au dimers on the top level parallel to Au-Ge dimers
on the second level.
J. Scha¨fer et al. [16] performed an other STM investigation for the same system. They
reported 0.5 ML coverage for several 1000 A˚ length nanowires and a different LEED
pattern of c(8×2). They emphasized the 1D features by showing a spread of metallic
charge along the nanowires with a one atom width. Furthermore, by scanning laterally
to the nanowires the tunneling conductivity decline considerably. They also performed
an ARPES investigation where a 1D band referred to the nanowires is shown.
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However, these findings were controversial as they are seen from the comment of A.
van Houselt et al. [32] where they rule out the one-dimensionality of the Au/Ge(001)
reconstruction.
A structural model called giant missing row (GMR) reconstruction is proposed by A.
van Houselt et al. [33] based on STM investigations. They reported 0.2-0.3 ML coverage
at room temperature with a similar structure to J. Wang et al. [31] proposal with much
deeper troughs. This model consists of well ordered (111) facetted nanogrooves decorated
with Au atoms into
√
3 ×√3R30◦ pattern. The top of the ridges consist of buckled Ge
dimers[33].
The disputation about the one-dimensionality has been raised again by K. Nakatsuji
et al. [34]. They did ARPES accompanied with STM and LEED investigations to address
the Au/Ge(001) reconstruction. The LEED measurements is done at 130 K while ARPES
and STM experiments are done at room temperature. They estimated 1.1-1.2 ML cov-
erage and reported 8× periodicity both parallel and perpendicular to the chains with
dispersion along 〈110〉 direction showing metallic surface state consistent with 8× peri-
odicity. The metallic bands close to Fermi surface show ellipsoidal form. They concluded
that an anisotropic 2D metallic surface is the reason for these observations.
From the other side, S. Meyer et al[35] emphasized on the one-dimensionality of the
Au/Ge(001) reconstruction and criticized K. Nakatsuji et al. [34] for not using enough
accurate results on their report of anisotropy. They also performed ARPES at 15 K
accompanied with STM and LEED down to 10 K. They observed a Fermi surface with
parallel lines and two electron pockets on the two sides of Γ¯. They rule out Peierls or
CDW scenarios and interpreted these ARPES results as a 1D metallic electron band. In
this study, they estimated 0.15 band filling for each pocket.
A DFT investigation have been performed by S. Sauer et al. [36] for the Au/Ge(001)
reconstruction. They did not find a model with lowest surface formation energy and good
agreement with STM images. The GMR model is found to have a good agreement with
STM details, however it has a quite large surface formation energy. Furthermore, 1D
metallic band is found in the GMR model but with weaker band dispersion and larger
band filling compared to experiments reported by S. Meyer et al[35]. They reported
a modification of the GMR model to the so called ATSGR model which reduces the
formation energy. This model is described by rearrangement of Ge ridges, formation of
Au trimers on the side facets and additional Ge atoms in the trenches. An other model
showed by them, called the bridging dimer row model, has low surface formation energy
and produces good STM image but it can not explain the differences between filled and
empty states in the experiments. This model described by two dimer rows bridged by
perpendicular dimers with removing every second dimer row in the clean Ge(001).
A feature of Luttinger liquids, namely the power law dependence of local DOS in the
vicinity of Fermi points, has been reported by C. Blumenstein et al. [37]. They measured
STM and STS for an Au/Ge(001) reconstruction with estimated 0.5 ML coverage at 4.7
K. They did also ARPES measurements for the same system at 10 K. The differential
tunneling conductivity (DTC) which measured in STS has been recorded which corre-
sponds to the on-wire local DOS (LDOS). It shows a power law decay of the LDOS around
Fermi energy with a non-universal exponent α = 0.53. They confirmed these results by
integrating the 1D metallic band found by ARPES over the wave vector k. The same
decay for the integrated intensity in the vicinity of Fermi energy with the same exponent
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is observed. They measured the DTC for several temperatures and plotted them against
renormalized energy scale eV/kBT to find a power law dependence with the same expo-
nent. The effect of disorders and dynamical Coulomb blockade are ruled out as reasons
for such observations. These observations agree well with Luttinger liquid predictions
from which they estimated the charge stiffness constant Kρ = 0.26 for this system.
Nevertheless, K. Nakatsuji et. al. [38] reported ARPES study that show stronger
Au-band dispersion perpendicular to the wires than parallel to them.
Moreover, J. Park et al. [39] opposed the report of Luttinger liquid to be found on the
Au/Ge(001) reconstruction. They used STM and STS investigations done at 78 and 5.5
K and estimated 0.75 ML coverage. The analysis of their results led to a conclusion of
2D electronic state near Fermi energy and they refer the Luttinger liquid behavior seen
by C. Blumenstein et al. [37] to be a result of disorders.
Furthermore, an other study by N. de Jong et. al. [40] emphasized the 2D nature of the
Au/Ge(001) reconstruction and supported the counterintuitive finding of stronger Au-
band dispersion perpendicular to the wires. They performed experimental and theoretical
investigations using ARPES, STM, STS, LEED and analysis of a minimal tight-binding
model.
Addressing the debate of the dimensionality, an other recent study by K. Seino and
F. Bechstedt[41] focused on structural models for the Au/Ge(001) reconstruction. They
proposed several models derived from the ATSGR model with large coverage ranging
between 1.25 and 1.75 ML. They reported that, due to similar formation energy, different
structures may be realized by different experimental research groups. They were able to
explain the STM experiments with lower formation energy than ATSGR model. However,
although the electron and hole wave functions are found to distribute along the wire ridges
and/or sides, there are weak band dispersions perpendicular to the wire direction which
depend on the wave function overlap between the adjacent unit cells.
Using DFT method, K. Seino et. al. [42] studied the stability of various structural
models while changing the temperature. They found that the surface structure is sensitive
to temperature changing. They showed that some structural models that are compatible
with experimental results stabilize by rising the temperature. On the other hand, some
stable models at 0 K lose their stability by rising the temperature.
L. Dudy et. al. [43] published a review on the Au/Ge(001) reconstruction. They
highlighted the difficulty of coverage estimation. They also supported the counterintu-
itive finding that the Au-band dispersions are more pronounced perpendicular to wires
direction K. Nakatsuji et. al. [38] and de Jong et. al. [40].
Bi/InSb(001)
A reconstruction of Bi/InSb(001) has been reported to show a power law dependence of
LDOS in the vicinity of Fermi points by Y. Ohtsubo [44]. They concluded that a surface
Luttinger liquid exists in this system. They prepared a Bi/InSb(001) reconstruction by 3
ML Bi evaporation on clean InSb(001) surface. They measured the band structure using
ARPES at room temperature and reported a linear Fermi contour along ky indicating
one 1D metallic state. A measurement along kx at 8 K has been done for the metallic
band revealing a parabolic shape with minimum at kx = 0A˚
−1. They integrated the
spectral intensity over kx for ky = 0.25± 0.05A˚−1 at 35 K and show a power law scaling
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of the intensity below 0.1 eV. The power law exponent was 0.65 ± 0.05. They found
the same scaling of the intensity at Fermi energy as a function of temperature with a
power law exponent 0.71± 0.1. They measured the momentum distribution curves along
kx for several binding energy values below and above Fermi energy. They got the peak
distribution position at each binding energy and estimated the Fermi wave vector to be
0.05 ± 0.02A˚−1. By this way they reported the ability to scan above and below Fermi
energy and showed suppression of intensity around Fermi energy without gap opening or
breaking discontinuity. Nevertheless, there are no detail about the formation of nanowires
neither from STM/S measurements nor DFT calculations.
In an other publication, Y. Ohtsubo [45] showed possible spin-charge separation in
the Bi/InSb(001) reconstruction using ARPES measurements. They reported two en-
ergy distribution curves with separate spectral features. The two features disperse with
different Fermi velocities. One dispersive feature could be assigned to charge excitation
and the other to spin excitation. Nevertheless, they did not exclude the possibility of
two surface states causing these two features but without affecting the validity of the
Luttinger liquid power-law decay in this system.
1.3 Theoretical approaches for a 1D metal on a sub-
strate
The existence of Luttinger liquid properties in the three systems discussed before is
highly debated. The actual structures of the Pt/Ge(001) Au/Ge(001) systems are not,
yet, settled. However, much more consensus is reached for the Pt/Ge(001) system than
for the Au/Ge(001). The Bi/InSb(001) system lacks systematic structural investigations.
Moreover, if we agree for the moment that these systems show 1D correlated features,
the understanding of the impact of the substrate is entirely unknown. Therefore, more
general new approaches are needed to fill this gap. Solving a model for a metallic wire
on semiconducting substrate including complex structure and full electron interactions
is not possible with current analytical or numerical methods. As it is discussed before,
Luttinger liquids emerge from electron-electron interaction in 1D metals which means
that mean-field approximations can not give correct solutions. However, lattice models,
such as the 1D Hubbard model, have been used widely to describe correlated electrons
qualitatively in 1D including Luttinger liquids[4, 11]. These models are solved by some
analytical methods such as bosonization or numerical methods such as density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) [4, 46].
For this thesis the 1D Hubbard model is adopted to describe a 1D correlated wire
accompanied with two different approaches to describe the substrate. The first approach
considers a 1D tight binding chain as a substrate which is coupled to the 1D Hubbard
chain using single-particle hopping. By this way the model will be an asymmetric 2-leg
ladder [47]. This model lacks systematic investigations, which is not the case for similar
asymmetric ladder models [14, 15]. Only investigation in Ref. [48] has been found by the
thesis author. The second approach is to describe the substrate using a tight binding 3D
square lattice with a hybridization using a single-particle hopping to the 1D Hubbard
chain. However, this model is still difficult to solve using state-of-the-art methods in 1D
such as DMRG due to its three dimensionality. Therefore, a mapping from 3D to 2D
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ladder system is proposed [49]. Then, an approximation by taking just few legs out of
the 2D ladder to form a quasi-one-dimensional system is investigated to understand the
possibilities and limitations of this approximation [49, 50]. The main method used for
these two approaches is DMRG which is briefly discussed in the following section.
1.4 Density matrix renormalization group: a nu-
merical method for 1D systems
DMRG is a numerical method developed by Steven White [51] while trying to overcome
the failure of the numerical renormalization group method in solving 1D electron systems
in real-space lattice. DMRG represents, probably, the best numerical method to treat
quasi-1D correlated electrons with short range interactions. Many extensions have been
developed which make it competitive with state-of-the-art methods for correlated elec-
trons in fields such as dynamical response, quantum chemistry, 2D-electron systems, etc.
A major breakthrough on DMRG came from the possibility to represent the ground state
of 1D electron systems with local interaction using so called matrix product states (MPS).
It has been shown that DMRG gives an accurate approximation to the ground state in
the MPS form for such 1D system [52]. This has lead to large progress in time evolution,
finite temperature and other problems as well as establishing quantum information and
other fields. These advancements lead to the large effort in developing methods based on
the more general class of MPS, the so called tensor network states (TNS)[53].
Wave function approximation using reduced density matrix
The description of DMRG starts by considering a quantum lattice in which the aim is to
find any quantum mechanical state (usually the ground state). The local basis of site l
in this quantum lattice is given by a set {|σl〉; σl = 1, ..., d} of orthonormal basis where
d is the dimension of the local basis set. If such a quantum lattice has a total number
of sites L, then, a complete many-body basis set of the full lattice Hilbert space is given
by the tensor product of the local basis such that {| (σ1, ..., σL)〉 = |σ1〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |σL〉; σl =
1, ..., d; l = 1, ..., L}. The dimension d of the local basis is chosen to be equal for each
site l, and hence, the dimension of the full lattice Hilbert space DL grows exponentially
with the total number of sites, i.e. DL = dL. Any pure quantum mechanical state |ψ〉 at
T = 0 of such a lattice can be expanded using the complete many-body basis set as
|ψ〉 =
∑
(σ1,...,σL)
C(σ1,...,σL)| (σ1, ..., σL)〉 (1.2)
where the sum is running over all possible configurations of the many-body basis states
and |ψ〉 is assumed to be normalized. However, the determination of such a state, e.g.
by the full diagonalization of the lattice Hamiltonian, is not possible for large number of
sites L due to the very large dimension of the Hilbert space. This exponential growth
of Hilbert space is a major problem for computational calculations of strongly correlated
electron systems. DMRG provides an efficient way to reduce the size of basis states in
order to give a good approximation for the state |ψ〉 and observables measured for it.
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To illustrate the ideas behind DMRG one should introduce a bipartition of the full
lattice into two parts A (the system block in DMRG terminology) with size LA and B
(the environment block in DMRG terminology) with size LB = L−LA. The full system-
environment lattice is denoted the super-block in DMRG terminology. Thus, two sets of
many-body basis states {|a〉} and {|b〉} are defined for A and B, respectively, such that
{|a〉 = | (σ1, ..., σLA)〉 = |σ1〉 ⊗ ... ⊗ |σLA〉; σl = 1, ..., d; l = 1, ..., LA} with dimension DA
and {|b〉 = | (σLA+1, ..., σL)〉 = |σLA+1〉 ⊗ ... ⊗ |σL〉; σl = 1, ..., d; l = LA + 1, ..., L} with
dimension DB. Thus, |ψ〉 can be expressed in terms of {|a〉} and {|b〉} as
|ψ〉 =
∑
a,b
ψa,b|a〉 ⊗ |b〉. (1.3)
while assuming 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. The reduced density matrix (RDM) of the system block is
defined by tracing out the environment states {|b〉} such that
ρaa′ =
∑
b
ψa,bψ
∗
a′,b (1.4)
where
ψa,b = 〈ab|ψ〉 (1.5)
which give the elements of the operator ρˆ that is subjected to the normalization condition
Trρˆ = 1. Thus, any observable Oˆ can be measured on the system block A using the
relation
〈ψ|Oˆ|ψ〉 = TrρˆOˆ =
∑
α
ωα〈uα|Oˆ|uα〉 (1.6)
where ωα and |uα〉 are the eigenvalues and eigenstates of ρˆ with α = 1, ...,DA. Due to
the normalization condition of ρˆ its eigenvalues obey the relation
∑DA
α ωα = 1 and each
ωα gives the weight of the correspondent eigenvalue |uα〉.
The basis states of the system block can be expanded using the RDM eigenstates, i.e.
|a〉 = ∑αCα,a|uα〉. This will allow to write Eq.(1.3) using the RDM eigenstates in the
form
|ψ〉 =
∑
b
∑
α
Cα,b|uα〉 ⊗ |b〉. (1.7)
Notice that 〈uα|uα′〉 = δα,α′ . Then, using the basis states of the environment block, one
can define states |να〉 =∑bCα,b|b〉 which allow to write Eq.(1.3) in a much more compact
form, i.e.
|ψ〉 =
∑
α
Cα|uα〉 ⊗ |να〉 (1.8)
where |να〉 are constrained by normalization condition, i.e. 〈να|να〉 = 1. This offer a
way to reduce the number of the required coefficients to expand |ψ〉 in the bipartite
super-block to be equal to the number of the system block basis states.
Moreover, if most of the total weight is concentrated only in limited number m < DA
of the density matrix eigenstates, the quantum mechanical state |ψ〉 can be represented
with a good approximation by the expansion
|ψ′〉 =
m∑
α
Cα|uα〉 ⊗ |να〉 (1.9)
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Hence, a good approximation of the measurement of the observable Oˆ can be done using
the same limited number of RDM eigenstates, i.e.
〈ψ′|Oˆ|ψ′〉 =
m∑
α
ωα〈uα|Oˆ|uα〉. (1.10)
Thus, an estimation of the error ǫρ due to the truncation of the RDM eigenstates, i.e.
the truncation error, on both |ψ〉 and the measurement of the observable Oˆ can be done
using
ǫρ = 1−
m∑
α=1
ωα (1.11)
Therefore, by constructing and diagonalizing the RDM in Eq.(1.4) one can estimate the
accuracy of the approximation on |ψ〉 and the measurements done using it.
The problem can be formulated, in an other way, as a minimization problem of
ǫρ = ‖|ψ〉 − |ψ′〉‖2 (1.12)
by varying over all Cα, |uα〉 and |να〉. For this purpose, |uα〉 can be expanded using the
basis states of the system block, i.e. |uα〉 = ∑a cαa |a〉 and |να〉 can be expanded using
the basis states of the environment block, i.e. |να〉 = ∑b cαb |b〉. Thus, the minimization
problem of ǫρ becomes
ǫρ =
∑
a,b
(
ψa,b −
m∑
α=1
Cαc
α
ac
α
b
)2
(1.13)
by minimizing over all Cα, c
α
a and c
α
b for a given number m.
An other way to handle the expansion in Eq.(1.3) can be done using the so called
singular value decomposition (SVD). SVD is a useful tool in the description of DMRG
theory and its MPS formulation. It states that for any rectangular matrix Ψ that has
the dimension (DA ×DB) there is a possibility to write it in the form
Ψ = USV †. (1.14)
Here U has the dimension (DA × min(DA,DB)) with orthonormal columns that fulfills
the relation U †U = I. For DA ≤ DB this satisfies UU † = I as well, i.e. it is a uni-
tary matrix. S is a diagonal matrix with the dimension (min(DA,DB) ×min(DA,DB)).
The non-negative diagonal values are called the singular values. V † has the dimension
(min(DA,DB) × DB) with orthonormal rows that fulfill the relation V †V = I and for
DB ≤ DA this also satisfies V V † = I.
For the current case one can choose U with size DA × DA which gives entries cαa , V
with size DB ×DA which gives entries cαb and D is a diagonal matrix with size DA ×DA
which gives entries Cα. This decomposition gives ψa,b in a similar form as
∑m
α=1Cαc
α
ac
α
b
in Eq.(1.13). One can see from Eq.(1.4) that ρˆ can be diagonalized as
UρˆU⊺ = D2 (1.15)
which gives the eigenvalues of the RDM by the relation
√
ωα = Cα and, hence, the
truncation error is obtained according to Eq.(1.11).
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The SVD confirms that the required number of basis states to represent the quantum
mechanical state |ψ〉, as in Eq. (1.3), can be reduced significantly using the eigenstates of
the reduced density matrix and then can be approximated by considering only those states
with the largest weights. Nevertheless, this efficient representation needs the knowledge
of |ψ〉 a priori which seems that nothing has been gained for systems with large number
of sites. However, DMRG provides efficient ways to construct Eq. (1.9) which will be
described later. From the other side, Eq. (1.9) gives the connection between such a
representation and the entanglement through the so called Schmidt decomposition which
will be described next.
Reduced density matrix and entanglement
Entanglement is a purely quantum feature which implies that a quantum state can not
be written as a simple product of its constituent states. The entanglement for a bipartite
system-environment lattice (the super-block) described above can be studied by repre-
senting the state |ψ〉 using the so called Schmidt decomposition. The form of Schmidt
decomposition is equivalent to represent |ψ〉 in the form of Eq.(1.9) but by summing up
to the total number DSchmidt of all non-zero values √ωα, i.e.
|ψ〉 =
DSchmidt∑
α
√
ωα|uα〉 ⊗ |να〉. (1.16)
where DSchmidt ≤ DA.
One can observe that the total number of coefficients ψa,b is reduced to the number of
Schmidt non-zero coefficients DSchmidt ≤ min (DA,DB). From the quantum information
theory one can use the eigenvalue spectrum of the RDM to calculate an entanglement
measure, the so-called von Neumann entropy
S = −Tr(ρˆ ln ρˆ) = −
DSchmidt∑
α=1
ωα ln(ωα). (1.17)
Clearly, for an approximated state such as in Eq.(1.9) the smaller the truncation er-
ror ǫρ is the more |ψ′〉 preserves the entanglement. In general, quantum information
theory provides information about the entanglement scaling which can be used to es-
timate the possibility for efficient approximation of |ψ〉. For a bipartite super-block in
thermodynamic limit of size LDim, where Dim is the number of spacial dimensions, the
entanglement obeys the so-called area law if the Hamiltonian of the lattice is restricted
to short range interaction with a gap to excitations. In such a case the von Neumann
entropy scales as S ∼ LDim−1. Therefore, the von Neumann entropy saturates to a fixed
value for one-dimensional systems and the number of RDM eigenstates required to repre-
sent |ψ〉 is limited and does not extend with system length. For two-dimensional systems
S ∼ L which make an efficient approximation limited, in general, to small system sizes.
Conformal field theory provides S ∼ lnL for one-dimensional systems at criticality mean-
ing that the required RDM eigenstates extend with system length and, hence, properties
at the thermodynamic limit can not be efficiently approximated.
At this point, descriptions will be presented of how DMRG provides algorithms to
efficiently give the approximated state |ψ′〉 (1.9) by starting from fully diagonalizable
system size and successively building |ψ′〉 for larger system sizes.
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DMRG algorithms
The main two algorithms for DMRG are the infinite-system and the finite-system algo-
rithms. Both are described for one-dimensional lattice with open boundary conditions.
The infinite-system algorithm can be illustrated by the following steps
1. A Hamiltonian Hl for a system block of length l and a Hamiltonian Hl′ for an
environment block of length l′ are formed with l = l′.
2. Both Hamiltonians are enlarged by adding one more site to the system block to be
Hl+1 as well as to the environment block to be Hl′+1. This gives a construction
of super-block Hamiltonian Hl+1,l′+1. The initial super-block Hamiltonian must be
exactly diagonalizable.
3. Using sparse matrix exact diagonalization, an eigenstate (denoted the target state
in DMRG terminology) of the super-block Hamiltonian and its eigenvalue are ob-
tained. Usually this state is the ground state of the Hamiltonian or one of the
lowest excited states.
4. RDM is obtained using Eq.(1.4) for the enlarged system block and similarly for the
enlarged environment block.
5. Using dense matrix exact diagonalization the eigenvalues as well as the eigenstates
of the system block RDM are obtained and then ordered by descending eigenvalues.
Similar process is done for the environment block to obtain its RDM eigenstates
(RDM eigenvalues are similar to those obtained for the system block).
6. The RDM eigenstates with large ”enough” eigenvalues are used to construct the
columns of a matrix which is used to transform the enlarged system block Hamil-
tonian Hl+1 to new basis in order to form a new system block, i.e. Hl+1 → Hl.
Similar process is done for the environment block.
7. A repetition from step 2. is proceeded until a desired super-block length L = l + l′
is obtained.
These steps are sketched in Fig. 1.2. One can notice that the environment in the infinite-
system algorithm is approximated and enlarged successively. This leads to an additional
source of error beside the truncation error. Furthermore, the size of the full 1D lattice
changes until the end of the calculations while the total number of particles may changes
leading to change in the filling during the calculations. This makes the infinite-system
algorithm contradict with the canonical ensemble nature of DMRG described so far and
the final results are usually not satisfactory.
To overcome these problems a finite-system algorithm is used which is described as
follow
0. The infinite-system algorithm is performed until a desired length L is reached. At
each iteration all Hamiltonians Hl and Hl′ and operators which connect blocks are
stored.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the infinite-system algorithm of the DMRG
method. The black squares represent the enlarged system and environment blocks while
the red circles represent the added sites.
1. The system block is enlarged by connecting to the nearest site , i.e. Hl+1 is formed.
An environment block is constructed from the nearest site to the enlarged system
block and Hl′−2, i.e. Hl′−1 is formed.
2. A new super-block is constructed and it consists of the new system block Hl+1, and
the environment blockHl′−1. The target state is calculated for this new super-block.
3. Similar to steps 4. to 6. in the infinite-system algorithm, the new enlarged system
block Hl+1 is transformed to the basis of RDM to form and store new system block
Hl and other required operators.
4. The environment block is relabeled Hl′−1 → Hl′ and steps 1. to 4. are repeated until
Hl′=1 or a full diagonalizable environment is reached.
5. The procedure is reversed by constructing an enlarged environment block consists
of Hl′ and the nearest site, i.e. Hl′+1 is formed. A system block is constructed from
the nearest site to the enlarged environment block and Hl−2, i.e. Hl−1 is formed.
6. A new super-block is constructed consists of the new environment block Hl′+1, and
the system block Hl′−1. The target state is calculated for this new super-block.
7. Similar to steps 4. to 6. in the infinite-system algorithm, the new enlarged envi-
ronment block Hl′+1 is transformed to the basis of RDM to form and store new
environment block Hl′ and other required operators.
8. The system block is relabeled Hl−1 → Hl and steps 5. to 7. are repeated until Hl′=1
or a full diagonalizable environment is reached.
9. A repetition from step 1 is performed until reaching energy convergence.
These procedures are depicted in Fig. 1.3. The enlargement of the system block from left
to right and of the environment block from right to left are called left and right sweeps,
respectively. After finishing step 0 (a warm-up step) the length and the total number of
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the finite-system algorithm of the DMRG method
after constructing the lattice using the infinite-system algorithm described in Fig. 1.2.
The red circles represent the added sites and the black squares represents the enlargement
or shrinking of the system or the environment blocks during sweeps.
particles remains constant. Thus, the remaining steps will be performed on a canonical
system. Updating system and environment blocks within sweeps while adding two full
sites between them improve the calculated target state and its eigenenergy.
Any local operator must be constructed and transformed to new RDM in each up-
dating step of the system and environment blocks. However, the measurements could be
done using the final target state or during the iterations.
Matrix Product States representation
Major advancements in DMRG are achieved by utilizing the fact that the target state
produced by DMRG is in the form of matrix product states (MPS), cf. [52]. This can
be explained by successive applications of the SVD on a matrix of the coefficients of
the many body wavefunction Eq.(1.2). In the first step, the coefficients C(σ1,...,σL) are
reshaped in a form of a matrix of dimension (d× dL−1), i.e.
C(σ1,...,σL) = Ψσ1,(σ2,...,σL). (1.18)
Then, by performing the SVD on Ψσ1,(σ2,...,σL) the results will be
Ψσ1,(σ2,...,σL) =
r1∑
a1
Uσ1,a1Sa1,a1(V
†)a1,(σ2...σL). (1.19)
S and V † can be multiplied to get
Ψσ1,(σ2,...,σL) =
r1∑
a1
Uσ1,a1C(a1,σ2,...,σL). (1.20)
Here, r1 is equivalent to DSchmidt in the Schmidt decomposition described before, which,
in the current case, satisfies the relation r1 ≤ d. The matrix U represents a set of d row
vectors Aσ1 with elements Aσ1a1 = Uσ1,a1 . The coefficients, C(a1,σ2,...,σL) can be reshaped as
C(a1,...,σL) = Ψ(a1σ2),(σ3...σL) (1.21)
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to form a matrix with dimension r1d × dL−2. Then, the SVD can be applied, again, to
obtain
Ψ(a1σ2),(σ3...σL) =
r2∑
a2
U(a1σ2),a2Sa2,a2(V
†)a2,(σ3...σL) (1.22)
with r2 ≤ r1d ≤ d2. The entries of matrix U can be given as Aσ2a1,a2 which mean that U
consists of a set of matrices Aσ2 each has the dimension r1 × r2. The total number of
these Aσ2 matrices is d. The multiplication of S and V † results in Ca2,(σ3...σL) which gives
Ψ(a1σ2),(σ3...σL) =
r2∑
a2
Aσ2a1,a2Ca2,(σ3...σL). (1.23)
The reshaping and the SVD can be repeated until a matrix AσL is reached. Then, by
combining the full set of the A matrices, C(σ1,...,σL) can be written as
C(σ1,...,σL) =
∑
a1,a2,...,aL−1
Aσ1a1A
σ2
a1,a2
...AσL−1aL−2,aL−1A
σL
aL−1
. (1.24)
The sum over a1, a2, ..., aL−1 represents matrix multiplications which offer the possibility
to write the compact form
C(σ1,...,σL) = A
σ1Aσ2 ...AσL−1AσL (1.25)
and, hence, the many body state in Eq.(1.2) can be written as
|ψ〉 =
∑
(σ1,...,σL)
Aσ1Aσ2 ...AσL−1AσL | (σ1, ..., σL)〉 (1.26)
which is a MPS form. The maximum dimensions of the Aσl matrices are given by the
sequence (1×d), (d×d2), ..., (dL/2−1×dL/2), (dL/2×dL/2−1), ..., (d2×d), (d×1). However,
this maximum is reduced if the number of non-zero Schmidt values is less than d. The
matrices Aσl are left normalized, i.e.∑
σl
Aσl†Aσl = I (1.27)
which produce left-canonical MPS. The right canonical condition is not necessarily sat-
isfied for the Aσl matrices, i.e.
∑
σl
AσlAσl† 6= I.
Similar construction of MPS can be done using left normalized matrices to produce
left-canonical MPS. In this case the SVD can be carried out successively but each time
a matrix, Bσ, is constructed out of V †. This can be done by first reshaping C(σ1,...,σL) in
the form
C(σ1,...,σL) = Ψ(σ1,...,σL−1),σL . (1.28)
Then, by performing the SVD one gets
Ψ(σ1,...,σL−1),σL =
∑
aL−1
U(σ1,...,σL−1),aL−1SaL−1,aL−1
(
V †
)
aL−1,σL
(1.29)
=
∑
aL−1
Ψ(σ1,...,σL−2),(σL−1aL−1)B
σL
aL−1
.
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and
Ψ(σ1,...,σL−2),(σL−1aL−1) =
∑
aL−2
U(σ1,...,σL−2),aL−2SaL−2,aL−2
(
V †
)
aL−2,(σL−1aL−1)
=
∑
aL−1
Ψ(σ1,...,σL−3),(σL−2aL−2)B
σL−1
aL−2,aL−1
.
until it reaches the form
C(σ1,...,σL) =
∑
a1,a2,...,aL−1
Bσ1a1B
σ2
a1,a2
...BσL−1aL−2,aL−1B
σL
aL−1
. (1.30)
Then, similar to Eq.(1.26), the many body state can take the compact form
|ψ〉 =
∑
(σ1,...,σL)
Bσ1Bσ2 ...BσL−1BσL | (σ1, ..., σL)〉. (1.31)
A combination of the left and the right canonical forms can also be constructed which
gives
|ψ〉 =
∑
(σ1,...,σL)
Aσ1Aσ2 ...Aσl−1AσlSBσl+1 ...BσL−1BσL | (σ1, ..., σL)〉 (1.32)
where S is a diagonal matrix of the singular values. This mixed canonical form is equiv-
alent to the Schmidt decomposition
|ψ〉 =
∑
α
sαα|uα〉A ⊗ |να〉B. (1.33)
where sαα are the entries of S,
|uα〉A =
∑
(σ1,...,σl)
Aσ1Aσ2 ...Aσl−1Aσl | (σ1, ..., σl)〉 (1.34)
and
|να〉B =
∑
(σl+1,...,σL)
Bσl+1 ...BσL−1BσL | (σ1, ..., σL)〉. (1.35)
The DMRG algorithms described before give the target state in the form of a MPS.
Actually, the finite-system DMRG can be seen as an iterative update of the target state
in the form of Eq.(1.32) by sweeping the position of the matrix S back and forth.
Some computational considerations
To enhance the accuracy of the calculated eigenenergy and target state one should increase
systematically the number of retained RDM states in several sets of left and right sweeps.
This leads to a reduction in the truncation error which can be used to extrapolate the
eigenenergy to the limit of vanishing error. The infinite and finite system algorithms are
implemented for strictly one-dimensional lattice with open boundary conditions which
have a well defined order of sites. To perform DMRG for a lattice with ladder-like
structure it is important to define an appropriate way to order the sites in a 1D-like
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structure while reducing the long-range coupling which arose by such a reordering. The
calculations of the ground state of a 1D lattice with short range interaction give accurate
results. However, the two-site correlations such as density-density correlations do not
converge as the ground state, which makes the investigation of correlations that decay in
power-law much more demanding.
DMRG is the main method used to study ladder models of metallic wire on a sub-
strate. It will be assisted by Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations done by Martin
Hohenadler. Moreover, analysis of limiting cases, Hartree-Fock calculations and nonin-
teracting cases will be used to support DMRG calculations.
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Chapter 2
Asymmetric 2-leg ladder system
Asymmetric ladder systems, i.e. ladders made of two inequivalent legs, have been pro-
posed as models for linear atomic wires deposited on the surface of a substrate in order
to investigate the influence of the substrate on hallmarks of one-dimensional physics such
as the Peierls instability [54] and the Luttinger liquid behavior [55, 56]. However, this
approach has not been pursued systematically so far. Nevertheless, the one-dimensional
Kondo-Heisenberg model has been the most studied asymmetric ladder system but in
other context. It was used to investigate exotic superconducting correlations in striped-
ordered high-temperature superconductors [57, 58, 59, 60] as well as quantum phase tran-
sitions in heavy-fermion materials [61]. From an other side, a two-band Hubbard model
on a ladder lattice was the starting point of an investigation of pairing mechanisms in
strongly repulsive fermion systems [62].
The first approach chosen in this thesis is to consider an asymmetric 2-leg ladder
consisting of a correlated 1D chain, namely the 1D Hubbard model [11], and a 1D tight
binding chain. The correlated chain represents a wire and the noninteracting chain rep-
resents a substrate. Up to my knowledge, the only work on this model is done in Ref. [48]
in the context of proximity effect in high-temperature-superconductors. Most of the
investigations presented here are published in Ref. [47] and [63]
2.1 The model
The asymmetric ladder is displayed in Fig. 2.1. The Hamiltonian of the asymmetric
ladder model is
H = −t‖
∑
x,y,σ
(
c†x+1,y,σcx,y,σ + c
†
x,y,σcx+1,y,σ
)
− t⊥
∑
x,σ
(
c†x,F,σcx,H,σ + c
†
x,H,σcx,F,σ
)
+ U
∑
x
(
nx,H,↑ − 1
2
)(
nx,H,↓ − 1
2
)
. (2.1)
Here cx,y,σ(c
†
x,y,σ) represents an annihilation (creation) operator for an electron with spin
σ on a site with coordinates (x, y) where y = H (Hubbard leg) or y = F (Fermi leg). The
rung index x runs from 1 to the ladder length L. The corresponding electron number
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the asymmetric 2-leg Hubbard ladder described
by Hamiltonian 2.1. This figure is adapted from Ref [47].
operator is nx,y,σ = c
†
x,y,σcx,y,σ. Each site has the possibility to be occupied by two
electrons with opposite spin direction, thus, the half filling corresponds to the number of
electrons N = 2L. The Hamiltonian is invariant under the particle-hole transformation
cxyσ → (−1)xc†xyσ. Therefore, at half filling the Fermi energy is always equal to 0 and
it is sufficient to investigate the cases corresponding to N ≥ 2L. The investigations are
restricted to repulsive interactions (U ≥ 0) only. The canonical gauge transformation
cxHσ → −cxHσ, cxFσ → cxFσ merely changes the sign of the hopping term t⊥ and another
canonical gauge transformation cxyσ → (−1)xcxyσ simply changes the sign of t‖, therefore,
only the cases t‖ ≥ 0 and t⊥ ≥ 0 will be considered. The energy unit is t‖ = 1. In
general, this Hamiltonian is not exactly solvable, but, by analyzing limiting cases which
are amenable to analytical calculations one can get some ideas about its properties.
2.1.1 Weak interactions
The first limit is the limit of vanishing interaction U . The non-interacting system with
(U = 0) resembles the well-known symmetric tight-binding ladder [4]. The Hamiltonian
is diagonalized using the bonding and anti-bonding rung states defined by operators
bk,σ =
1
2L
∑
x
eikx(cx,H,σ + cx,F,σ) (2.2)
and
ak,σ =
1
2L
∑
x
eikx(cx,H,σ − cx,F,σ), (2.3)
respectively. Hence, the diagonal form is
H =
∑
kσ
Eb(k)b
†
k,σbk,σ +
∑
kσ
Eab(k)a
†
k,σak,σ (2.4)
with the bonding band dispersion
Eb(k) = −t⊥ − 2t‖ cos(k) (2.5)
and the anti-bonding band dispersion
Eab(k) = +t⊥ − 2t‖ cos(k). (2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Single-particle dispersions of the noninteracting ladder for (a) t⊥ = 2.5, (b)
t⊥ = 1. The four Fermi points, ±kab and ±kb defined by Eq. (2.8), are shown in (b).
Single holon-spinon continuum is shown in (c) within the area included by dashed lines
resulting from the Bethe ansatz solution of the half-filled Hubbard chain with U = 4.
Single-particle dispersion of the tight-binding chain is shown in (c) as a solid blue line.
A horizontal dotted line shows the Fermi energy at half-filling in all three figures. These
figures are adapted from Ref [47].
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The wave numbers k in the first Brillouin zone [−π, π] are given by k = 2π
L
z with integers
−L
2
< z ≤ L
2
for periodic boundary conditions. For t⊥ > 2 the ladder spectrum has an
indirect gap
Eband = 2t⊥ − 4t‖ (2.7)
between the wave numbers kb = ±π in the bonding band and kab = 0 in the anti-bonding
band, see Fig. 2.2(a). This leads to a band insulating ladder at half filling, but it is
metallic with two Fermi points at other band fillings. The case of weak on-site interaction
U ≪ Egap is much more easier to analyze in the dimer limit (see Sec. 2.1.4). For t⊥ < 2
at or close to half filling the ladder spectrum is gapless with two pairs of perfectly nested
Fermi points, ±kb
(
π
2
< kb < π
)
and ±kab
(
0 < kab <
π
2
)
given by the equations
t⊥ = −2t‖ cos(kb) = 2t‖ cos(kab), (2.8)
see Fig. 2.2(b). The nesting wave number is π = kb + kab. For finite weak on-site
interaction, i.e. U ≪ t⊥, t‖, the ladder symmetry is lowered making investigations using
sophisticated field-theoretical approaches such as bosonization and renormalization group
methods (as it has been done for symmetric ladders [4, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]) harder than in
the case of symmetric ladders. However, such an investigation has not been performed so
far. Therefore, based on the known results for symmetric ladders [4, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68],
the excitation spectrum of the half-filled asymmetric ladder is expected to become fully
gapped as soon as U > 0 due to the umklapp scattering allowed by the perfect nesting
of the Fermi points with a nesting wave number π. Thus, the system is expected to be a
spin-gapped Mott insulator with lowest single-particle excitations characterized by four
incommensurate wave numbers ±kg and ±k′g with kg ≈ kb and k′g ≈ kab.
2.1.2 Strong interactions
This limit is distinguished by a very large on-site interaction U which corresponds to
t⊥ = t‖ = 0. In this case the electrons are highly site-localized and the ladder system
has a highly degenerate ground state. At or close to half filling, the Hubbard leg has
exactly one electron in each site and the other electrons distribute arbitrarily on the
Fermi leg. For small but finite hopping terms (t⊥, t‖ ≪ U) a clear similarity can be
seen between the asymmetric 2-leg ladder Eq.(2.1) and the periodic Anderson model.
Therefore, it is convenient to start the analysis by assuming t‖ = 0 only in the Hubbard
leg and t⊥ ≪ U . Hence, the so called Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [69] could be
applied. This leads to the Kondo lattice model [70] with an antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction J⊥ = 8t
2
⊥/U . Two additional second-order interaction terms appear if the
hopping term t‖ 6= 0 is considered in both ladder legs. The first interaction is an intra-
chain antiferromagnetic exchange coupling J‖ = 4t
2
‖/U in the Hubbard leg. The second
one is a next-nearest-neighbor correlated hopping term t‖t⊥/U between Hubbard and
Fermi legs. The elimination of the of the next-nearest-neighbor terms makes the system
a Kondo-Heisenberg model [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. However, as long as t‖ has the same
value for both legs, the asymmetric 2-leg ladder Eq.(2.1) in the strong-coupling limit is
not exactly equivalent to the Kondo-Heisenberg model. This case shows the importance
of the next-nearest-hopping [71, 15] and generalizes the Kondo-Heisenberg model to a
finite-charge-gap Mott insulator. Therefore, this phase is named Kondo-Mott insulator.
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Nevertheless, Hamiltonian (2.1) at half filling should show low-energy gapped excitations
with J⊥ = 8t
2
⊥/U at strong interaction U .
2.1.3 Chain limit
This limit corresponds to decoupled legs in the asymmetric ladder i.e. t⊥ = 0. The
noninteracting Fermi leg is described by a nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian in
one dimension which can be diagonalized using a transformation to momentum space.
The second leg is a one-dimensional Hubbard chain which is exactly solvable by the
Bethe Ansatz [11]. At half filling, electronic states of the Fermi leg are filled up to the
Fermi level and the Hubbard leg is a one-dimensional Mott insulator with charge gap
EH and gapless spin excitations. Any added or removed electrons close to half filling are
distributed entirely on the Fermi leg with a wave vector close to kF ≈ ±π2 and an energy
close to the Fermi energy EF = 0. Therefore, charge excitations will localize on the
Fermi leg. On the other hand, both legs will have gapless spin excitations but the spin
velocity in the Hubbard leg is smaller than 2t‖ and decreases with increasing U/t‖. This
makes the asymmetric ladder system metallic with independent low energy excitations.
By introducing small inter-chain hopping t⊥, an electron can move from one leg to the
other and creates an excitation with an energy larger than or equal to EH/2. Thus, there
are two possibilities to treat the asymmetric 2-leg ladder in this case. One possibility is
to use the perturbation theory which just gives small corrections to eigenenergies due to
the non-degenerate ground state. Thus, the ladder has gapless independent charge and
spin excitations meaning that it is a Luttinger liquid. The other possibility is due to
an expected effective interaction on the Fermi leg induced by the interplay between the
Hubbard interaction U and the inter-chain hopping t⊥. This interaction should cause an
umklapp scattering which opens spin and charge gaps due to the perfect nesting of the
Fermi points kF = ±π2 . It is known that the 1D Hubbard model has the same low-energy
spin correlations as the spin-1
2
1D Heisenberg model. Thus, the low-energy physics in
the limit of weakly coupled chains could be investigated using field theoretical methods
similar to what have been done for the Kondo-Heisenberg model [58, 59, 66, 67].
2.1.4 Dimer limit
The dimer limit is the asymmetric 2-leg ladder with t‖ = 0. In this case, the system
consists of independent subsystems of two sites, a dimer on each ladder rung. Each
independent dimer is described by the Hamiltonian
Hx = U
(
nx,H,↑ − 1
2
)(
nx,H,↓ − 1
2
)
− t⊥
∑
σ
(
c†x,H,σcx,F,σ + c
†
x,F,σcx,H,σ
)
. (2.9)
The Hilbert space of each rung has the dimension 16. However, the spin Sxz and the
particle number Nx operators of each rung x commute with the rung Hamiltonian
[Hx, N
x] = [Hx, S
x
z ] = 0 (2.10)
Thus, the Hilbert space can be decomposed into subspaces depending on the possible
choices of Nx and Sxz . Therefore, the possible ground state energies Ex (N
x, Sxz ) are
Ex (4, 0) = Ex(0, 0) =
U
4
, (2.11)
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Ex
(
3,±~
2
)
= ±
√(
U
4
)2
+ t2⊥, (2.12)
Ex
(
1,±~
2
)
= ±
√(
U
4
)2
+ t2⊥, (2.13)
Ex (2,±~) = −U
4
, (2.14)
and
Ex (2, 0) = ±
√(
U
4
)2
+ 4t2⊥. (2.15)
Eq.(2.15) is the lowest ground state which corresponds to a singlet formed by two electrons
in each rung. This means that the lowest spin excitation corresponds to forming a triplet
out of the singlet ground state with the spin gap given by
Es = −U
4
+
√(
U
4
)2
+ 4t2⊥. (2.16)
Using Taylor expansion, one gets
Es ≃ 2t⊥ − U
4
+
U2
64t⊥
for t⊥ ≫ U (2.17)
and
Es ≃ 8t
2
⊥
U
for t⊥ ≪ U. (2.18)
Charge excitations can be made by two ways. One way is by removing one particle form
one rung and adding it to an other rung. This could be seen as a delocalized excitation
which has the charge gap
Ec = −2
√(
U
4
)2
+ t2⊥ + 2
√(
U
4
)2
+ 4t2⊥. (2.19)
The other way of excitation is by adding an electron to one rung from outside the ladder
system. This can be seen as a localized excitation which is characterized by the charge
gap
Ec =
U
4
+
√(
U
4
)2
+ 4t2⊥. (2.20)
The lowest charge excitation corresponds to the delocalized one which has the charge
excitation energy
Ec ≃ 2t⊥ for t⊥ ≫ U (2.21)
and
Ec ≃ 12t
2
⊥
U
for t⊥ ≪ U. (2.22)
Therefore, the ground state at half filling for t⊥ = 0 is an insulator. By doping the dimer
system the charge and spin gaps are closed turning the system to a gapless state. If
t‖ ≪ Ec, Es is introduced it is possible to use perturbation theory treatment. However,
this will not change the scaling of gaps with ∼ 2t⊥ for U ≪ t⊥ and with ∼ t
2
⊥
U
for U ≫ t⊥.
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2.2 Hartree-Fock approximation at half filling
The Hartree-Fock approximation is used to gain more qualitative description of the asym-
metric 2-leg ladder at half-filling. It is usually a method for weak interactions U [10]. In
general this method approximates the ground state of many-electron system using single-
particle states and the antisymmetric nature of fermions. For the asymmetric ladder, this
method is applied by formulating the ground state |φ〉 of the ladder as a product of two
states, one represents spin-up electrons and the other represents spin-down electrons, i.e.
|φ〉 = |φ↑〉|φ↓〉. (2.23)
This yields the ground state energy
E(φ) = 〈φ|H|φ〉 = E(φ↑, φ↓) (2.24)
with the interaction energy term approximated as
〈φ|U
∑
x
nx,H,↑nx,H,↓|φ〉 = U
∑
x
〈φ↑|nx,H,↑|φ↑〉〈φ↓|nx,H,↓|φ↓〉. (2.25)
Applying this approximation to the Hamiltonian (2.1) produces two independent single-
particle Hamiltonians
Hσ = −t‖
∑
x,y
(
c†x,y,σcx+1,y,σ + c
†
x+1,y,σcx,y,σ
)
− −t⊥
∑
x
(
c†x,H,σcx,F,σ + c
†
x,F,σcx,H,σ
)
+ U
∑
x
nx,H,σ
(
〈nx,H,−σ〉 − 1
2
)
. (2.26)
which have to be minimized with respect to |φ↑〉 and |φ↓〉. The minimization problem
takes the form of solving the equations
Hσ|φσ〉 = Eσ|φσ〉 (2.27)
self-consistently where the self-consistence condition is determined by the expectation
value of the density on the Hubbard leg, i.e. 〈nx,H,−σ〉 as following. From the discussion
in Sec. 2.1.1, the Fermi points are perfectly nested by the inter-band wave number k =
kb + kab = π at half filling for t⊥ < 2. Therefore, a broken-symmetry antiferromagnetic
spin density wave is assumed by introducing the average density in the form
〈nx,H,σ〉 = 1
2
+ σ(−1)xmH
2
(2.28)
with an order parameter mH defined as the staggered magnetization per-site of the Hub-
bard leg. Due to the symmetry breaking the unit cell of the effective Hamiltonian (2.26)
is two times larger (four sites) than the original Hamiltonian (2.1).
The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian (2.26) is done using the following
canonical transformation defined from Bloch theorem as
d†knσ =
∑
x,y
ψknσ (x, y) c
†
x,y,σ (2.29)
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where
ψknσ (x, y) =
eikx√
L
{
uHknσ + (−1)xvHknσ y = H
uFknσ + (−1)xvFknσ y = F
(2.30)
The superscripts H and F affiliate the components corresponding to the Hubbard and
Fermi legs, respectively. The wave number k = 2π
L
z is set by an integer −L
4
< z ≤ L
4
in a reduced Brillouin zone
[−π
2
, π
2
]
and the index n = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate four bands. To
satisfy the normalization condition, i.e.∑
k
|ψknσ (x, y) |2 = 1 (2.31)
the four components fulfill the relation(|uHknσ|2 + |vHknσ|2 + |uFknσ|2 + |vFknσ|2) = 1. (2.32)
The determination of the four components uHknσ, v
H
knσ, u
F
knσ, and v
F
knσ is done by solving
the four-dimensional eigenvalue problem
Hkσ


uHknσ
vHknσ
uFknσ
vFknσ

 = ǫnσ(k)


uHknσ
vHknσ
uFknσ
vFknσ

 (2.33)
where Hkσ is given by

−2t‖ cos(k) −12σUmH −t⊥ 0−1
2
σUmH +2t‖ cos(k) 0 −t⊥
−t⊥ 0 −2t‖ cos(k) 0
0 −t⊥ 0 +2t‖ cos(k)


and ǫnσ(k) is a single-particle (Hartree-Fock) eigenenergy. The Hartree-Fock density
〈nxHσ〉 can be expressed as
〈nxHσ〉 = 1
L
2∑
n=1
∑
k
{∣∣uHknσ + vHknσ∣∣2 for even x∣∣uHknσ − vHknσ∣∣2 for odd x, (2.34)
or, in an other expression,
〈nxHσ〉 = 1
L
2∑
n=1
∑
k
[∣∣uHknσ∣∣2 + ∣∣vHknσ∣∣2 + (−1)x (uHknσv∗Hknσ + u∗HknσvHknσ)] (2.35)
Therefore, from Eq. (2.28), the staggered magnetization can be written as
mH =
2σ
L
2∑
n=1
∑
k
(
uHknσv
∗H
knσ + u
∗H
knσv
H
knσ
)
(2.36)
where the first sum runs over the lowest two bands only. The self-consistency problem is
formulated by equations Eq.(2.33) and Eq.(2.36) which can be easily solved numerically.
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Figure 2.3: Staggered magnetization of the Hubbard leg (mH) and Fermi leg (mF) in
the Hartree-Fock approximation as a function of the rung hopping t⊥ for (a) U = 2, (b)
U = 4 and (c) U = 8. Figure (b) is adapted from Ref [47].
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Due to the perfect nesting of the Fermi points in the asymmetric ladder, there is a broken-
symmetry solution mH 6= 0 for any U > 0 if t⊥ < 2. Even for larger t⊥, the results shown
in Fig. 2.3, reveal small but finite values of staggered magnetizations for large U up to
t⊥ = 4. The long-range antiferromagnetic order is a result of the introduced symmetry-
breaking in the mean-field approximation, but it is known that the continuous SU(2)
spin symmetry can not be spontaneously broken in one dimension [4, 10]. Therefore,
the broken symmetry ground state in the Hartree-Fock approximation is an artifact. In
Fig. 2.3 the self-consistent order parametermH is shown for U = 2, 4 and 8 as a function of
the rung hopping t⊥. The value of mH approaches the staggered magnetization obtained
for the one-dimensional Hubbard model [10] when t⊥ → 0. By increasing t⊥,mH decreases
monotonically especially for U = 8. A fast reduction in mH is observed around t⊥ = 2
and U = 2. This fast reduction becomes smoother for U = 4.
The coupling between Fermi and Hubbard legs induces an antiferromagnetic long
range order in the Fermi leg too. The staggered magnetization of the Fermi leg can be
obtained as
mF =
2σ
L
2∑
n=1
∑
k
(
uFknσv
∗F
knσ + u
∗F
knσv
F
knσ
)
(2.37)
similarly to Eq.(2.36). The value of mF is also shown in Fig. 2.3. Unlike the Hubbard leg,
a separate Fermi leg has no staggered magnetization because it is just an independent
electron gas (see Sec. 2.1.3). The antiferromagnetic order in the full system gives finite
value for mF with an opposite sign to mH. By increasing t⊥ the absolute value |mF|
also increases due to the hybridization between electronic states in both legs. Then |mF|
decreases for large values of t⊥ which reflects a reduction of the long range order in the
Hubbard leg.
The four Hartree-Fock bands can be calculated analytically for arbitrarily mH which
gives the dispersion
ǫnσ(k) = ±
√
a(k)±
√
b(k) (2.38)
with
a(k) =
1
2
(
UmH
2
)2
+
[
2t‖ cos(k)
]2
+ t2⊥
b(k) =
1
4
(
UmH
2
)4
+ 4t2⊥
[
2t‖ cos(k)
]2
+
(
UmH
2
)2
t2⊥.
Each sign combination corresponds to one band in ǫnσ(k), n = 1, 2, 3, 4. (Note that the
bands are identical for σ = ±1). At half filling the system is particle-hole symmetric.
Thus, two Hartree-Fock bands are below the Fermi level and two are above it as it
seen in Fig. 2.4. These figures show bands which correspond to a converged staggered
magnetization at U = 5. The lowest single-particle excitation has the wave vector (kHF =
±π
2
) at the edge of the reduced Brillouin zone. By increasing t⊥ the lowest-energy single-
particle excitation wave vector moves to an incommensurate values as shown in Fig. 2.4(b)
for t⊥ = 1.5. These results are in consistence with the previous analysis in Sec. 2.1.3
for weakly coupled chains and Sec. 2.1.1 for weak interaction U . However, due to the
folding of Brillouin zone in the Hartree-Fock approximation, the indirect gap in Fig. 2.2(a)
becomes a direct gap. The on-site interaction U also changes kHF. A clear view of the
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Figure 2.4: The four Hartree-Fock bands ǫnσ(k) for U = 5 with three values of rung
hopping: (a) weak (t⊥ = 0.5), (b) intermediate (t⊥ = 1.5), and (c) strong (t⊥ = 3).
These figures are adapted from Ref [47].
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Figure 2.6: Hartree-Fock gap EHF as a function of the rung hopping t⊥ for U/t‖ = 2, 4
and 8. This figure is adapted from Ref [47].
progressive movement of single-particle excitation from kHF =
π
2
to kHF = 0 through
incommensurate values is given in Fig. 2.5 over a parameter range (U, t⊥).
The Hartree-Fock gap at half filling is defined as the difference between the lowest
state in the lowest band above the Fermi level and the highest state in the highest band
below the Fermi level. If U = 0 and t⊥ < 2 or if t⊥ = 0 the gap is zero. Any other finite
values of both couplings give a finite Hartree-Fock gap. However, this gap exhibits an
interestingly complex behavior as a function of the strength of the on-site interaction and
rung hopping term. To describe this behavior, the Hartree-Fock gap has been calculated
for different values of U and 0 ≤ t⊥ ≤ 4 as shown in Fig. 2.6. One can recognize three
different regions by varying the rung hopping t⊥. In the first region the gap increases
in apparent quadratic behavior with respect to t⊥, then it shows a non-monotonic form
around a local maximum in the second region. A local minimum of the gap also exists at
the end of the second region. The third region is characterized by a systematic increase
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of the gap which then becomes a linear increase for large enough t⊥. The linear behavior
of the gap in the third region can be understood from the discussion in Sec. 2.1.4 for the
dimer limit and Sec. 2.1.1 for the noninteracting case. In these cases, the system can be
described as a band insulator with a Hartree-Fock gap that approaches the band gap in
Eq. (2.7). Furthermore, this region is characterized by kHF = 0 for the single-particle
excitation and by weak antiferromagnetic long-range orders. The antiferromagnetic order
is large enough in the other two regions and is large enough to open the gap. Thus, they
are described as an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator [10]. The differences between these
two regions are the behavior of the gap as described before and the difference in the
values of the lowest-energy single-particle excitation wave vectors which are kHF =
π
2
in
the first region and incommensurate in the second region.
2.3 Ground-state properties and excitation gaps
The Hartree-Fock approximation, as a mean-field approximation, can provide only qual-
itative descriptions for the 1D Hubbard-type models. Thus, it is important to have a
method which treats explicitly the electron-electron correlation and gives, at least, a
good approximation to the ground state. As it has been discussed in the introduction,
DMRG has been proved to be a very good, or maybe the best, method for ground state
properties of quasi-one-dimensional Hamiltonians with local interactions. It has been
used for asymmetric ladders in other contexts [59], e.g. Kondo-Heisenberg models, but
not for models for wire-substrate systems. The only work which addresses the asymmet-
ric model used in this thesis [48] focused only on the spin-spin correlations at half-filling
in the context of the proximity effect. The motivation was the coexistence of antiferro-
magnetic and pairing correlations in the multi-layered high-Tc superconductors.
Here a much broader investigation is done using the DMRG to calculate ground state
properties of Hamiltonian (2.1) for finite values of U and t⊥. The finite-size algorithm is
used with open boundary conditions. The ladder systems investigated here consist of up
to 200 rungs (i.e. 400 sites). The discarded weight is kept smaller than 10−6 by using
up to m = 3072 density-matrix eigenstates. The number of density-matrix eigenstates
was varied systematically to extrapolate ground-state energies with discarded weights to
the limit of vanishing truncation errors. The estimated errors for gaps are shown when
they are larger than the symbol size in figures. The accuracy was sufficient except for
weakly-coupled weakly-interacting chains with U ≤ 4 and t⊥ < 2.
2.3.1 Definitions of excitation gaps
To perform investigations on the asymmetric ladder model, three types of excitation gaps
are calculated for Hamiltonian (2.1). The first gap is the charge gap defined as
Ec =
1
2
[E0(N↑ + 1, N↓ + 1) + E0(N↑ − 1, N↓ − 1)
−2E0(N↑, N↓))] (2.39)
where E0(N↑, N↓) refers to the ground state energy for the asymmetric ladder with the
number of electrons Nσ of spin σ. The half-filling corresponds to N↑ = N↓ =
N
2
. This
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Figure 2.7: (a) Charge gap Ec, (b) spin gap Es, (c) single-particle gap Ep and (d) pair
binding energies Epb as a function of the rung hopping t⊥ in the half-filled asymmetric
Hubbard ladder (2.1) with L = 128 rungs and several values of the interaction U . Figures
(a), (b) and (d) are adapted from Ref. [47].
excitation varies the total number of charges while keeping the total spin unchanged.
This gap is seen in the dynamical structure factor which is measured in experiments such
as electron energy loss spectroscopy. The second gap is the spin gap defined as
Es = E0(N↑ + 1, N↓ − 1)− E0(N↑, N↓). (2.40)
In contrast to the charge gap the excitation here varies the total spin while keeping the
total number of charges unchanged. This gap is seen in the dynamical spin structure
factor which is probed in experiments such as inelastic neutron-scattering. The third gap
is the single-particle gap defined as
Ep = E0(N↑ + 1, N↓) + E0(N↑ − 1, N↓)− 2E0(N↑, N↓). (2.41)
This excitation is characterized by changing both, total number of charges and total spin.
This gap is seen in the single-particle spectral function probed in experiments such as
angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy. These three gaps have been calculated for
several values of the on-site interaction U , rung hopping t⊥ and system length L.
2.3.2 Excitation energies at half filling
The charge gap is plotted in Figure 2.7(a) as a function of the rung hopping t⊥ for finite
length L = 128 and three values of the on-site interaction U . Interestingly, the behavior
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of the charge gap is qualitatively similar to the Hartree-Fock gap EHF seen in Fig. 2.6.
However, one can distinguish between four regions by increasing the rung hopping. At
very small t⊥, a small charge gap can be observed which scales as ∝ 1/L due to finite-
size effects. The finite-size scaling is performed by calculating the charge gap for ladder
lengths from L = 20 to L = 200 and extrapolating the gaps to L → ∞. As it is shown
in Fig. 2.8(a), the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit indicates a gapless phase
for this region. Inside this region the charge gap seems to vanish as Ec ≈ ct⊥/L with a
prefactor c ≈ 6. As a comparison, the exact scaling for a half-filled tight-binding chain
is Ec ≈ 2πt⊥/L. Thus this scaling also confirms that added charges (electrons or holes)
go primarily to the Fermi leg and that the inter-chain hopping t⊥ barely affects low-
energy charge excitations in the limit of weak t⊥, see Sec. 2.1.3. The second region, is
characterized by a quadratic increase of the charge gap with respect to t⊥. The quadratic
behavior suggests a fitting with a function of the form f(t⊥) = a+b
4t2
⊥
U
. The results agree
well with such a fitting and give a slope b which increases from b ≈ 1.1 for U = 5 to b ≈ 1.5
for U = 20. This quadratic scaling of the charge gap with t⊥ relates the gap opening to
the effective rung exchange coupling J⊥ ∝ t2⊥ discussed in Sec. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. According
to the fitting, the intercept a is negative which indicates a possibility of gap closing at
small but finite rung hopping. The critical coupling tc⊥(U) where the gap close fulfills
the condition f(tc⊥) = 0. The results for the critical coupling are t
c
⊥(U = 20t‖) ≈ 0.8,
tc⊥(U = 8t‖) ≈ 0.3, and tc⊥(U = 5t‖) ≈ 0.1. The charge gap in the third region saturates
or takes a non-monotonic behavior at intermediate values of t⊥. In the forth region the
linear scaling of the charge gap with respect to t⊥ is clear and approaches the value of
the band gap Eq.(2.7) for large enough t⊥ as expected from the limiting cases analysis
in Sec. 2.1.1 and 2.1.4. In general, the results Ec confirm that it remains finite in the
thermodynamic limit for all (U > 0, t⊥ > 0) excepted for the previously mentioned small
region of weak rung hopping which roughly corresponds to t⊥ < t
c
⊥(U).
The single-particle gap is found to be equal to the charge gap for weak and strong
rung hopping but enhances clearly, in comparison to the charge gap, for intermediate
values of t⊥. The difference
Epb = 2(Ep − Ec) (2.42)
is called the pair binding energy which is the energy needed to break a bound pair of
electrons. In Fig. 2.7(d) significant enhancement of pair binding energy is observed in a
region which corresponds roughly to the third region defined above, e.g. for moderate
on-site interactions U = 8 and rung hopping 0.8t‖ < t⊥ < 2. The pair binding energy
is very small or negative in the other three regions and vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit while analysis of the finite-size effects confirm that this pair binding energy remains
finite in the thermodynamic limit for the third region, see Fig. 2.9.
The spin gap behavior is shown as a function of the model parameters U and t⊥ in
Fig. 2.7(b). It has roughly a similar qualitative behavior as the charge gap although
the second and third regions show much less similarity. As expected in the forth region
with large enough t⊥, Es approaches the value of the band gap Eq.(2.7) similar to the
Ec discussed before. However, the spin gap is generally very small in comparison to the
charge gap for smaller values of rung hopping.
The finite-size scaling analysis of the numerical results show finite values of the spin
gaps in the thermodynamic limit for all (U > 0, t⊥ > 0) except for the small region at
weak rung hopping t⊥ = t
c
⊥(U) where the spin gap vanishes as Es ≈ cst⊥/L, see Figs. 2.9
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Figure 2.8: Gaps of the half-filled asymmetric Hubbard ladder (2.1) as a function of the
inverse ladder length 1/L: (a) charge gap (Ec), (b) single-particle gap (Ep), and (c) spin
gap (Es).
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and 2.8(c). The prefactor (the spin velocity) cs extracted from the DMRG data, i.e.
cDMRG, agrees well with the exact results for the same prefactor calculated using the
Bethe Ansatz (BA) method, i.e. cBA, for the one-dimensional Hubbard model on an open
chain [11]. For (U = 5, t⊥ = 0.1) one gets cDMRG ≈ cBA ≈ 2.23, and for (U = 8, t⊥ = 0.3)
one gets cDMRG ≈ 1.49 and cBA ≈ 1.51. For a strong on-site interaction (U = 20, t⊥ = 0.5)
on gets cDMRG ≈ 0.681 and cBA ≈ 0.637. This agreement between DMRG and BA results
confirms that in the limit of weak t⊥ (i.e. the chain limit, see Sec. 2.1.3) the lowest triplet
excitation is essentially a spin excitation in the Hubbard leg and it is barely affected by
the inter-chain hopping t⊥.
The difference in finite-size prefactors of charge and spin gaps indicates the dynamical
spacial spin-charge separation, i.e., different charge and spin excitations in separate legs,
in the infinite ladder system. In this gapless phase, the finite size extrapolation of the
single-particle gap has strong uneven behavior. It scales very similar to the charge gap
extrapolation as shown in Figs. 2.8(a), (b) and 2.10. This behavior contradicts the
behavior of the one-dimensional Hubbard model in which the single-particle velocity is
the average value of both charge and spin velocities. This indicates the localization of
the single-particle excitation on the Fermi leg and, hence, the absence of electron-electron
correlation in it. This behavior suggests an effective decoupling between the Hubbard
and Fermi legs. The spacial spin-charge separation is characterized by this effective
decoupling.
To summarize the study of excitation energies of the asymmetric ladder at half-filling,
four different phases have been distinguished within the parameter space (U > 0, t⊥ > 0).
The first phase is for small enough t⊥ and has at least three gapless modes, one for charge
excitations, one for spin excitations and one for single-particle excitations. This phase is
classified within the Luttinger liquid universality due to the differences between the calcu-
lated charge and spin velocities. However, the behavior of the single-particle excitations
reveals almost equal charge and single-particle velocities which imply an effective decou-
pling between the Hubbard and Fermi legs. In this case the Fermi leg behaves almost as
a 1D tight-binding chain with gapless spin and charge excitations but the Hubbard leg
behaves almost as a 1D Hubbard chain at half filling with gapped charge excitations and
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gapless spin excitations. The second phase corresponds to the aforementioned Kondo-
Mott phase, (see Sec 2.1.2). This phase is characterized by gapped charge excitations
with a gap that increases quadratically with t⊥ and linearly with an effective rung ex-
change coupling J⊥. Much smaller spin gapped excitations exist as well. The scaling of
the spin gap is less clear than the charge gap. The charge gap is much larger than the
spin gap in the third phase. However, both of them have a non-monotonic behavior. The
character of this phase is a finite pair biding energy with the same order of magnitude as
the spin gap. Pair-binding energies have been found in the symmetric Hubbard two-leg
ladders [14] which is classified as a spin-gapped paramagnetic Mott insulator. However,
the spin gap of the asymmetric ladder in the third region is much smaller than it is in the
symmetric ladder for the same Hubbard interaction U . However, the classification of the
third phase as a spin-gapped Mott insulating phase is in consistence with the analysis
in Sec.2.1.1. Finally, the fourth phase is a correlated band insulator for large enough t⊥.
Both charge and spin gaps are essentially given by the band gap Eq.(2.7). The onset of
this phase is at t⊥ = 2 in the weak-coupling limit (Sec. 2.1.1) and increases to larger rung
hoppings for stronger interactions U . It is important to emphasize that DMRG results for
excitation gaps distinguish only between gapless and gapped phases. The classification of
the other phases is inspired, so far, by the analysis of limiting cases and the Hartree-Fock
calculations.
2.3.3 Density profiles
DMRG offers the possibility to measure local observables using the calculated target state.
Much more insights in the asymmetric ladder at half filling is gained by investigating the
charge and spin densities. The definition of the charge density is
N(x, y) = 〈nx,y,↑ + nx,y,↓〉 , (2.43)
and that of the spin density is
S(x, y) = 〈nx,y,↑ − nx,y,↓〉 . (2.44)
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Figure 2.11: The total charge (2.45) and spin (2.46) density deviations on the Hubbard
leg with U = 8 (open symbols) and the Fermi leg (solid symbols) as a function of the
inter-leg hopping t⊥: (a) N2p(y) for two added electrons (squares) and S1s(y) for one
spin triplet excitation (circles). (b) N1p(y) (squares) and S1p(y) (circles) for one added
electron. These figures are adapted from Ref. [63].
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Both of them exhibit a uniform structure at half filling with N(x, y) = 1 and S(x, y) = 0
for any value of U and t⊥. However, more information could be inferred from the half
filled asymmetric ladder with charge, spin or single-particle excitations. The excess charge
density due to these excitations is calculated by
Nm(y) =
∑
x
N(x, y)− Lx (2.45)
and the excess spin density is calculated using
Sm(y) =
∑
x
S(x, y) (2.46)
where the subscript m refers to the two-particle (m = 2p), spin-triplet (m = 1s) and
single-particle (m = 1p) excitations.
Figure 2.11(a) shows the total density N2p(y) of the excess charge due to the two-
particle excitation and the total density S1s(y) of the excess spin due to the triplet
excitation in each leg separately with respect to t⊥ for U = 8. The distribution of N2p(y)
and S1s(y) between the two legs indicates that the additional two charges go mostly to
the Fermi leg but the spin triplet excitations go mostly to the Hubbard leg. However, for
small t⊥ that corresponds to the Luttinger liquid phase the additional charge is almost
entirely on the Fermi leg while the excess spin is almost entirely on the Hubbard leg.
This an uneven behavior for the spin excitation is due to the existence of gapless spin
excitation in both the Hubbard and the Fermi leg. This is explained by the smaller spin
velocity in the 1D Hubbard model in comparison to single chain tight-binding model
at half filling and due to the effective decoupling between the two legs which will be
discussed next. The single-particle excitation reveals a different behavior in Fig 2.11(b).
While the total density N1p(y) of the excess charge goes mostly to the Fermi leg, the total
density S1s(y) of the excess spin shows unusual behavior. For small values of t⊥, which
corresponds to the Luttinger liquid phase, S1s(y) goes primarily to the Fermi leg. Then it
reduces but fluctuates on the Fermi leg for parameters corresponding to the Kondo-Mott
phase. For the spin-gapped Mott insulating and the correlated band insulating phases it
behaves similarly to S2s(y). These behaviors confirm the effective decoupling between the
Hubbard leg and the Fermi leg in the Luttinger liquid phase making the single-particle
excitation localized primarily in the Fermi leg.
Figures 2.12 - 2.15 show distributions of the charge N(x, y) and spin S(x, y) densities
due to the charge, spin-triplet and single-particle excitations. In Fig. 2.12(a) one can see
a strong oscillation in the charge density within the Fermi leg for parameters U = 8 and
t⊥ = 0.5, i.e. in the Kondo-Mott phase. For U = 8 and t⊥ = 1 that corresponds to the
spin-gapped Mott insulator phase, the distribution of the charge density shows a single
wave packet although the excitation is due to additional two particles. Although this
single wave packet breaks the reflection symmetry around the center of chain, it confirms
the tendency of pair binding that has been discussed in the spin-gapped Mott insulating
phase. The breaking of reflection symmetry indicates a degeneracy of odd and even
excitations given that the possibility of phase separation is excluded due to the uniform
distribution for density profile by adding more charges to the ladder system, see Sec 2.3.4.
This single wave packet breaks into two-peak wave packet, which preserves reflection
symmetry around the center of chain, for U = 8 and t⊥ = 2. This case corresponds to the
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of the charge density (2.43) on (a) the Fermi leg and (b) the
Hubbard leg, for two electrons added to the half-filled asymmetric ladder, Eq.(2.1), with
U = 8 and three values of t⊥. Figure (a) is adapted from Ref. [47].
correlated band insulator phase. The same three different profiles are seen in Fig. 2.12(b)
for the Hubbard leg but with smaller density amplitudes. Fig. 2.15 shows the spin density
distribution of the spin excitation. Fig. 2.15(a) and (b) have the same profiles but with
much more density on the Hubbard leg than in the Fermi leg. For t⊥ = 0.5, which is
associated to the Kondo-Mott phase, one sees strong regular oscillations. For t⊥ = 1
and 2, a single wave packet is observed for both cases, i.e. within the spin-gapped Mott
insulating and correlated band insulating phases. Fig. 2.13 shows the charge density
distribution of single-particle excitation. A strong oscillation in the density distribution
is seen in Fig. 2.13(a) for t⊥ = 0.5 but with an irregular profile on the Fermi leg. A single
wave packet is seen for t⊥ = 1 but with a modulated irregular oscillation in the density
distribution. For t⊥ = 2, one sees a single wave packet in the density distribution. Again,
similar density profiles to Fig. 2.13(a) are seen in Fig. 2.13(b) with weaker densities on
the Hubbard leg. Fig. 2.14(b) shows the spin density distribution of the single-particle
excitation on the Hubbard leg. The spin density profile reveals strong irregular density
oscillations for t⊥ = 0.5. For t⊥ = 1, there are also irregular oscillations but with much
more weaker density amplitudes distributed along the chain. For t⊥ = 2, a very weak
single wave packet is revealed. The same is revealed in Fig. 2.14(a) for the measurements
done on the Fermi leg except for t⊥ = 2 where the density distribution is almost uniform.
It is clear that the charge and spin density distributions of single-particle excitations are
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of the charge density (2.43) on (a) the Fermi leg and (b) the
Hubbard leg, for one electron added to the half-filled asymmetric ladder, Eq.(2.1), with
U = 8 and three values of t⊥.
different from their equivalent charge density distribution of the two particle excitation
and spin density distribution of the spin triplet excitation. These results are reflected in
the Fourier transform as following.
The Fourier transform of charge and spin density distributions can provide a closer
insight into the aforementioned excitations. It is defined as
O˜(k, y) =
1√
L
∣∣∣∣∣
L∑
x=1
O(x, y) exp(−ikx)
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.47)
where k = 2πz/L with z is an integer governed by |z| < L/2. O˜(k, y) ≡ N˜(k, y) for
the charge density measurements or O˜(k, y) ≡ S˜(k, y) for spin density measurements.
The Fourier transform of the two-particle excitation added to the half-filled asymmetric
ladder at U = 5 are plotted for the Fermi leg in Fig. 2.16(a). They show strong peak at
k = 0 which is apparently due to the finite uniform density distribution at half-filling.
The residual spectral weight corresponds to charge excitation which moves its highest
peak by changing t⊥. For t⊥ = 0.5, the maximum of the residual peak concentrates at
k = π. Then it moves to 0 < |k| < π for t⊥ = 1 and 1.5 before it vanishes at t⊥ = 2.
The implications of this behavior can be understood by assuming a wave number kg for
the lowest single-particle excitation, see Fig. 2.2(b). This wave number can be related
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Figure 2.14: Distribution of the spin density (2.44) on (a) the Fermi leg and (b) the
Hubbard leg, for one electron added to the half-filled asymmetric ladder, Eq.(2.1), with
U = 8 and three values of t⊥.
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Figure 2.15: Distribution of the spin density (2.44) on (a) the Fermi leg and (b) the
Hubbard leg, for a spin-triplet excitation on the half-filled asymmetric ladder, Eq.(2.1),
for U = 8 and three values of t⊥.
to the wave vector of the two-particle excitation in Fig. 2.16(a) using k = ±2kg mod 2π.
In this case, kg = π/2 in the second phase and kg = 0 or π in the fourth phase while it
implies an incommensurate values of kg in the third phase. The Fourier transforms of the
spin density for the triplet excitation show similar behavior to the two-particle excitation
[Fig. 2.16(c)]. The same is applied in the Fourier transforms of the spin density for
the single-particle excitation [Fig. 2.16(d)]. Similar behaviors are reveled in the Fourier
transforms of charge density for the single-particle excitation [Fig. 2.16(b)] except for
t⊥ = 1 where two residual peaks appear instead of one, which is apparently due to the
modulated oscillation described in Fig. 2.13.
In general, these results agree with the analysis of the limiting cases in Sec. 2.1.
In particular, DMRG calculations confirm the prediction of spin-gapped Mott insulator
with incommensurate wave number excitations in the weak interaction limit. In the chain
limit, DMRG calculations show that the gap opens due to the perfect nesting of Fermi
points kF = ±π2 but for large enough t⊥ values that can destroy the gapless Luttinger
liquid phase. However, as it has been mentioned before, these two limits need analyti-
cal investigations using field theoretical methods. For the dimer limit, DMRG shows a
correlated band insulator for large inter-chain coupling with the excitation wave number
k = 0 or π in agreement with the limiting case analysis. More surprising is the pres-
ence of three gapped phases with low-energy excitations distinguished by lowest-energy
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Figure 2.16: Fourier transform for the distribution of the charge density (2.43) on the
Fermi leg: (a) with two additional electrons and (b) with one additional electron, both
to the half-filled ladder Eq.(2.1). These two figures are adapted from Ref. [47]. Fourier
transform for the spin density (2.44) on the Hubbard leg: (c) with spin triplet excitation
and (d) with one additional electron. The calculations are done for U = 5.
excitation wave numbers that matches qualitatively the observation seen in the Hartree-
Fock approximation as discussed in Sec. 2.2. However, it should be emphasized that
the Hartree-Fock approximation is otherwise quite inaccurate as it predicts an antiferro-
magnetic Mott insulator or a band insulator with antiferromagnetic long-range order for
all (U > 0, t⊥ > 0), while the (almost exact) DMRG results confirm the absence of any
antiferromagnetic long-range order and reveal the existence of a fourth gapless phase as
well.
2.3.4 Correlation functions and ladder doping
Various correlation functions have been investigated including density-density, spin-spin
and pair density wave (PDW) correlations in order to get more insight in the asymmet-
ric ladder phases discussed before. The DMRG method calculate correlation functions
accurately for finite lengths with open boundary conditions [14, 46, 72, 67]. However,
the asymptotic behavior can not be inferred directly unless using a priori knowledge or
hypothesis about the system. Density-density correlation functions are defined by
Cαc (m) = 〈N(x0, y)N(x0 +m, y′)〉 − 〈N(x0, y)〉 〈N(x0 +m, y′)〉 (2.48)
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Figure 2.17: Absolute values of the intra-leg density-density correlations (2.48) in the
asymmetric half-filled Hubbard ladder Eq.(2.1) at (a) U = 5 and (b) U = 8 for different
values of the rung hopping t⊥. Open symbols indicate correlations in the Hubbard leg
and filled symbols in the Fermi leg. These figures are adapted from Ref. [63].
where x0 =
L
2
. The intra-leg correlations in the Fermi leg are defined for y = y′ = F
and denoted by α = F . Similarly, in the Hubbard leg they are defined for y = y′ = H
and denoted by α = H. The inter-leg correlations are denoted by α =⊥ and defined for
y 6= y′ but they are found to be weaker than the intra-leg correlations and, hence, they
are not discussed here. Similarly spin-spin correlation functions are defined by
Cαs (m) = 〈S(x0, y)S(x0 +m, y′)〉 . (2.49)
Both correlation functions are depicted in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18. The double logarith-
mic scale is used for Figs. 2.17(a) and 2.18(a) while semilogarithmic scale is used for
Figs. 2.17(b) and 2.18(b). For U = 5 and t⊥ = 0.1 in Figs. 2.17(a) and 2.18(a), both
spin-spin and density-density correlations exhibit similar power-law decay in the Fermi
leg. This parameter set corresponds to the Luttinger liquid phase. The Hubbard leg
exhibits a power-law decay with an exponent close to -1 for the spin-spin correlations
but exponential decay for the density-density correlations for the same parameter set.
The Fermi leg shows correlations in the nature of the 1D tight-binding chain while the
Hubbard leg displays correlations similar to the 1D Hubbard model at half filling. This
supports the interpretations of the gap extrapolations and the distributions of excitation
densities which reveal an effective decoupling between the two legs. The behavior of
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correlation functions in this phase suggests that the single-particle excitations retain a
Fermi liquid nature or almost uncorrelated features despite the finite inter-leg coupling.
However, the other two intermediate phases, i.e. the Kondo-Mott and the incommensu-
rate Mott insulating phases, show complex behaviors. The density-density correlations in
Figs. 2.17(a) decay exponentially for U = 5 and t⊥ = 0.5 in both legs. This is in consis-
tence with the gap opening in the charge sector of the Kondo-Mott phase. The spin-spin
correlations show an apparent power-law decay for the same parameter set. Power-law
decay is a feature of gapless excitations which contradicts the finite spin gaps found in
this phase. Nevertheless, this contradiction can be explained by the small values of the
spin gaps found for this phase. Gaped phases are characterized by exponential decay in
the corresponding correlation functions. This means that the apparent power-law decay
is in fact a slow exponential decay with a correlation length much larger than the lad-
der length. A long correlation length is seen in the density-density correlations on the
Fermi leg in Fig. 2.17(b) for U = 8 and t⊥ = 0.5 which corresponds to the Kondo-Mott
phase as well. This long correlation length is due to the reduction of the charge gap seen
in Fig. 2.7(a) in comparison to U = 5 and t⊥ = 0.5. The density-density correlations
decay faster in the Hubbard leg for this case. This imply the existence of the lowest
charge excitations in the Fermi leg. The influence of the gap on the correlation length
is seen in the spin-gapped Mott insulating phase by comparing the spin correlations in
Figs. 2.18(a) and (b). For U = 5 and t⊥ = 1 in Fig. 2.18(a) the spin-spin correlation
has apparent power-law decay associated to the small spin gap seen in Fig. 2.7(b). The
spin gap is enhanced for U = 8 and t⊥ = 1.5 in Fig. 2.7(b) which illustrates the slow
exponential decay seen in Fig. 2.18(b). This indicates that the apparent power-law decay
in Fig. 2.18(a) is in fact an exponential decay with correlation length larger than the
ladder length. The density-density correlations decay exponentially in the spin-gapped
Mott insulator as seen in Fig. 2.17(a) and (b) for U = 5 and t⊥ = 1 as well as for U = 8
and t⊥ = 1.5. The amplitude of the correlation in this case is slightly larger in the Fermi
leg. This is seen for the Kondo-Mott phase as well. Figs. 2.17 and 2.18 show that spin-
spin correlations have weaker amplitudes in the Fermi leg for the Kondo-Mott phase and
the spin-gapped Mott insulating phase. Both density-density and spin-spin correlations
decay exponentially and similarly in the correlated band insulating phase.
The complex behavior of density-density and spin-spin correlations in the Kondo-
Mott and the spin-gapped Mott insulating phases can be explained as an influence of
an induced exchange coupling J ∼ t2⊥/U between the two legs. This exchange coupling
induces charge gap in the Fermi leg as well as spin-spin correlations. By increasing
the Hubbard interaction U the exchange coupling J becomes smaller which reduces the
influence on the Fermi leg and, hence, reduces the charge gap. Increasing the Hubbard
interaction U also gives slower decay of the density-density correlations in the Fermi
leg comparing to the Hubbard leg. The small exchange coupling J gives even smaller
spin gaps. This illustrates the difference between this model and the Kondo-Heisenberg
model studied in Ref. [59], where the authors used large values of exchange couplings
that give substantial spin gap at half filling. However, the spin gap and correlations
agree qualitatively with the half filled one-dimensional Kondo-Heisenberg model studied
in Ref. [73] where for weak spin exchange parameter a long correlation length has been
estimated for small spin gap. The spin-spin correlations were studied before in Ref. [48] for
parameters correspond to the Kondo-Mott phase. The main findings were nonmonotonic
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Figure 2.18: Absolute values of the intra-leg spin correlations (2.49) in the asymmetric
half-filled Hubbard ladder Eq.(2.1) at (a) U = 5 and (b) U = 8 for different values of
the rung hopping t⊥. Open symbols indicate correlations in the Hubbard leg and filled
symbols in the Fermi leg. These figures are adapted from Ref. [63].
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behavior of the spin-spin correlations with respect to the Hubbard interaction U . These
finding were explained there as a result of competition between the Hubbard interaction
U and the induced rung exchange coupling. Nevertheless, the conclusion in Ref. [48] of
gapless spin excitations is found to be wrong due to the long correlation length in the
Kondo-Mott insulating phase. On the other hand, in comparison to the symmetric 2-leg
Hubbard ladder [14], the asymmetric ladder has much more smaller spin gaps for similar
values of U and t⊥ and the symmetric ladder shows clear exponential decay in the spin
correlations.
Single-particle gap, spin gap and pair binding energies are calculated for low doped
asymmetric ladders with intermediate values of on-site interaction and intermediate to
strong chain coupling. The calculations of these gaps for doped ladders are motivated
by questioning the fate of the pair binding energy upon doping. All these gaps tend
to vanish for high doping as depicted in Fig. 2.19. In the same figure one can see an
apparent monotonic increase of the single-particle and spin gaps versus doping as well
as negative pair binding energies for strongly coupled chains. These non zero gaps in
strongly coupled chains are due to finite size effects. For intermediate chain coupling,
incommensurate single-particle excitation wave vectors appear in the Fourier transform
profile but with more complex structure upon doping as seen in Fig. 2.20. For strong
chain coupling, the asymmetric ladder shows one peak structure for k = 0 for low and
high doped ladders as seen in Fig 2.20 in consistence with the discussion of the dimer
limit.
Several pair correlation functions have been calculated to clarify the structure of
pairing in the incommensurate spin-gapped Mott-insulating phase. The asymmetric
model (2.1) is related in some features to the symmetric 2-leg Hubbard ladder and in
other features to the Kondo-Heisenberg model. These two models reveal tendency of
pairing, in the form of the d-wave correlations for the symmetric 2-leg Hubbard model [14]
and in the form of pair-density wave (PDW) in the Kondo-Heisenberg model [59]. The
symmetric Hubbard model has dominant power-law d-wave correlations with exponent
close to -2 [14], i.e. barely or without enhancement comparing to the U = 0 case. The
d-wave correlations are assumed to be less important in the asymmetric Hubbard lad-
der due to the bias of the charge excitation twoard the Fermi leg. Other types of pair
correlations (on-site, PDW, triplet-PDW, doublon-doublon, ...) were investigated for the
half filled as well as for the lightly doped ladder. However, no enhancement in pair-
correlations is found in the doped cases comparing to the noninteracting ladder. The
most relevant pair correlation is the PDW correlation. The PDW correlations in two-leg
ladder systems have attracted a lot of interest recently due to the observed anomalous
properties in striped-order high-temperature superconductors which has been proposed
to be illustrated using PDW correlations [59, 74, 67, 60]. This order parameter is mo-
tivated here by the general similarity between the asymmetric Hubbard ladder and the
Kondo-Heisenberg model as it has been discussed in Sec. 2.1.2. This later model has been
reported to have a spin-gapped phase with dominant quasi-long-range PDW pairing i.e.,
power-law with an exponent close to -1, in Ref. [59]. The definition of the PDW order
parameter is
∆†(x, y) =
1
2
(
c†x,y,↑c
†
x+1,y,↓ − c†x,y,↓c†x+1,y,↑
)
. (2.50)
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Figure 2.19: (a) Single-particle gap (Ep), (b) spin gap (Es) and (c) pair-binding gap (Epb)
as functions of the band filling, n = N/2L, for L = 128, U = 5 and two values of t⊥.
Figure (c) is adapted from Ref. [47].
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Figure 2.20: Fourier transform of the ground-state charge density on the Fermi leg for
two different band fillings, n = N/2L, with U = 5 and (a) t⊥ = 1 and (b) t⊥ = 3.
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Thus, the PDW correlation function is
CαPDW(m) =
〈
∆†(x0, y)∆ (x0 +m, y
′)
〉
. (2.51)
In contrast to the PDW in the Kondo-Heisenberg model [59], the measured PDW corre-
lations in the low doped asymmetric ladder show power-law decay with exponents close
to -2. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.21 for the doped Mott insulating asymmetric phase.
These results can not explain the finite pair-binding energy and the charge density profiles
found in this phase. The dominant correlations is found to be power-law spin-spin correla-
tions decaying with exponents close to -1 as seen in Fig. 2.21. The dominance of spin-spin
correlations suggest that they compete with the PDW correlations. Nevertheless, it is
difficult to decide if the power-law decay is real or apparent due difficulties in performing
finite size analysis for the spin gap in the doped ladder. The density-density correlations
decay similarly to the PDW correlations in the lightly doped asymmetric ladders. The
discrepancy of these results with the Kondo-Heisenberg model can be explained by the
discussion in Sec. 2.1.2 where the equivalence between the asymmetric Hubbard ladder
and the Kondo-Heisenberg model is shown to be not exact unless the intra-chain hopping
in the Hubbard leg is allowed to differ from its value in the Fermi leg. Furthermore, the
spin exchange parameters used in Ref. [59] are of the order of t‖ and have no equivalent
in the present study. For the half filled asymmetric ladder, the PDW correlations decay
exponentially as depicted in Figs. 2.22(a) and (b) for the gapped Kondo-Mott and Mott
insulating phases. However, the longest correlation length is found on the Fermi leg in
the gapless phase while the shortest is in the gapless phase as well but on the Hubbard
leg. The incommensurate spin gapped Mott insulating phase reveals similar correlation
lengths on both Fermi and Hubbard legs but with a faster decay than in the Fermi leg
in the gapless phase. The amplitude of correlations is weak in the Hubbard leg for the
Kondo-Mott insulating phase.
The study of correlation functions support the effective decoupling between the Hub-
bard and Fermi legs in the gapless phase. On the other hand, the structure of pairing is
not clarified despite the found finite pair-binding energy. The reason for this discrepancy
is not known.
2.4 Comparison with Quantum Monte Carlo results
The three gapped phases are distinguished by elementary excitations with different wave
vectors kg using the analysis of the Hartree-Fock approximation in Sec. 2.2 and the
profiles of excitation density calculated by DMRG in subsection. 2.3.3. These observations
are further checked by calculating the momentum and energy-resolved single-particle
spectral function which corresponds to the spectral functions probed by the angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy experiment. The excitation wave vector kg is determined by
the sharp maxima of the spectrum [66, 75, 76]. The calculation of such spectral function
using DMRG [75, 77, 76] has high computational cost. Therefore, a better way is to
use the continuous-time interaction-expansion (CT-INT) quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
method [78]. The calculations presented here for the quantum Monte Carlo method were
done by Martin Hohenadler. This method is based on a weak-coupling expansion in
the interaction U , and gives exact results for finite systems and finite temperatures. A
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detailed review of the method can be found in Ref. [79]. For the present system, ladders
with periodic boundary conditions along the legs are simulated. The calculations are
done for L = 30 and an inverse temperature βt‖ = 30. Thus, the single-particle spectral
function
A(k, y, ω) =
1
Z
∑
ij
|〈i|ck,y,σ|j〉|2(e−βEi + e−βEj)
× δ(∆ji − ω) . (2.52)
is obtained. Here, ck,y,σ is the Fourier transform of cx,y,σ in the leg direction, Z is the
grand-canonical partition function, |i〉 is an eigenstate with energy Ei, and ∆ji = Ej−Ei.
For the asymmetric ladder, the spectral function for the Hubbard leg is considered sepa-
rately from that of the Fermi leg as indicated by y in Eq.(2.52). The Hamiltonian (2.1)
is particle-hole symmetric, therefore, A(k, y,−ω) = A(k+ π, y, ω) and the single-particle
gap is symmetric around ω = 0. Moreover, reflection symmetry in leg direction gives
A(−k, y, ω) = A(k, y, ω).
Fig. 2.23 demonstrates the spectral function for different parameter sets corresponding
to the four different phases which have been discussed before. Figs. 2.23(a) and (b)
correspond to a parameter set that belongs to the Luttinger liquid phase according to
the DMRG results. Indeed, the spectrum on the Fermi leg reveals a free-particle like
spectrum with a substantial weight at ω = 0 and kF = π/2 indicating a metallic phase.
The spectrum on the Hubbard leg differs clearly from the spectral function of the Fermi
leg and resembles the spectral function of the Hubbard chain [75, 76]. In the second
parameter set shown by Figs. 2.23(c) and (d) the lowest excitation wave number is at
kg = π/2 in both legs. Similar to Figs. 2.23(a) and (b), the spectral functions are different
between Fermi and Hubbard legs. However, the expected gap appears as a pseudogap in
both legs due to the finite temperature used in the quantum Monte Carlo simulations.
For parameter sets in the spin-gapped Mott phase as in Figs. 2.23(e) and (f), the lowest
excitations have incommensurate wave vectors kg and k
′
g located symmetrically around
π/2. Incommensurate wave vectors for the lowest excitations have been reported before in
a half-filled symmetric Hubbard ladder with moderate rung hopping [14], in a frustrated
Kondo-Heisenberg model [61], and in various correlated 1D systems such as the bilinear
biquadratic spin-1 chain [80] and a two-leg spin ladder with nearest and next-nearest
coupling [81, 82]. The CT-INT method has the ability to calculate for weak on-site
repulsion U (U = 3 in the presented case). Thus, such excitations with incommensurate
waver vectors are expected down to U → 0. However, field-theoretical methods could
be possible for such very weak on-site interaction. The findings of lowest excitations
with incommensurate wave vector agree qualitatively with the weak interaction limit in
Sec. 2.1.1, Hartree-Fock and DMRG results. Finally, Figs. 2.23(g) and (h) reveal almost
identical spectra on the two legs. The lowest hole excitation (particle removal) has the
wave vector kg = π and the lowest particle addition excitation has the wave vector kg = 0.
These results agree with the analysis of the weak-interaction (Sec. 2.1.1) and the dimer
(Sec. 2.1.4) limits. The spectral functions calculated by CT-INT in Fig. 2.23 confirm
the existence of four different phases characterized by the wave number of the lowest
excitation. One of the four phases is a metallic phase and the others are gapped. The
spectrum of the metallic phase supports the idea of an effective decoupling between the
Hubbard and Fermi legs.
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Figure 2.23: Calculations using the CT-INT method of spectral functions A(k, y, ω) on
the Hubbard leg (left column) and the Fermi leg (right column) with βt‖ = 30. A periodic
ladder with L = 30 rungs and U = 5t⊥ is used. (a) and (b) display Luttinger liquid phase
at t⊥ = 0.1. (c) and (d) display Kondo-Mott insulator at t⊥ = 0.3. (e) and (f) display
incommensurate spin-gapped Mott insulator at t⊥ = 1. (g) and (h) display correlated
band insulator at t⊥ = 3. These calculations and figure are done by M. Hohenadler and
published in Ref. [47].
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Figure 2.24: Schematic phase diagram of the half-filled asymmetric Hubbard ladder
Eq.(2.1). The figure is published in Ref. [47].
2.5 Discussion
The asymmetric ladder model (2.1) revealed rich physics at half filling. This model has
similarity to the Kondo-Heisenberg model for strong on-site interaction U or weak rung
hopping t⊥. On the other hand it is similar to the half-filled symmetric Hubbard ladder
for weak on-site interaction U or strong rung hopping t⊥. It is possible to distinguish
three gapped phases by their single-particle excitation spectra but not by a broken sym-
metry. A Luttinger liquid phase is shown by the DMRG and the CT-INT calculations
and is distinguished by different spin and charge velocities. However, the equal single-
particle and charge velocities as well as the delocalization of spin and charge components
of single-particle excitations on the Fermi leg indicate an effective decoupling between
the Hubbard and Fermi legs in this phase. Despite the consistency of the presented anal-
ysis, the numerical methods used here are limited by numerical accuracy. Therefore, the
existence of exponentially small gap in this phase can not be excluded. To overcome this
limitation, field theoretical methods are highly recommended. On the other hand it is
interesting that the overall qualitative picture is in consistence with Hartree-Fock phase
diagram in Fig. 2.5 except for the presence of Luttinger liquid phase and the absence
of long-range antiferromagnetic order. A schematic tentative phase diagram is shown
in Fig. 2.24. A major missing information in the present study is the determination of
phase boundaries between the three gapped phases. This difficulty is due to the ab-
sence of symmetry breaking or gap closing in these phases. However, investigations of
entanglement measures could facilitate the search for phase boundaries. It has been used
recently to investigate quantum phase transition [83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. The block entropy
in the middle of the lattice is calculated for the asymmetric ladder using DMRG method.
Nevertheless, no feature that can assist to locate the exact boundaries between the three
gapped phases has been found as depicted in Fig. 2.25. Nevertheless, the overall scaling
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Figure 2.25: Block entanglement entropy Sent measured at the middle of the ladder
system as a function t⊥ for U = 5, 8 and 20 and L = 128 .
of the block entropy for different values of on-site interaction U as a function of t⊥ can
reveal different behaviors for the different phases in the asymmetric ladder. One can dis-
tinguish a saturation of the block entropy in the correlated band insulating phase as well
as a general reduction with respect to t⊥ of the block entropy in the spin-gapped Mott
insulating phase. On can not report a specific trend for the other two phases. However,
more detailed investigations using extrapolations to Lx = ∞ may assist to distinguish
the boundaries of the different phases. Furthermore, a suggestion from the current study
is to use more sophisticated entanglement-based analysis, e.g. using the entanglement
spectrum [88] and/or the Schmidt gap [89], combined with DMRG calculations to address
the issue of phase boundaries. In general, it is important to understand the asymmetric
Hubbard ladder by investigating systematically the limiting cases in Sec. 2.1 either by
field theoretical methods for weak interacting ladders and weakly coupled chains or by
deriving effective models in the strong interaction and dimer limits. Such effective models
can be treated better using numerical methods or simple analytic approximations. It is
interesting to further investigate the tendency of pairing, competition and coexistence
of different long-ranged orders in this model. In this context, more careful calculations
should be done for the doped ladder. It is also possible to vary the intra-leg hopping in the
Hubbard chain to investigate the relevance to the Kondo-Heisenberg model. Despite the
quasi-one-dimensional nature of the asymmetric 2-leg ladder it could facilitate the inves-
tigations of 2-dimensional version of the model. This is seen is the unidirectional nature
of the PDW order [59] which also justify investigations of the current asymmetric ladder.
Moreover, ”proximity effects” between different subsystems in asymmetric ladders, e.g.
the Hubbard leg and the Fermi leg in the present study, can clarify similar effects in
higher dimension versions [48]. Nevertheless, such comparisons must be taken carefully
due to the fundamental differences between correlated electrons in one dimension and
their counterparts in higher dimensions.
Viewing this model as a model of wire-substrate system it shows the high sensitivity
of the correlated wire to its environment even for small coupling between the wire and the
substrate in the gapped phases. In the metallic phase the two legs behave independently.
However, some shortcomings affect this approach. It is not enough to represent the
substrate by a 1D tight-binding chain because the overall behavior is dominated by the
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wire interaction. Furthermore, a single band tight-binding chain can not represent the
band insulator substrate in the real wire-substrate reconstructions. Therefore, extensions
of the model to represent more degrees of freedoms and more orbitals per site in the
substrate are required. This is the subject of the next two chapters.
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Chapter 3
Ladder mapping and construction of
quasi one-dimensional models
This chapter presents a systematic way to construct an effective quasi-1D ladder model
for wire-substrate systems. This method starts by constructing a model for a single
correlated wire coupled to a 3D noninteracting substrate. The wire-substrate coupling is
chosen to be a one particle hopping. Real metallic nanowire reconstructions, as described
in Sec.1.2, consist of multi-wire systems. However, if the focus is on Luttinger liquid
features and instabilities then a single wire system offers a good approximation. After the
construction of the wire-substrate model, we map onto an isotropic 2D ladder system as
depicted in Fig. 3.1. This method generalizes the mapping of multi-orbital and multi-site
quantum-impurity problems onto ladder systems which has been proposed in Refs. [90,
91]. However, the main difference is that the ladder length, in the present study, is fixed
by the wire length while the ladder width is determined by the number of substrate
single-particle states. In Refs. [90, 91] the ladder width is determined by the number of
impurities and their orbitals while the ladder length is set by the number of single-particle
host states. The resulting 2D anisotropic lattice is still not manageable by quasi-one-
dimensional methods such as DMRG. Therefore, in this chapter we analyze the possibility
of keeping just a few-leg ladder as an approximation of the original wire-substrate system.
Most of the investigations presented here were published in Refs. [49] and [50].
3.1 Wire-substrate model
The proposed model Hamiltonian for wire-substrate systems consists of three terms given
by
H = Hs +Hw +Hws (3.1)
where Hs represents the substrate, Hw describes the wire, and Hws corresponds to the
interactions between the wire and the substrate. For the moment the focus will be on
purely electronic models. Possible generalizations will be discussed later in this chapter.
As a convention, there is no distinction between the momentum and the wave number.
The reduced Planck constant is considered to be ~ = 1.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Sketch of a wire-substrate model. The atomic wire is represented by red
balls. Four numbered shells are displayed in the 3D substrate. (b) Ladder representation
of the same system. The left-most leg with red circles corresponds to the atomic wire
and the other legs represent the four shells. The figure is published in Ref. [49].
3.1.1 The substrate
The structure of the substrate is described by a simple cubic lattice. The unit cell is
determined by the lattice constants a = b = c = 1. The lattice site positions are r =
(x, y, z) with x, y, z ∈ Z. The coordinate axes are set by the lattice vectors. The substrate
size is set by Lx, Ly and Lz in x, y and z directions, respectively. Periodic boundary
conditions are chosen for the x and y directions while an open boundary condition is
chosen for the z direction. The substrate surface layer is determined by the xy-plane
which corresponds to z = 1 and, hence, objects on top of the surface correspond to z = 0.
First, a metallic substrate will be presented, then followed by an extension to an
insulating substrate. A metallic substrate is described using a tight-binding Hamiltonian
with an on-site potential ǫs and a nearest-neighbor hopping ts
Hs = ǫs
∑
r,σ
nsrσ − ts
∑
〈rq〉
∑
σ
(
c†srσcsqσ +H.c.
)
(3.2)
The first sum runs over all lattice sites and 〈rq〉 denotes nearest-neighbor sites r and q.
c†srσ creates an electron with spin σ on the site with coordinates r = (x, y, z). nsrσ =
c†srσcsrσ is the density operator for electrons with spin σ . The diagonalization of this
Hamiltonian is carried out by the canonical transformation from the real space to the
momentum space representation given by
d†skσ =
∑
r
ψk(r) c
†
srσ (3.3)
where the single-particle eigenstates take the form
ψk(r) =
1√
Lx
eikxx
1√
Ly
eikyy
√
2
Lz + 1
sin(kzz). (3.4)
In order to transform back to the real space one uses
c†srσ =
∑
k
ψ∗k(r) d
†
skσ (3.5)
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where the sum runs over all sites k = (kx, ky, kz) of the reciprocal lattice, i.e.
kx =
2π
Lx
nx, nx ∈ Z, −Lx
2
< nx ≤ Lx
2
(3.6a)
ky =
2π
Ly
ny, ny ∈ Z, −Ly
2
< ny ≤ Ly
2
(3.6b)
kz =
π
Lz + 1
nz, nz ∈ Z, 1 ≤ nz ≤ Lz. (3.6c)
The differences between the z-component and the other two components in Eq.(3.4)
and Eq.(3.6) is due to the different boundary conditions. Therefore, Hamiltonian (3.2)
becomes diagonal in the momentum-space representation
Hs =
∑
k,σ
ǫs(k)d
†
skσdskσ (3.7)
with the single-electron dispersion
ǫs(k) = ǫs − 2ts[cos(kx) + cos(ky) + cos(kz)]. (3.8)
As it was mentioned before, realistic substrates are semiconductors [54, 92, 93]. Thus,
it is appropriate to define two separate valence and conduction bands for the substrate.
This is achieved using the above mentioned lattice but with two orbitals per site. Each
orbital is subjected to two different potentials, ǫv for the valance bands and ǫc for the
conduction band. Hence, the Hamiltonian takes the form
Hs = Hv +Hc. (3.9)
The valence-band Hamiltonian is
Hv = ǫv
∑
r,σ
nvrσ − tv
∑
〈rq〉
∑
σ
(
c†vrσcvqσ +H.c.
)
(3.10)
and the conduction-band Hamiltonian is
Hc = ǫc
∑
r,σ
ncrσ − tc
∑
〈rq〉
∑
σ
(
c†crσccqσ +H.c.
)
. (3.11)
c†vrσ and c
†
crσ create electrons with spin σ on site r in the localized orbitals correspond-
ing to the valence and conduction bands, respectively. nvrσ and ncrσ denote the corre-
sponding density operators. Both, valence and conduction band Hamiltonians represent
tight-binding Hamiltonians with corresponding nearest-neighbor hopping terms tv and tc.
Similar canonical transformations as Eq.(3.3), i.e. from the real space to the momentum
space, are carried out to obtain the diagonal Hamiltonians
Hv =
∑
k,σ
ǫv(k) d
†
vkσdvkσ (3.12)
and
Hc =
∑
k,σ
ǫc(k) d
†
ckσdckσ. (3.13)
The single-electron dispersions ǫv(k) for the valence band and ǫc(k) for the conduction
band are similar to Eq.(3.8). A finite gap ∆s opens between the bottom of the conduction
band and the top of the valence band. This is fulfilled by choosing a positive non-zero
value for ∆s in the relation ∆s = ǫc − ǫv − 6 (|tv|+ |tc|).
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3.1.2 The wire
A simple representation of the wire is achieved using a 1D chain with a length Lx in the
x-direction. The wire sites have positions r = (x, y0, 0) with y0 ∈ {1, . . . , Ly}. This means
that every site of the wire is exactly on top of the corresponding substrate site. Thus,
the lattice constant of the wire is equal to that of the substrate. Similar to chapter 2,
the wire is described by the 1D Hubbard model [11] given by
Hw = ǫw
∑
x,σ
nwxσ − tw
∑
x,σ
(
c†wxσcw,x+1,σ +H.c.
)
+U
∑
x
nwx↑nwx↓. (3.14)
The sums over x run over all wire sites. The operator c†wxσ creates an electron with spin
σ on the wire site r = (x, y0, 0). The density operator for electrons with spin σ is denoted
by nwxσ = c
†
wxσcwxσ. tw is the usual hopping term between nearest-neighbor sites in the
wire. ǫw is a wire on-site potential. The representation of the 1D Hubbard model in
momentum space is done by the canonical transformation
d†wkσ =
1√
Lx
∑
x
eikx c†wxσ (3.15)
where the inverse transformation is given by
c†wxσ =
1√
Lx
∑
k
e−ikx d†wkσ. (3.16)
Thus, the wire Hamiltonian takes the form
Hw =
∑
k,σ
ǫw(k)d
†
wkσdwkσ (3.17)
+
U
Lx
∑
k,p,k′,p′
d†wk↑dwp↑d
†
wk′↓dwp′↓δk−p,p′−k′
with the single-electron dispersion
ǫw(k) = ǫw − 2tw cos(k). (3.18)
Here k, p, k′, and p′ denote momenta in the x-direction, see Eq.(3.6a). It is important
to remember that the transformation to the momentum space is done in the x-direction
of the wire. This means that the other two dimensions are irrelevant for the wire and
they can remain in the real-space representation for the substrate. This allows a mixed
real-space/momentum-space representation for the full wire-substrate Hamiltonian.
3.1.3 The wire-substrate hybridization
Again, similar to the asymmetric 2-leg Hubbard ladder, the wire substrate coupling is
modeled by a nearest-neighbor single-particle hopping between the wire sites and the ad-
jacent substrate sites. This coupling hybridizes the wire and substrate electronic orbitals.
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This results in a hybridization with the metallic substrate given by
Hws = −tws
∑
x,σ
(
c†srσcwxσ +H.c.
)
(3.19)
with r = (x, y0, 1). The hybridization part becomes
Hws =
∑
kσ
[
Γws(k) d
†
skσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
(3.20)
in the momentum-space representation with the hybridization function
Γws(k) = −tws
√
2
Ly(Lz + 1)
exp(−ikyy0) sin(kz) (3.21)
which is independent of the x-component of the wave vector.
In the insulating substrate, the hybridization between the wire and the valence band
could be different from the hybridization with the conduction band. Nevertheless, the
total hybridization is given by
Hws = Hwv +Hwc (3.22)
where
Hwv = −twv
∑
x,σ
(
c†vrσcwxσ +H.c.
)
(3.23)
represents the hybridization between the wire and the valence band while
Hwc = −twc
∑
x,σ
(
c†crσcwxσ +H.c.
)
(3.24)
represents the hybridization between the wire and the conduction band. Similar to Eq.(3.20),
the momentum-space representations for Hwv and Hwc are given by
Hwv =
∑
kσ
[
Γwv(k) d
†
vkσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
(3.25)
and
Hwc =
∑
kσ
[
Γwc(k) d
†
ckσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
(3.26)
with hybridization functions Γwv(k) and Γwc(k) similar to Eq.(3.21) but with twv and twc
for valence and conduction bands, respectively, instead of tws.
3.1.4 Generalizations
There are several ways to generalize this wire-substrate model. One way is to use the
ability of changing the substrate structure and the wire-substrate hybridization in the
momentum space. This can be achieved by changing the substrate band structure to be
different from the cosine bands described in Eq. (3.8). The wire-substrate hybridization
could be defined using different hybridization function of the wave vector k. Furthermore,
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the wire could be described by different dispersion than the cosine one or by adding long-
range interaction in the wire direction.
It is also possible to increase the number of bands or to use a different lattice structure
in the substrate as long as there is no interaction in it. This leads to the possibility of
using first-principle simulation results to construct the substrate and to obtain the wire-
substrate hybridization [94]. Such a possibility allows, in principle, comparisons with
experimental results.
An other possible way is to generalize the wire-substrate model by adding phonon
degrees of freedom to the substrate but without electron-phonon coupling. The phonon
degrees of freedom can be added to the wire with electron-phonon coupling. A hybridiza-
tion between the wire and substrate degrees of freedom can be added as well.
3.2 Ladder representation
This section is devoted to explaining the mapping of the aforementioned wire-substrate
model onto a 2D anisotropic lattice. The method consists of three steps. Firstly, the
Hamiltonian is written in the momentum-space or in a mixed representation by choosing
the momentum space in the wire direction and the real space in the other two directions.
This gives the ability to slice the Hamiltonian in the wire direction onto independent
impurity problems with 2D hosts. Secondly, each impurity problem is mapped onto a 1D
chain using the Lanczos algorithm. Finally, the recovery to real space in the x-direction
is performed using the inverse momentum space to real space transformation.
3.2.1 Impurity subsystems
Firstly, the Hamiltonian (3.1) is written assuming a noninteracting wire (U = 0) to
simplify the discussion. However, the process is applicable to the interacting wire as long
as there is no interaction in the substrate as shown later. The Hamiltonian takes the
form of a set of independent sub-Hamiltonians Hkxσ in the momentum space. Therefore,
this set fulfills the condition
[
Hkxσ, Hk′xσ′
]
= 0 ∀kx, k′x, σ, σ′. Thus, the full Hamiltonian
is given by the summation
H =
∑
kx,σ
Hkxσ (3.27)
with
Hkxσ = ǫw(kx) d
†
wkxσ
dwkxσ +
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
ǫs(k) d
†
skσdskσ
+
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
[
Γws(k) d
†
skσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
(3.28)
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for a metallic substrate, or
Hkxσ = ǫw(kx) d
†
wkxσ
dwkxσ
+
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
ǫc(k) d
†
ckσdckσ +
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
ǫv(k) d
†
vkσdvkσ
+
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
[
Γwc(k) d
†
ckσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
+
∑
ky ,kz ,σ
[
Γwv(k) d
†
vkσdwkxσ +H.c.
]
(3.29)
for an insulating substrate with k = (kx, ky, kz). Each Hamiltonian Hkxσ has the dimen-
sion Nimp = LyLz+1 ( for the metallic substrate) or Nimp = 2LyLz+1 (for the insulating
substrate). For a noninteracting wire (U = 0), each Hkxσ is a single-particle problem and
it is amenable to exact diagonalization. Hkxσ represents a non-magnetic impurity with
the energy level ǫw(kx) corresponding to the wire. This energy level is coupled by the
hybridization functions Γb(k) to a 2D host determined by a substrate (ky, kz)-slice. Each
(ky, kz)-slice corresponds only to the given wave vector kx of the wire. The metallic host
eigenenergies range from the minimum to the maximum of ǫs(k) for the given kx while
for the insulating host they range between the minimum and the maximum of ǫc,v(k) for
the given kx.
The impurity Hamiltonian with the 2D host, Hkxσ, can be written as a Hamiltonian for
an impurity coupled to a real space represented (yz)-slice for a given kx momentum. This
can be done by starting from a mixed real/momentum-space representation, (kx, y, z) of
the Hamiltonian. Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic representation of a kx-impurity coupled to
(yz)-slice. By taking the limit Nimp → ∞ in the impurity problem, the single-particle
eigenenergies of each Hkxσ constitute one continuum for the metallic substrate or two
continua for the insulating substrate. It is known [95] that either an eigenenergy lies in
a continuum and the corresponding eigenstate is delocalized in the impurity-host sub-
system or the eigenenergy lies outside any continuum and the eigenstate is localized
around the impurity. This means that single-electron eigenstates are delocalized in the
full wire-substrate system if they have eigenenergies within the substrate bands, or are
restricted to the wire or to the area around it if the eigenenergies are outside the substrate
bands.
3.2.2 Chain representation
It is known, since the introduction of Wilson’s renormailzation group method [96, 97],
that the impurity in a 2D host problem can be mapped onto a 1D chain with nearest-
neighbor hopping and diagonal terms using the Lanczos algorithm. This method produces
iteratively a tri-diagonal matrix from any general hermitian matrix. The procedure is
described using the generation of the orthogonal single-particle states |kx, n, σ〉 for n =
1, . . . , Nimp − 1 with
|kx, n+ 1, σ〉 = Hkxσ|kx, n, σ〉 − An(kx, σ)|kx, n, σ〉
−B2n(kx, σ)|kx, n− 1, σ〉. (3.30)
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the impurity-host subsystem in the mixed representation with
Ly = 9 and Lz = 5. The red circle at (y0 = 0, z = 0) represents the wire site (impurity)
while the blue squares represents the substrate sites (host). Black lines display the
boundary of the first, second, third and fourth shells (from top to bottom) around the
impurity. The figure is published in Ref. [49].
where An(kx, σ) is given by
An(kx, σ) =
〈kx, n, σ|H|kx, n, σ〉
〈kx, n, σ|kx, n, σ〉 (3.31)
and B2n(kx, σ) is given by
B2n(kx, σ) =
〈kx, n, σ|kx, n, σ〉
〈kx, n− 1, σ|kx, n− 1, σ〉 (3.32)
for n = 1, . . . , Nimp − 1 and B0,σ(kx) = 0. Hkxσ is the Hamiltonian of the impurity sub-
system (3.28) for the metallic substrate or (3.29) for the insulating substrate. The initial
single-electron states are |kx,−1, σ〉 = 0 and |kx, 0, σ〉 = d†wkxσ|∅〉, where |∅〉 denoted the
vacuum state. The selection of the suitable initial state must be in a way that does not
change the state which represents the wire. Therefore, the state d†wkxσ|∅〉 is chosen to
start the procedure. However, in other contexts, the Lanczos algorithm can be used as a
method for matrix diagonalization in which the initial state can be selected arbitrarily.
After the Lanczos transformation, Hkxσ has a chain representation given by
Hkxσ =
Nimp−1∑
n=0
An(kx, σ)f
†
kxnσ
fkxnσ (3.33)
+
Nimp−2∑
n=0
[
Bn+1(kx, σ)f
†
kxnσ
fkx,n+1,σ +H.c.
]
where the new fermion operators f †kxnσ create electrons in the states |kx, n, σ〉. It is clear
that this transformation does not change the wire states i.e., f †kx,n=0,σ = d
†
wkxσ
. Further-
more, due to the spin rotation symmetry of the wire-substrate model, this transformation
and the coefficients An and Bn are independent of the spin σ. Moreover, the choice of
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the initial state gives the first diagonal term A0(kx, σ) = ǫw(kx) which corresponds to the
impurity on-site potential and the first nearest-neighbor hopping terms which correspond
to the coupling between the impurity and the host, i.e.
B21(kx, σ) =
∑
ky ,kz
|Γws (k)|2 (3.34)
for the metallic substrate and
B21(kx, σ) =
∑
ky ,kz
[|Γwc (k)|2 + |Γwv (k)|2] (3.35)
for the insulating substrate.
The cosine dispersion Eq.(3.8) and the hybridization Eq.(3.21) make the mixed repre-
sentation relatively simple for demonstration. In this case, the host sites are coupled by
the nearest-neighbor hopping terms ts. The impurity on-site potential ǫw(kx) sets on the
first diagonal element and remains unchanged in the chain representation as it is stated
before. For all host sites, the on-site potential is ǫs− ts cos(kx) which constitutes the rest
of the diagonal elements in the chain representation, i.e. An(kx, σ) = ǫs − 2ts cos(kx) for
n ≥ 1. The hopping term between the impurity and the adjacent host site is tws which
determines the coupling between the impurity and its nearest-neighbor site in the chain
representation (the first off-diagonal term), i.e. B21(kx, σ) = t
2
ws. Thus, by performing the
Lanczos transformation, the state |kx, n, σ〉 is entirely localized in the nearest m neigh-
bor host shell to the impurity. These shells are shown in Fig. 3.2. Then, the next few
off-diagonal terms are given analytically by
B22(kx, σ) = 3t
2
s , (3.36a)
B23(kx, σ) =
11
3
t2s , (3.36b)
B24(kx, σ) =
125
33
t2s . (3.36c)
Similar process is applied to the insulating substrate by assuming cosine dispersions for
the valence and conduction bands to obtain
A1(kx, σ) =
t2wc [ǫc − 2tc cos(kx)] + t2wv [ǫv − 2tv cos(kx)]
t2wc + t
2
wv
,
B21(kx, σ) = Γ
2(kx) = t
2
wc + t
2
wv.
If the valence and conduction bands are similar, i.e., tv = tc = ts and t
2
wc = t
2
wv = t
2
ws,
then An(kx, σ) =
ǫc+ǫv
2
− 2ts cos(kx) for n ≥ 1 and
B21(kx, σ) = 2t
2
ws, (3.37a)
B22(kx, σ) =
√
3t2s +
(
ǫc − ǫv
2
)2
. (3.37b)
The full Hamiltonian (3.1) can now be written using Eq.(3.27) by using the chain repre-
sentations of Hkxσ.
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3.2.3 Real-space representation
The final step is the back transformation to real space in the wire direction. The per-
formed Lanczos algorithm does not change the initial state in the impurity sub-systems.
This guarantee that the wire Hamiltonian Hw remains unchanged after the inverse trans-
formation to real space in the x-direction. A new fermion operator is defined to perform
the inverse transformation for the substrate
g†xnσ =
1√
Lx
∑
kx
e−ikxxf †kxnσ. (3.38)
This new operator creates an electron with spin σ at position x in the n-th shell. Thus
the substrate Hamiltonian can be written as
Hs =
Nimp−1∑
n=1
∑
x,x′,σ
An(x− x′)g†xnσgx′nσ (3.39)
+
Nimp−2∑
n=1
∑
x,x′,σ
[
Bn+1(x− x′)g†xnσgx′,n+1,σ +H.c
]
.
The amplitude
An(x) =
1
Lx
∑
kx
An(kx, σ) exp(ikxx) (3.40)
is the long range inter-shell hopping term in the wire direction for x 6= 0, but, for x = 0
it denotes the on-site potential in the n-th shell. Similarly
Bn+1(x) =
1
Lx
∑
kx
Bn+1(kx, σ) exp(ikxx) (3.41)
is the inter-shell long range hopping amplitude between the n and n + 1 shells. The
wire-substrate hybridization becomes
Hws =
∑
x,x′,σ
[
Γ(x− x′)g†x,n=1,σcwx′σ +H.c.
]
(3.42)
where
Γ(x) =
1
Lx
∑
kx
B1(kx, σ) exp(ikxx) (3.43)
represents the long range hopping amplitudes between wire sites and sites in the first shell
in the substrate. Therefore, the original wire-substrate Hamiltonian (3.1) is transformed
onto a 2D lattice of size Lx×Nimp with long-range hopping terms. This new representation
can be simplified by assuming that the hybridization is independent from the x-component
of the wave vector k, i.e.
Γb (k) = Γb (ky, kz) (b=ws,wc,wv) (3.44)
and that the dispersion takes the additive form
ǫb (k) = ν (kx) + ǫb (ky, kz) (b=s, c, v). (3.45)
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The tight-binding Hamiltonians defined in Sec. 3.1 fulfills these conditions but the insu-
lating substrate must have tc = tv = ts. The impurity on-site potential ǫw(kx) and the
constant shift in the substrate dispersion ν(kx) are the only parts which depend on kx
in the impurity Hamiltonians Hkxσ. Therefore, all kx chain representations are identical
up to an energy shift. Thus, the hybridization and the inter-shell hopping are restricted
nearest neighbors and take the form
Γ(x) = Γδx,0 (3.46)
with Γ = B1(kx, σ) and
Bn(x) = −trungn δx,0 n ≥ 2 (3.47)
with trungn = −Bn(kx, σ). Moreover, one can realize that
An(x) = −tlegx + µnδx,0 n ≥ 1 (3.48)
with
tlegx = −
1
Lx
∑
kx
ν(kx) exp(ikxx) (3.49)
and µn = An(kx, σ) − ν(kx). Thus, the wire-substrate Hamiltonian (3.1) becomes a
2D ladder system with Lx rungs and Nimp legs, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The leg n = 0
represents the the wire with g†x,n=0,σ = c
†
wxσ, while legs n = 1, . . . , Nimp − 1 correspond
to the successive shells that represent the substrate. One has again to remember that
the transformation of the substrate dose not affect the wire sites. Therefore, general
electron-electron interactions can be included in the wire Hamiltonian without affecting
the validity of the mapping as long as the translation invariance in x-direction is preserved.
Beside the translation invariance in the x-direction, Eqs.(3.44) and (3.45) are the main
conditions for the mapping. The new representation of the Hamiltonian has a hopping
term Γ (hybridization) between sites in the wire and sites with the same x-value in the
first leg in addition to nearest-neighbor rung hopping terms trungn between the substrate
legs n−1 and n. However, an on-site potential µn−tleg0 and a long-range intra-leg hopping
terms tlegx in every substrate leg are also present. The restriction to the dispersion in the
form of Eq.(3.8), i.e. ν(kx) = −2ts cos(kx), simplifies the ladder system and gives the
hopping terms within the substrate legs as
tlegx =
{
ts if |x| = 1
0 otherwise.
(3.50)
The resulting explicit form of the full Hamiltonian is
H = Hw +
∑
x,σ
(
Γ g†x,n=1,σcwxσ +H.c.
)
+
Nimp−1∑
n=1
∑
x,σ
µn g
†
xnσgxnσ (3.51)
−ts
Nimp−1∑
n=1
∑
x,σ
(
g†xnσgx+1,nσ +H.c.
)
−
Nimp−2∑
n=1
∑
x,σ
(
trungn+1 g
†
xnσgx,n+1,σ +H.c.
)
.
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Figure 3.3: Hopping terms trungx calculated numerically with the Lanczos algorithm be-
tween legs n − 1 and n. The circles display results for a metallic substrate with ts = 1,
t2ws = 0.25, Ly = 32, and Lz = 16. The diamonds display results for an insulating sub-
strate with tc = tv = 1, t
2
wc = t
2
wv = 0.25, ǫc = −ǫv = 7, Ly = 32, and Lz = 8. The figure
is published in Ref. [49].
For the metallic substrate, µn = ǫs while Γ = −tws and the first few hopping terms
trungn = −Bn(kx, σ) are given in Eq.(3.36). For the insulating substrate with tc = tv = ts
and t2wc = t
2
wv = t
2
ws, one gets µn =
ǫc+ǫv
2
while Γ = −B1(kx, σ) and trung2 = −B2(kx, σ)
are given in Eq.(3.37). The hopping terms trungn for larger indices n can be computed
numerically with the Lanczos algorithm as described in Sec. 3.2.2. Figure 3.3 shows the
hopping terms calculated for a metallic and an insulating substrate. We see that they
converge to ∼ 2ts for large n in the metallic case while they oscillate around ∼ 5.5ts for
the insulating case. The alternation of the hopping terms is necessary to generate the
gap between valence and conduction bands in the insulating substrate.
3.2.4 Alternate representation for the insulating substrate
Condition (3.45) is inconvenient for the insulating substrate because it imposes the same
dispersion ν(kx) in the valence and conduction bands to obtain a ladder-like Hamiltonian.
However, it is possible to overcome this difficulty with an alternate mapping. As the
electronic states of the conduction and valence bands interact only through the impurity
site, one can use a two-chain representation of the impurity problem with one chain
representing the valence-band sites and the other chain representing the conduction-band
sites. Both chains can be generated separately using the Lanczos algorithm as described
in Sec. 3.2.2. This allows condition (3.45) to be satisfied separately for the conduction
and valence bands, i.e. with two different forms of dispersions for νc(kx) and νv(kx).
Then, the wire chain is situated in the middle of the ladder between the legs representing
the valence band and the other legs representing the conduction band. The Hamiltonian
parameters An(kx, σ), and Bn(kx, σ) are given by equations similar to those obtained for
the metallic substrate, e.g., by Eq.(3.36), but with {ǫs, ts} replaced by {ǫv, tv} for the
valence band legs and {ǫc, tc} for the conduction band legs.
Despite the necessity of the translation invariance symmetry to perform the afore-
mentioned mapping, this symmetry can be relaxed by performing the mapping only on
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the substrate and then connecting it to the wire. This allows the wire to include disorder,
a nonuniform wire-substrate hybridization, an electron-electron interaction between the
wire and the adjacent substrate sites or a modulated periodic potential. The initial step
is to consider a decoupled wire from the substrate. Then the procedure can be described
using a mixed representation (kx, y, z) of the metallic substrate with the dispersion (3.8).
The Lanczos iterations can be performed starting from site (kx, y0, z = 1). The resulting
chain representation of a metallic substrate gives An(kx) = ǫs − 2ts cos(kx) for n ≥ 0 and
B21(kx) = 3t
2
s , (3.52a)
B22(kx) =
11
3
t2s , (3.52b)
B23(kx) =
125
33
t2s . (3.52c)
Hence, by transforming back to the real-space representation along the x-direction a
ladder representation for the substrate is obtained. Therefore, a general form of x-
dependent hopping terms as well as electron-electron interaction terms between wire
sites and their adjacent substrate sites can be introduced. This process can be applied
for an insulating substrate by considering the conduction and valence bands separately
as it is described above as an alternate representation.
3.3 Effective narrow ladder model (NLM)
So far, the mapping of the wire-substrate model onto a 2D anisotropic ladder system is
exact. However, the problem remains highly complex at least if it is approached with
methods for quasi-1D systems such as DMRG. Nevertheless, the reduction of the full 2D
ladder system onto a quasi-1D system is a possible way to approximate the model. It is
expected to be a good approximation because of two reasons. First, the 1D physics is
expected to take place in the wire or close to it. This area corresponds to the wire and
its few nearest neighbor legs. Second, the recently developed density matrix embedding
theory shows that the environment of a quantum subsystem is not required to be larger
than the subsystem itself [98]. Therefore, in principle, the minimal representation of the
substrate is not required to be larger than the wire itself. However, the construction of
such minimal environment needs the solution of the full wire-substrate problem. This
means that one has to think about an other good approximation for the environment such
as the proposed truncation of the mapped 2D ladder Hamiltonian (3.51) onto a few-leg
ladder. From here on, the truncated few-leg ladder approximation of Hamiltonian (3.51)
will be called the narrow ladder model (NLM). The number of legs in this NLM is denoted
Nleg.
First, the noninteracting wire-substrate cases are analyzed followed by the interacting
Hubbard-type wire cases. The spectral properties for noninteracting cases are investi-
gated. This is achieved by calculating the single-particle spectral function (SPSF) and
the density of states (DOS). The SPSF of the wire in momentum space is defined as
Aw(ω, kx) =
∑
α
|〈α|d†wkxσ|0〉|2δ (ω − Eα + E0)
+
∑
α
|〈α|dwkxσ|0〉|2δ (ω + Eα − E0) (3.53)
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where |α〉 and Eα are the many-body eigenstates and eigenvalues of the wire-substrate
Hamiltonian (3.51) but with Nleg substitute Nimp. |0〉 and E0 are the ground state and
its eigenenergy. The SPSF takes the same form for the substrate but averaged over the
legs that represent the substrate, i.e.
(Nleg − 1)As(ω, kx) =
∑
αkykz
|〈α|d†bkσ|0〉|2δ (ω − Eα + E0)
+
∑
αkykz
|〈α|dbkσ|0〉|2δ (ω + Eα − E0) (3.54)
where b = s indicates the metallic substrate band while b = c or v indicate the conduction
or valence band of the insulating substrate. By substituting d†wkxσ and d
†
bkσ with f
†
kxnσ
(similarly dwkxσ and dbkσ with fkxnσ) one can define the kx-resolved spectral function
A(ω, kx, n) for each leg n ≥ 0 where A(ω, kx, n = 0) = Aw(ω, kx) and the average over
all n ≥ 1 provides the kx-resolved spectral function of the substrate As(ω, kx). Thus, the
DOS of the wire or the substrate are defined as
Dw,s(ω) =
1
Lx
∑
kx
Aw,s(ω, kx). (3.55)
By taking the normalized total DOS (i.e. calculated for the whole system) of the NLM
D(ω) =
Dw(ω) + (Nleg − 1)Ds(ω)
Nleg
(3.56)
one can see that the spectral weight of the wire is quite smaller than the substrate spectral
weights and they become negligible for Nleg ≫ 1.
3.3.1 Noninteracting wire
The possibilities and limitations of truncating the full 2D ladder system into a few-leg
NLM ladder are analyzed here by comparing the SPSF and DOS of both cases. The sub-
system Hamiltonians Hkx in the chain representation (3.33) are truncated by projecting
them onto the first Nleg Lanczos vectors subspace. This gives a way to define the SPSF
and DOS for the NLM as
Aw(ω, kx) =
Nleg∑
λ=1
|ψλ,kx(n = 0)|2δ (ω − Eλ,kx) , (3.57)
Dw(ω) =
1
Lx
∑
kx
Aw(ω, kx), (3.58)
As(ω, kx) =
1
Nleg − 1
Nleg∑
λ=1
Nleg−1∑
n=1
|ψλ,kx(n)|2δ (ω − Eλ,kx) (3.59)
and
Ds(ω) =
1
Lx
1
Nleg − 1
∑
kx
Nleg−1∑
n=1
As(ω, kx). (3.60)
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Figure 3.4: DOS of a noninteracting wire on an insulating 3D substrate with Nleg =
Nimp = 513. The DOS in the wire [Dw(ω), dotted black line] and in the substrate [Ds(ω),
solid red line]. The other parameters are given in the text. This figure is adapted from
Ref [49].
Eλ,kx is the λ-th single-particle eigenenergy which corresponds to the wave vector kx in the
chain representation and ψλ,kx(n) is the λ-th single-particle eigenstate which corresponds
to the n-th shell of the same wave vector kx. The substrate conduction and valence band
hopping terms are chosen to be symmetric, i.e. tc = tv = ts, for all cases discussed in
the remaining parts of the thesis unless otherwise clearly mentioned. Moreover, they are
chosen as the energy unit, i.e. ts = 1. Similarly, the wire-substrate coupling is chosen to
be symmetric i.e. twc = twv, and it is denoted tws. The potentials for substrate valence and
conduction bands are chosen to satisfy the condition ǫs = ǫc = −ǫv = 7, which opens an
indirect gap ∆s = 2ǫs−12ts = 2 and a direct gap ∆(kx) = 2ǫs−8ts = 6 for vanishing wire-
substrate hybridization. For Nleg = Nimp, i.e. for the full system, ψλ,kx(n) is equivalent
to ψλ,kx(kx, y, z) in a mixed representation where (kx, 0, 0) corresponds to the wire and
(kx, y 6= 0, z > 0) corresponds to the substrate. In the present calculations the mixed
representation is used to calculate the SPSF and DOS for the full noninteracting wire-
substrate model. As mentioned before, for some model parameters there are eigenstates
of the wire-substrate Hamiltonian which are restricted in the wire (or close to it) if
they correspond to eigenenergies within the substrate band gap. This restriction results
in finite spectral weights |ψλ,kx(n)|2 for n = 0 or small values of n when Nimp → ∞.
Therefore, these eigenstates form a 1D tight-binding subsystem which disperse in the
wire direction (kx direction) and crosses the Fermi level at two Fermi wave numbers.
As discussed in the introduction, the construction of the Luttinger liquid rely on the
dispersion linearization within the vicinity of the two Fermi wave vectors in the 1D
metallic chain [4]. Therefore, it is expected that an effective one-dimensional wire coupled
to a semiconducting substrate is possible as long as the Fermi level is situated within
the substrate band gap. Hence, these considerations have been taken into account to
select the intra-wire hopping tw = 3 and the wire-substrate hybridization tws = 0.5.
The Fermi energy ǫF = 0 corresponds to half-filling and the chosen system sizes are
Lx = 256, Ly = 32 and Lz = 8. Parts of the wire dispersion away from the Fermi wave
vectors, i.e. kx ≈ ±π or kx ≈ 0, are allowed to mix with the valence or conduction bands
of the full wire-substrate system.
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Figure 3.5: Spectral functions of a noninteracting wire on an insulating 3D substrate
with Nleg = Nimp = 513. The spectral function in the wire [Aw(ω, kx), top] and in the
substrate [As(ω, kx), bottom]. The other parameters are given in the text. This figure is
published in Ref [49].
Fig. 3.4 displays the DOS profile for the wire (dotted black line) and for the substrate
(red line). The DOS spectrum of the wire shows clear metallic 1D profile featured by
square-root singularities close to ±2tw. The substrate spectrum reveals a 3D profile with
a gap between valence and conduction bands. This distinctive difference between the
wire and substrate bands is clear despite of the overlap of both DOSs for wide range of
energies. These results are confirmed in Fig. 3.5 which displays the SPSF. The upper
panel in this figure exhibits a cosine-like kx-resolved dispersion associated to the wire
similar to Eq. (3.18). The intrinsic width in this band is due to the hybridization with
the substrate. This band crosses the Fermi level ǫF = 0 in kx ≈ π2 at half filling. The lower
panel shows two continua of the valence and conduction bands with an indirect band gap
close to 2ts and a constant direct gap close to 6ts. These results clearly demonstrate that
the 1D feature of the wire is preserved for weak wire-substrate hybridizations. There is a
weak effect on the spectral weight of the dispersion that mixed with the substrate continua
far from the Fermi energy. The continuous rugged DOS curves are the results of finite
size effects and δ-peak broadening using a Lorentzian with width η = 0.1. The impact
of reducing the number of legs is demonstrated by performing the same calculations of
the DOS and SPSF for the Hamiltonian (3.51) truncated to NLM with 51 legs and 3
legs, respectively. The intra-wire hopping keeps the value tw = 3. The rest of the ladder
system which represents the semiconducting substrate controlled by the substrate intra-
leg hopping ts, the nearest neighbor hopping t
rung
n+1 and the wire-substrate hybridization
Γ. For the 3-leg NLM Γ =
√
2tws and t
rung
1 =
√
3t2s + ǫ
2
s while for larger number of legs
trungn+1 is determined using the Lanczos algorithm it described in Sec. 3.2.2. The number of
legs in the NLM must be an odd number due to the required symmetric representation
of the conduction and valence bands. Each site in the substrate is described using two
orbitals, one for the conduction band and the other for the valence band. On the other
hand, each site in the wire has just one orbital. This results in an odd total number
of sites in the chain representation and, hence, odd number of legs in the 2D ladder
system, which requires an odd number of legs (at least 3 legs) in the NLM to reproduce
gapped substrate bands. The results are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Both figures reveal
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Figure 3.6: DOS of a noninteracting wire on an effective ladder model with (a) Nleg = 51
legs and (b) Nleg = 3. The DOS in the wire [Dw(ω), dotted black line] and in the
substrate [Ds(ω), solid red line]. The other parameters are given in the text. These
figures are adapted from Ref [49].
little effect on the wire DOS spectrum and SPSF spectrum for both system widths. The
less affected parts are close to the Fermi energy. However, the substrate DOS spectrum
and SPSF continuum display very clear differences from the full wire-substrate results.
The DOS in the substrate shown in Fig. 3.6(a) for the 51-leg ladder is different from
the DOS in Fig 3.4. However, the energy range of the conduction and valence bands as
well as the substrate band gap are reproduced almost correctly for the 51-leg NLM. In
Fig. 3.6(b), the 3-leg NLM only shows two-leg ladder bands for the substrate with typical
van Hove singularities distributed symmetrically around the Fermi energy. Moreover, the
band gap in the 3-leg ladder is clearly enlarged with respect to the band gap in the full
system. This gap enlargement is due to the reduction of the original quasi-dimerized
long chain described in the chain representation (see Sec. 3.2.2) into only a single trimer
which produces a 3-leg ladder in the real-space representation. The SPSF in Fig. 3.7
confirms these results. The spectral weight distribution of the substrate in the 51-leg
ladder, Fig. 3.7(a), is clearly different from the spectral weight distribution in the full
wire-substrate system but it reproduces the energy ranges and the band gap of the original
system. Furthermore, it is also clear in Fig. 3.7(b) that the two valence and conduction
bands are distributed symmetrically around the Fermi energy in the 3-leg NLM with the
same band gap enlargement as in the DOS in Fig. 3.6(b). The wire dispersion is almost
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Figure 3.7: Spectral functions of a noninteracting wire on an effective ladder model with
(a) Nleg = 51 legs and (b) Nleg = 3. The spectral function in the wire [Aw(ω, kx), top (a)
and (b)] and in the substrate [As(ω, kx), bottom (a) and (b)]. The other parameters are
given in the text. These figures are published in Ref [49].
preserved in Fig. 3.7(b). The very weak influence of truncating the number of legs on the
spectral properties close to the Fermi energy suggests the validity of the NLM even for
3-leg ladder system at least qualitatively.
The dispersive band within the substrate band gap persists for strong wire-substrate
hybridization but accompanied with two other bands situated symmetrically around the
middle of the substrate band gap. The separation between these two additional bands
is larger than the substrate band gap and increases with tws until for strong enough
hybridization (e.g., tws = 8) they split from the continua of the valence and conduction
bands. The central dispersive band within the substrate band gap has eigenstates which
localize on the wire or on its nearest neighbor substrate sites but delocalize in the wire
direction. This means that the wire-substrate model preserves the 1D features even for
strong wire-substrate hybridization. The formation of the three bands in the strong
hybridization can be illustrated by taking the limit ǫc − ǫv, tws ≫ tw ≫ ts. In this case
each wire site builds a trimer with its closest two nearest-neighbor substrate sites due to
the strong wire-substrate hybridization and rung hopping (remember that each substrate
site has two orbitals). Then the wire hopping tw forms a three-leg ladder system from
these trimers which then hybridize slightly by weak ∼ ts with the rest of the substrate.
It should be indicated that all single-electron eigenstates are delocalized in the full
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wire-substrate system if the substrate is metallic. This is because the 1D wire band
is buried in the substrate metallic continua. Hence one can not observe 1D features.
Moreover, the spectral properties at Fermi energy are not preserved while varying the
number of legs in the NLM Eq.(3.51). This makes the few-leg truncation invalid for
metallic substrates.
3.3.2 Interacting wire : testing with quantum Monte Carlo
The former discussion demonstrates the usefulness of the NLMs for the noninteracting
case. This and the next subsections are devoted to the applicability of the NLM to a
correlated wire described by the one-dimensional Hubbard model with repulsive interac-
tion, i.e. U > 0. The first subsection compares the correlated wire on 3D semiconducting
substrate to the NLM with Nleg = 3. The second subsection analyzes the finite size effects
for correlated NLM with several widths.
The correlated NLM is described using the first few legs in the ladder Hamilto-
nian (3.51) where the first leg represents a correlated wire using the 1D Hubbard model.
The wire-substrate coupling and the substrate parameters are similar to those described
in the noninteracting case in addition to the on-site Coulomb interaction U = 4. The
half-filled system corresponds to the number of electrons [in the full wire-substrate model]
Np = NimpLx and Np = NlegLx for the NLM. The full system can be doped away from
half filling using a finite bulk doping y ∈ (−1, 1) such that Np = (1 + y)NimpLx electrons
are in the full wire-substrate model or Np = (1 + y)NlegLx electrons in the NLM. This
produces a large shift of the chemical potential which then lies within one of the substrate
bands. Therefore, the substrate is metallic which is not relevant to the experiments with
semiconducting substrates nor applicable to the NLM approximation. A relevant doping
is achieved by a finite wire doping yw ∈ (−1, 1) which corresponds to Np = NimpLx+ywLx
for the full wire-substrate model or Np = NlegLx + ywLx for the NLM. This finite wire
doping is equivalent to a vanishing bulk doping, i.e. y ≈ 0 and Np/(NimpLx) ≈ 1. Thus
the finite wire doping is relevant to the experimental systems of atomic wire reconstruc-
tions discussed in Sec. 1.2. Each site in the wire has a potential ǫw = −U/2 to set the
Hubbard upper and lower bands symmetrically around the substrate band gap at half
filling.
The comparison between the correlated full wire-substrate model and the NLM was
performed using results from the CT-INT method similarly to Sec. 2.4 by Martin Ho-
henadler. For the CT-INT calculations the full wire-substrate model has the dimensions
Lx = Ly = 42 and Lz = 10 while the rest of the model parameters are equal to those
chosen for the noninteracting case. The spectral function on the wire is defined similarly
to Eq.(2.52) by performing the measurements using the wire operator dwkxσ. The spectral
functions A(ω, kx, n) in the NLM and As(ω, kx, y, z) for specific chains in the substrate
of the 3D wire-substrate model are obtained in a similar way. However, as calculations
over the full substrate are expensive, the spectral functions are averaged over chains at
the coordinates (y = y0, z = 1) and (y = y0 + Ly/2, z = Lz). The calculations for the
3-leg NLM are averaged over the full ladder system. Fig. 3.8 demonstrates the results
for the spectral functions Aw(ω, kx) and As(ω, kx, y = y0, z = 1) of the full wire-substrate
system compared with the spectral functions Aw(ω, kx) and As(ω, kx) of the 3-leg NLM.
The calculations were done using a chemical potential on the wire µ = 1.58 for the NLM
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Figure 3.8: CT-INT QMC calculations with β = 15 of spectral functions for an interacting
wire with U = 4 . A wire doping yw ≈ 12.5% is obtained by tunning the chemical
potential. Top: wire spectral function Aw(ω, kx) for (a) the three-leg NLM and (b) the
3D wire-substrate model. Bottom: (c) substrate spectral function As(ω, kx) for the three-
leg NLM, (d) substrate spectral function As(ω, kx) of the full model averaged over the
chains at the minimal and the maximal distance from the wire. The length Lx = 42
is fixed for all cases. For the 3D substrate lattice, Ly = 42 and Lz = 10 are used.
All other parameters are as in Figs. 3.5–3.7. Red symbols illustrate the noninteracting
energy levels. Calculations and figures by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in
Ref. [49].
and µ = 0.60 for the full model. The chemical potential in both cases corresponds to
a total doping of 5.25(1) electrons (or yw ≈ 12.5% for Lx = 42). Fig. 3.8(a) and (b)
reveal similarities between spectral functions of the wire close to Fermi level with gapless
excitations for both the wire-substrate model and the NLM. The spectral functions of the
substrate demonstrates clear difference between the wire-substrate model and the NLM
but with vanishing spectral weight at the Fermi level. This is shown in Fig. 3.8(c) and (d).
These results confirm the capability of the NLM to represent the low-energy excitations
of the correlated metallic wire in the full wire-substrate model as in the noninteracting
case.
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3.3.3 Interacting wire : testing with DMRG
Similarly to the previous DMRG investigation of the asymmetric Hubbard ladder in
Sec. 2.3 the DMRG method is used to investigate the correlated-wire NLM. The finite-
system DMRG algorithm is used on NLM lattices with up to Lx = 200 rungs at half
filling and Lx = 208 away from half filling in the 3-leg and 7-leg ladder cases. For
the other system widths a length up to Lx = 128 is used. All calculations for the
NLM were performed using open boundary conditions and up to m = 2024 density-
matrix eigenstates yielding discarded weights smaller than 10−6. Truncation errors are
investigated systematically by keeping variable numbers of density-matrix eigenstates
and extrapolating ground-state energies to the limit of vanishing discarded weights. The
resulting error estimates for gaps are shown in the figures when they are larger than
the symbol sizes. The calculations have been performed using weak to intermediate
interactions corresponding to U/tw . 5. Charge, spin and single-particle excitations
are defined using Eqs(2.39),(2.40) and (2.41). The mapping idea described in Sec. 3.2
produces a 2D ladder system while the finite-system DMRG method is appropriate for
quasi-one-dimensional systems or ladder systems with several number of legs. Therefore,
it is important to see how the finite-system DMRG results scale when increasing the
system length Lx and the width Nleg in order to investigate the validity of the NLM as a
good approximation of the wire-substrate model. It is known for 2D electron systems that
DMRG is limited by an exponential increase in the required CPU time and memory as
functions of the system width due to a rapid growth of entanglement [52]. However, the
entanglement is related to the number of bands crossing the Fermi level in noninteracting
systems [99], i.e. number of gapless excitation modes. This number is proportional to the
system width in the homogeneous Hubbard ladder but it is just one band in the present
NLM. Therefore, it is expected that increasing the system width in the correlated NLM
should have less influence than increasing the width in homogeneous Hubbard ladder. To
analyze the effect of width in correlated NLM, the charge gap is calculated for ladders
with various lengths Lx and widths Nleg (the other gaps are discussed in details in the
next chapter). In Fig. 3.9(a) the charge gap Ec is shown at half filling for U = 4 and
hybridization tws = 0.5 as a function of the inverse ladder length 1/Lx for different
number of legs Nleg. In the 1D Mott insulators, e.g. the 1D Hubbard chain at half filling,
charge and single-particle gaps decrease with the inverse of the system length twoard
finite values in the limit Lx →∞. Thus, extrapolation of the charge gap for each lattice
width indeed gives finite and almost equal gaps for all Nleg for the chosen parameters.
However, for other parameter sets, this extrapolation shows different behavior of the gap
size depending on the lattice width Nleg. This variation in the finite-size scaling is related
to the large variation in the effective substrate band gap with the number of legs which
observed in the noninteracting NLM in Sec 3.3.1.
For 1D gapless electron systems, e.g. the 1D Hubbard model away from half filling,
finite size gaps vanish linearly according to the conformal field theory analysis [4] such
that
Ei =
πvi
Lx
(3.61)
for Lx ≫ 1, where i = c, s or p and vi is the velocity of the corresponding excitation.
Therefore, Fig. 3.9(b) shows the charge gap away from half filling for U = 4 and tws = 0.5
as a function of the inverse ladder length for two different numbers of legs Nleg. The
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Figure 3.9: Charge gap (2.39) of the NLM calculated with DMRG (a) at half filling and
(b) away from half filling as function of inverse ladder length 1/Lx for different numbers
of legs Nleg. The Hubbard coupling is U = 4 and the hybridization is tws = 0.5. In (a) the
line shows the finite-size gap of the half-filled 1D Hubbard model with open boundary
conditions and a hopping tw = 3 while in (b) the lines are quadratic fits in 1/Lx. These
figures are adapted from Ref. [50].
charge gap vanishes linearly with 1/Lx for a fixed number of legs. The velocities of charge,
spin and single-electron excitations are calculated from the line slopes in the finite-size-
scaling analysis. In a single noninteracting wire decoupled from the substrate charge, spin
and single-electron velocities are equal to the Fermi velocity vF = 2tw sin(kF), which is
vF = 2tw = 6 at half filling and vF ≈ 1.96tw ≈ 5.88 at yw = 12.5% doping. The calculated
velocity vc does not change significantly with the number of legs Nleg ≥ 3 as shown in
Fig. 3.9(b) for the chosen parameter set with vc/vF ≈ 1.2. The DMRG calculations
for gapless excitation modes are limited to a few values of Nleg, and hence, significant
finite-size corrections are not excluded for larger numbers of legs beyond Nleg = 7.
It is clear that the finite-size extrapolation of the correlated NLM to the thermody-
namic limit should be done by fixing the ratio Nleg/Lx. Such scaling of system width
is difficult to handle for DMRG. Therefore, it is very hard to prove that the correlated
NLM is a good quantitative approximation to the full wire-substrate model using only
DMRG. But, nevertheless, the NLM shows that properties such as gapped vs. gapless
excitations or excitations on the wires vs. on the substrate do not depend on the ladder
width. Therefore, the correlated NLM gives a good qualitative approximation to the full
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wire-substrate model.
There are several alternatives to the regular DMRG method to achieve larger number
of legs using different representations of the NLM. One option is the two-step DMRG
proposed in [100, 101] which is appropriate for ladder systems with weakly coupled legs.
An other option is the DMRG method in momentum space [102, 103, 99] which has
been used for weak electron-electron interaction to calculate momentum-space resolved
observables. However, this option can not be applied directly to the NLM model due to
the absence of translation invariance in the rung direction. Nevertheless, the construction
of NLM in a mixed (kx, y, z) representation results in yz-slices of the substrate which
are decoupled from each other as it discussed in Sec. 3.2. Thus a version of DMRG
in a mixed representation [99] can be used for the NLM in a (kx, y, z) representation
or a (kx, n) representation, i.e. momentum space in the wire direction and Lanczos
basis in the other directions. A third option is to consider each yz-slice in the mixed
representation or each rung in the NLM as a one big site, i.e. with a large number of
states, and use DMRG methods that treat systems with such big sites [104, 105, 106]. In
general, the entanglement between the rungs in the substrate is expected to be smaller
thanbetween rungs in homogeneous ladder systems as discussed before. One interesting
option is the application of field-theoretical approaches [107, 4, 108, 109] from the mixed
representations kx, y, z or kx, n.
3.4 Summary
A model of correlated atomic wire on noninteracting substrate is constructed. This model
is exactly mapped onto a 2D ladder system where the first leg corresponds to the wire
and the rest describes degrees of freedoms on the substrate. It has been shown that
the reduction of the 3D ladder to a few-leg ladder system is a good approximation for
models with insulating substrates but not with metallic substrates. The resulting narrow
ladder model can be investigated using methods for quasi 1D correlated electrons such
as DMRG, QMC and field-theoretical methods.
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Chapter 4
NLM for correlated Hubbard wires
In the former chapter the mapping of a 3D wire-substrate model into a 2D ladder system
was established. The validity of the NLM was also tested for noninteracting as well
as interacting wires. This chapter is devoted to further exploring the impact of wire-
substrate hybridization on a correlated wire, namely, the 1D Hubbard model. The main
idea is to use the well established knowledge about the 1D Hubbard model properties
and to study how they are affected by the wire-substrate hybridization. Furthermore,
it is interesting to investigate the properties and phases of the NLM. The numerical
investigations are based on DMRG and CT-INT calculations. The CT-INT are done
by Martin Hohenadler on the full wire-substrate model (3.1) and the NLM derived by
keeping only a few legs in the Hamiltonian (3.51). DMRG calculations are done for the
NLM. Most of the investigations presented here are published in Ref. [50].
Beside calculating charge (2.39), spin (2.40) and single-particle (2.41) excitations,
DMRG is used to measure different densities and correlation functions similar to Eqs.(2.43)
and (2.44). However, to adapt the notations for the wire-substrate model and the NLM,
the following definitions are used. The total charge on leg n is defined as
C(n) =
〈
ψGS
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x,σ
g†xnσgxnσ
∣∣∣∣∣ψGS
〉
(4.1)
while the total spin density is defined by
S(n) =
〈
ψGS
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x,σ
σg†xnσgxnσ
∣∣∣∣∣ψGS
〉
. (4.2)
|ψGS〉 is the ground state for a given number of electrons of each spin Mσ while the op-
erators g†xnσ (gxnσ) create (annihilate) electrons with spin σ at position x in the n-th leg,
see Eq.(3.38). Measurements of charge and spin densities indicate how they distribute in
the ground state among legs. Additionally, variations ∆C(n) and ∆S(n) of these quan-
tities for Mσ ± 1 indicate whether the lowest charge, spin and single-particle excitations
(defined by the correspondent gaps) are mostly localized on the wire or distributed in the
substrate.
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Figure 4.1: Charge gaps (2.39) calculated with DMRG at half filling as a function of
the Hubbard coupling U . Circles and diamonds display results of a three-leg NLM with
tws = 0.1 and tws = 2, respectively. Squares and triangles display results for a seven-leg
NLM with tws = 0.1 and tws = 2, respectively. The solid line indicates the Mott gap
of the 1D Hubbard chain with a hopping tw = 3. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
the effective substrate band gaps ∆s(Nleg = 3) ≈ 10 and ∆s(Nleg = 7) ≈ 5.5 of the
noninteracting NLM. This figure is adapted from Ref. [50].
Similarly, the charge correlation function for the wire is defined by
Fc(x− x′) =
〈∑
σ
nwxσ
∑
σ
nwx′σ
〉
(4.3)
−
〈∑
σ
nwxσ
〉〈∑
σ
nwx′σ
〉
while the spin correlation function is
Fs(x− x′) =
〈∑
σ
σ nwxσ
∑
σ
σ nwx′σ
〉
. (4.4)
The expectation values are calculated using the ground state |ψGS〉. A discussion of
two cases, namely, the half-filled lattice as well as the lattice away from half filling, are
presented in the following sections.
4.1 NLM for insulating Hubbard wire
The 1D Hubbard model at half filling is a paramagnetic Mott insulator for any finite
electron-electron interaction, i.e. U > 0. Therefore, for tws = 0, the wire in the wire-
substrate and the NLM models has a Mott gap that depend on the Hubbard interaction
U . This gap can be calculated using Bethe-ansatz methods [10] or DMRG. Hence, it is
interesting to see to what extent the correlated NLM and the wire-substrate model change
or preserve the 1D Mott insulating features for tws > 0. In Fig. 4.1, the charge gap of two
NLM lattices (3-leg and 7-leg ladders) are compared with the 1D Hubbard chain at half
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Figure 4.2: Charge gaps (2.39) calculated with DMRG at half filling as a function of the
Hubbard coupling U for a three-leg NLM with tws = 4 (squares) The solid line indicates
the Mott gap of the 1D Hubbard chain with a hopping tw = 3.
filling. The system length is Lx = 128. The charge gap has been calculated as a function of
the Hubbard interaction U with two values of the wire-substrate hybridization, tws = 0.1
and 2, for both ladder systems. For tws = 0.1, the charge gaps of both ladder systems are
very close to the gap of the 1D Hubbard chain up to a value of the interaction U = Uc.
For larger U , they saturate to a fixed gap value that depends on the number of legs. The
saturation gap is close to the band gap of the corresponding noninteracting NLM. This
saturation gap decreases upon increasing the number of legs and, eventually, it should
reach the value of the band gap of the full substrate. For tws = 2, both ladder systems
exhibit reduced charge gaps in comparison to the Mott gap of the 1D Hubbard chain at
half filling. However, both systems reach similar value of gap saturation as for tws = 0.1
but for a larger value of the interaction U . The behavior of the weakly hybridized ladder
system (tws = 0.1) can be explained in a simple way. The wire chain has a Mott gap
at half filling which is very close to the Mott gap of the half filled 1D Hubbard model.
The band gap of the NLM substrate is much larger than the wire Mott gap for weak
interaction U and, thus, the lowest charge excitations localize in the wire in this case.
However, by increasing the interaction U the wire Mott gap increases until it reaches
the value of the NLM substrate band gap. For a wire Mott gap larger than the NLM
substrate band gap the lowest charge excitation delocalizes in the NLM substrate and
therefore the NLM charge gap saturates to its substrate band gap. The same explanation
is applied to the NLM ladders with larger wire-substrate hybridization, e.g. tws = 2, but
apparently, the wire-substrate hybridization is responsible for reducing the Mott gap in
the wire, and hence, moving the saturation to a larger value Uc. This is confirmed in
Fig. 4.2 which shows the charge gap as a function of the Hubbard interaction U for tws = 4
in comparison to the 1D Hubbard model. In this case, the saturation does not clearly
appear up to vary large values of U . Apparently, the saturation is developing smoothly
in this case. The single-particle gap of the correlated NLM behaves similar to the charge
gap.
The 1D Hubbard model has gapless spin excitations at half filling with spin velocities
which decrease for increasing interaction U [11]. Fig. 4.3 shows spin gap extrapolations
at half filling as functions of 1/Lx. These calculations are done for correlated NLM with
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Figure 4.3: Spin gaps (2.40) of the half-filled three-leg NLM calculated with DMRG as
a function of the inverse ladder length for Hubbard couplings U = 4 (open symbols) and
U = 24 (filled symbols) and various hybridization strengths tws. This figure is adapted
from Ref. [50].
U = 4 and tws = 0.1, 0.5, 2, 4 and 8 which correspond to U < Uc as well as for U = 24
and tws = 0.5 which correspond to U > Uc. Indeed, the correlated NLM at half filling
has gapless spin excitations for all parameter sets shown. As shown above increasing
the wire-substrate hybridization decrease the charge gap of the correlated NLM which
implies reduction of the strength of the effective electron-electron interaction. How-
ever, the calculated spin velocities reduce with increasing wire-substrate hybridization,
which contradicts this implication. This result suggests that the correlated NLM devi-
ates qualitatively from the physics of the 1D Hubbard model for strong wire-substrate
hybridizations.
Charge and spin density distributions at half filling have no significant features but
more insights can be gained by analyzing the variations of these densities from half
filling caused by charge, spin and single-particle lowest excitations. Fig. 4.4 displays the
variations of the charge density ∆C(0) = C(0) − Lx due to one or two electrons added
to half filling. These measurements are done on the wire leg, i.e. n = 0. It is clear that
most of the lowest charge excitations are localized on the wire for U < Uc but delocalized
on the noninteracting substrate legs, i.e. n > 0, for U > Uc. The variations of the
spin density S(n) for the two-particle excitation is almost zero for all cases while for the
single-particle excitation the spin density goes to the wire for U < Uc but on the substrate
noninteracting legs for U > Uc. However, for the triplet excitation the variations of S(n)
show localization of the lowest spin excitations on the wire leg for any U ≥ 4. The
behavior of C(n) and S(n) variations are clearer in the case of weak hybridizations tws.
Moreover, this behavior is also seen in correlated NLM with larger number of legs, e.g.
Nleg = 7. Therefore, these results for the correlated NLM at half filling suggest two
phases, a quasi-1D Mott insulator with gapless spin excitations for U < Uc and a band
insulator for U > Uc. For a fixed wire-substrate hybridization tws (at least for tws < 4),
the correlated NLM exhibits a transition from a Mott insulator to a band insulator by
increasing the Hubbard interaction U . Nevertheless, the band insulator phase contains
embedded magnetic impurities (or embedded Heisenberg chain) represented by the spins
of the wire electrons. These embedded magnetic impurities are responsible for the gapless
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Figure 4.4: Variations of the total charge ∆C(0) = C(0)−Lx and spin ∆S(0) = S(0) on
the wire leg calculated with DMRG for the lowest charge (squares), spin (pentagons), and
single-particle (circles and triangles, respectively) excitations of the half-filled three-leg
NLM as a function of the Hubbard coupling U for tws = 0.5. This figure is adapted from
Ref. [50].
spin excitations. From the analysis of the noninteracting case, the band gap of the full
wire-substrate model is ∆s = 2 which is equal to a Mott gap produced by a wire with
Hubbard interaction U ≈ 9 for weak wire-substrate hybridization. Although it is hard to
simulate the current correlated NLM with large number of legs using DMRG, the critical
value Uc remains finite for all investigated ladder widths and is expected to be Uc ≈ 9 for
the full correlated wire-substrate model at half filling. However, the value of Uc is larger
for larger hybridization tws in the full wire-substrate model.
The 1D Hubbard model at half filling undergoes a phase transition from a metallic
Fermi gas at U = 0 to a Mott insulator at U > 0. It is assumed that similar transition
occur in the NLM but the critical value of Hubbard interaction U can not be identified
using only DMRG calculations. However, it is probably possible to study this transition
using methods suitable for weakly interacting quasi-one-dimensional systems such as field-
theoretical approaches [107, 4, 110, 108, 109].
As in the previous chapter, the grand canonical variant of the CT-INT method with
an inverse temperature β is used to shed more light on the DMRG results. The chemical
potential is adjusted to µ = 0 which corresponds to half-filled systems. Beside the SPSF
that can be measured in the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, the dynamic
charge and spin structure factors have been calculated. The definition of the dynamic
charge (α = ρ) and spin (α = σ) structure factors of the wire is
Sα(ω, kx) =
1
Z
∑
ij
|〈i|Sˆα(kx)|j〉|2(e−βEi + e−βEj)
× δ(Ej − Ei − ω) . (4.5)
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Figure 4.5: (a) and (b) show spectral functions on the wire Aw(ω, kx) while (c) and (d)
are on the substrate As(ω, kx). Theses calculations are done using CT-INT simulations
for U = 8, tws = 0.5, β = 15, and Lx = 42. The chemical potential is adjusted to µ = 0,
corresponding to half-filling. Panels (a) and (c) show results for the three-leg NLM,
panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model (Ly = 42, Lz = 10). Calculations and
figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
with
Sˆρ(kx) =
1√
Lx
∑
x
eikxx
∑
σ
c†wxσcwxσ ,
Sˆσ(kx) =
1√
Lx
∑
x
eikxx
∑
σ
σc†wxσcwxσ . (4.6)
where |i〉 is an eigenstate with eigenenergy Ei. As mentioned previously, the dynamic
charge structure factor can be measured in the electron-energy-loss spectroscopy exper-
iments and the dynamic spin structure factor can be measured in the inelastic-neutron-
scattering experiments. Both of them are resulted to the charge and spin gaps, respec-
tively, while the SPSF is resulted to the single-particle gap. The CT-INT SPSF of the
3-leg NLM and the 3D wire-substrate model are displayed in Fig. 4.5. The calculations
have been done for U = 8 and tws = 0.5. Fig. 4.5(a) displays the SPSF of the wire
[Aw(ω, kx)] in the 3-leg NLM and Fig. 4.5(b) displays the same spectral function in the
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Figure 4.6: (a) and (b) show the dynamic charge structure factor Sρ(ω, kx) while (c) and
(d) show the dynamic spin structure factor Sσ(ω, kx). All cases are calculated using CT-
INT simulations on the wire for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.5. Panels (a) and (c)
show results for the three-leg NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model.
Calculations and figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
3D wire-substrate system. They are clearly similar even though the SPSF of the substrate
[As(ω, kx)] in Fig. 4.5(c) and (d) are quite different from each other in the two systems.
The wire spectral functions in Fig. 4.5(a) and (b) are quite similar (within the numerical
accuracy) to those of the 1D Mott insulator [111, 77, 112, 113] with a gap closely related
to the gap calculated using DMRG in Fig.4.1. The substrate band gap is also clear in
the 3D substrate SPSF shown in Fig. 4.5(d) to be ∆s(Nleg = 3) ≈ 2. This band gap is
enlarged in Fig. 4.5(c) of the 3-leg NLM to be ∆s(Nleg = 3) ≈ 10. The low-energy single-
particle excitations of the 3-leg NLM remain in the wire which is also the case for the
3D wire-substrate model. Fig. 4.6 demonstrates the dynamic charge and spin structure
factors calculated for the wire using the same system parameters as in Fig. 4.5. Both
structure factors display similar spectra for the 3-leg NLM and the 3D wire-substrate
model. Moreover, Sρ(ω, kx) and Sσ(ω, kx) agree with the spectra seen in the Mott insu-
lating phase of the 1D Hubbard model at half filling [111, 113, 114, 115]. These results
confirm the validity of the 3-leg NLM as an approximation of the low-energy properties
of the 3D wire-substrate model for U < Uc in the sense that in this parameter regime
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Figure 4.7: (a) and (b) show spectral functions on the wire Aw(ω, kx) while (c) and (d)
are on the substrate As(ω, kx). Theses calculations are done using CT-INT simulations
for U = 12, tws = 0.5, β = 10, and Lx = 42. The chemical potential is adjusted to µ = 0,
corresponding to half-filling. Panels (a) and (c) show results for the three-leg NLM,
panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model (Ly = 42, Lz = 10). Calculations and
figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
the localization of the low-energy excitations in the wire subsystem is not an artifact but
an actual feature inherited by the NLM from the original 3D wire-substrate model. The
critical coupling for the 3D wire-substrate model at tws = 0.5 is Uc ≈ 9 as estimated
from DMRG calculations. This estimation is confirmed by the CT-INT calculations.
Fig. 4.7(d) shows the SPSF of the substrate in the case U > Uc ≈ 9 while Fig. 4.7(c)
displays the case U < Uc ≈ 20 due to the band gap enlargement in the 3-leg NLM. Nev-
ertheless, the SPSF of the wire in Figs. 4.7(a) and (b) are similar for both systems and
exhibit a gap ∆w ≈ 4 which is similar to the corresponding 1D Hubbard model at half
filling and larger than the substrate band gap ∆s ≈ 2 in the 3D wire-substrate model.
Thus, the low energy single-particle excitations of the 3D wire-substrate model are as-
signed to the conduction or valence band and delocalize in the substrate. This confirms
the qualitative validity of the DMRG interpretation of the NLM for U > Uc ≈ 20 in the
3-leg NLM. By looking to the spin structure factor in Figs. 4.8(c) and (d) one can see
clear gapless spin excitations localized in the wire despite the single-particle excitations
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Figure 4.8: (a) and (b) show the dynamic charge structure factor Sρ(ω, kx) while (c) and
(d) show the dynamic spin structure factor Sσ(ω, kx). All cases are calculated using CT-
INT simulations on the wire for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.7. Panels (a) and (c)
show results for the three-leg NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model.
Calculations and figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
of the 3D wire-substrate model delocalize in the substrate. The charge structure factor
in Figs. 4.8(a) and (b) do not reveal any spectral weight for ω . 4 meaning that charge
excitations of the 3D wire-substrate model are high energy excitations but still localize
in the wire. This, again, confirms the qualitative validity of the DMRG interpretations
above the critical coupling.
The CT-INT method confirms that the transition from Mott insulator for U < Uc to
a band insulator for U > Uc is not an artificial property of the NLM but an inherited
property from the 3D wire-substrate model. This transition can be explained in the weak
hybridization tws. At half filling a Mott gap is opened in the wire due to the umklapp
scattering and electron-electron interactions (see chapter 1). It is situated in the middle
of the substrate band gap and enlarged by increasing the coupling U until it reaches a
value equal to the substrate band gap of U = Uc. By further increasing U , the Mott
gap becomes even larger than the substrate band gap, which changes the nature of the
elementary excitations from holon and spinon excitations in the 1D Mott insulator to
electrons and holes in the band insulating substrate. This interpretation is confirmed by
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Figure 4.9: Difference between the total charge away from half filling C(n) and at half
filling C(n) = Lx in the wire leg (squares) as well as in the first (circles) and second
(triangles) substrate legs as a function of the Hubbard interaction U . The data were
calculated with DMRG for a three-leg NLM with length Lx = 128 and doped away from
half filling with 16 particles. This figure is adapted from Ref. [50].
the agreement between the gap of the 1D Hubbard model and the Mott gap in the NLM for
weak hybridization tws. It is also confirmed by the agreement between the saturation gap
in the correlated NLM and the band gap in the corresponding noninteracting NLM. This
description is valid even for large hybridization at least up to tws = 4. The charge and spin
structure factors also support the interpretations of charge and spin density variations
seen by DMRG for charge,spin and single-particle excitations. They also indicate that
”local” experimental measurements could reveal properties of the embedded spin chain
for U > Uc.
4.2 NLM for metallic Hubbard wire
The doped 1D Hubbard model represents a Luttinger liquid with gapless low energy
charge and spin excitations. Therefore, doped wire which is completely decoupled from
the substrate (tws = 0) is a doped 1D Hubbard model making and is a Luttinger liq-
uid. The Luttinger liquid properties are expected to persist for tws 6= 0 and, hence, to
be relevant to experimental realizations of atomic quantum wires discussed in Sec.1.2.
Therefore, Lx/8 electrons are added to the correlated NLM as well as to the 3D wire-
substrate model. This corresponds to yw = 12.5% doping similar to the cases discussed
in Secs. 3.3.3 and 3.3.2. Hole doping, i.e. electron removing, is equivalent to adding elec-
trons due to the electron-hole symmetry of the model. To achieve yw ≈ 12.5% doping in
QMC calculations, different chemical potentials are used for the 3D wire-substrate model
and the NLM due to the deference in the substrate band gap.
By analyzing the variation of charge density in the doped correlated NLM with respect
to half filling one can distinguish two different trends for weak wire-substrate hybridiza-
tion tws. Fig. 4.9 displays the charge density variation as a function of the coupling U .
Most added charges localize in the wire for Hubbard interactions U . Uc where Uc ≈ 20
in the half filling cases of Sec. 4.1. Then, the added charges go abruptly to the substrate
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Figure 4.10: Charge (Ec), spin (Es), and single-particle (Ep) gaps calculated with DMRG
for the three-leg NLM away from half filling with Hubbard interactions U = 16 (filled
symbols) and U = 24 (open symbols). Slanting lines are linear fits. This figure is adapted
from Ref. [50].
legs for U & Uc. The additional electrons occupy the lowest excited states which corre-
spond to the wire’s upper Hubbard band for U . Uc but to the conduction band of the
substrate legs for U & Uc.
The finite-size scaling of charge, spin and single-particle gaps are different in the doped
Mott and doped band insulating phases although they all vanish in the thermodynamic
limit. Fig. 4.10 shows finite-size scaling of charge, single-particle and spin gaps for U = 16
and U = 24 at weak hybridization tws = 0.5. For U = 16 (which corresponds to U < Uc)
the finite size gaps scale linearly with 1/Lx. The corresponding velocities are given by
Eq.(3.61). The largest value is found for charge velocity,vc, and the smallest is found for
the spin velocity, vs. The single-particle velocity, vp, gives the average of both charge
and spin velocities. For U = 24 (which corresponds to U > Uc), charge, spin and single-
particle gaps are equal within the numerical errors but they are much smaller than for
U . Uc and they yield smaller velocities as well. The relatively large DMRG errors make
it hard to determine the scaling with 1/Lx. The excitation velocities have been investi-
gated systematically for U . Uc (see Fig. 4.11). For very weak hybridizations tws, these
velocities approach the values of those found in the similarly doped 1D Hubbard model.
This result is found to be the same for larger ladder widths up to Nleg = 7 legs. The
spin velocities reduce significantly with increasing Hubbard interaction U while charge
velocities are less affected. This trend is also seen for strong hybridization tws. In general,
increasing the hybridization tws reduces the excitation velocities as seen in Fig. 4.11. The
difference between charge and spin velocities is a typical feature of Luttinger liquids. This
feature persists for strong hybridization tws > 0.5 but with a different dependence on U
than in the 1D Hubbard model.
The variations of charge and spin density distributions between excited and ground
states of doped 3-leg correlated NLM are shown in Fig. 4.12. These distributions display
the locations of the lowest charge and spin excitations away from half filling. For weak to
moderate wire-substrate hybridizations, the distributions of charge and spin excitations
are similar to the case at half filling, most charges localize in the wire leg for U .
Uc. Increasing the hybridization tws in the region of U . Uc shows charge and spin
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Figure 4.11: (a) Charge and (b) spin velocities calculated from the finite-size scaling
of DMRG gaps in the three-leg NLM away from half filling as a function of the wire-
substrate hybridization strength tws for three values of the Hubbard interaction U . These
figures are adapted from Ref. [50].
distributions in both wire and substrate legs but with complex dependence on U . For
U & Uc all low-energy excitations, including spin excitations, delocalize almost entirely on
the substrate legs and it seems that this behavior applied also for larger ladder widths,
at least up to 7 legs. The distribution of the low-energy excitations in the substrate
for U & Uc in addition to the similarity between the excitation velocities imply that
the overall system behave like a Fermi liquid. This interpretation is accompanied with
the realization that the wire is still present as a chain of embedded spin impurities, for
U > Uc, similarly to the cases at half filling.
This is confirmed by measuring the charge and spin correlation functions in the wire
for U . Uc and U & Uc. Fig. 4.13 illustrates this behavior by showing the measurements
of the charge correlation functions for the wire which are defined in Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4).
Fig. 4.13(a) shows charge density correlations in the wire for tws = 0.5 and U = 24
where Uc ≈ 20. The charge density correlations exhibit an exponential decay for short
distance x which agree quantitatively with the correlations for the 1D Hubbard chain at
half filling. For long distance, Fc(x) saturates due to DMRG errors and the interferences
with the power-law correlations in the substrate legs. This exponential decay in the wire
is due to the average occupancy by one electron per site in the wire for U & Uc ≈ 20.
For tws = 2.0 and U = 24 the critical Hubbard interaction is Uc ≈ 32. Therefore,
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Figure 4.12: Variations of the charge ∆C(0) and spin ∆S(0) = S(0) on the wire leg
calculated with DMRG for the lowest charge (squares), spin (pentagons), and single-
particle (circles and triangles, respectively) excitations of the three-leg NLM away from
half filling as a function of the Hubbard coupling U . This figure is adapted from Ref. [50].
the charge density correlations exhibit a power-law decay as expected for correlated 1D
gapless electrons. The deviation of the power-law decay in the wire for tws = 2.0 from the
power-law decay in the 1D Hubbard chain doped with 12.5% electrons is due the large
wire-substrate hybridization. On the other hand, Fig. 4.13(b) shows the spin correlations
for the same systems. It is clear that the spin correlations have a power-law decay for
all cases. This figure also shows a quantitative agreement between the case of weak wire-
substrate hybridization (tws = 0.5 and U = 24) and the 1D Hubbard model at half filling.
The wire charge and spin correlations of the 3-leg correlated NLM for U > Uc behave
similarly to the 1D Hubbard model at half filling meaning that the wire still exhibits a
chain of correlated impurities embedded in the substrate. In consistence with the half
filling case, the doped correlated NLM shows a transition from a quasi-1D gapless phase
(Luttinger liquid) at U . Uc to a Fermi liquid at U & Uc.
The spectral properties are calculated using the CT-INT method and they confirm
the distinct phases of doped NLM. The SPSF is shown in Fig. 4.14 for the doped 3-leg
NLM and the doped 3D wire-substrate model with model parameters similar to those
used to obtain Fig. 4.5 (i.e for U > Uc). The SPSFs measured on the wire are nearly
analogous in the 3-leg NLM [Fig. 4.14(a)] and the 3D wire-substrate model [Fig. 4.14(b)].
Both of them demonstrate gapless single-particle excitations. On the other side, a clear
gap is depicted in Fig. 4.14(c) for the substrate SPSF of the 3-leg NLM. The Fermi
energy (ω = µ) of the 3D wire-substrate model is shifted quite close to the bottom of the
SPSF conduction band but it is still located within the substrate band gap as shown in
Fig. 4.14(d). The little spectral weight just touching the bottom of the conduction band
is the result of the finite temperature β−1 in the QMC calculations. These results confirm
the DMRG findings of gapless low-energy excitations that localize in the wire. They also
confirm that theses properties are inherited by the 3-leg NLM as an approximation to
the 3D wire-substrate model.
The dynamic charge and spin structure factors measured on the wire are similar in
both the 3-leg NLM and the 3D wire substrate model. This is seen clearly in Fig. 4.15
with gapless charge and spin excitation. Both dynamic structure factors resemble those
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Figure 4.13: (a) Charge and (b) spin correlation functions on the wire leg calculated with
DMRG for a three-leg NLM away from half filling with tws = 0.5 (filled squares), and
tws = 2 (filled circles) as well as for the 1D Hubbard model at half filling (open squares)
and at 12.5% doping away from half filling (open circles). In all four cases U = 24. These
figures are adapted from Ref. [50].
of the Luttinger liquid phase realized in the doped 1D Hubbard model [116].
The large critical value of the coupling Uc ≈ 20 does not allow to investigate the
crossover between the two gapless phases in the 3-leg NLM. However, the critical value
Uc ≈ 9 of the 3D wire-substrate model allows us to perform the investigations using
the CT-INT method. Fig. 4.16 displays the SPSF of the doped 3-leg NLM and the
3D wire-substrate model for U = 12 and other parameters similar to Fig. 4.7 but with
different chemical potential. The chemical potential corresponds to a finite wire doping
yw = 12.5% which shifts the Fermi energy to just above the bottom edge of the conduction
band. The determination of the chemical potential in this case turned to be a fine-tune
problem. The value of the U coupling is larger than the critical value of the 3D wire-
substrate model but smaller than the critical value of the 3-leg NLM. Thus, the wire
SPSF shown in Fig. 4.16(a) resembles qualitatively the SPSF with gapless excitations
seen in Fig. 4.14(a). In contrast, the SPSF of Fig. 4.16(b) looks alike those of the 1D
Hubbard model with gapped excitations at half filling. The Fermi energy is located in
the wire Mott gap close to the bottom of the conduction band. However, by looking
to Fig. 4.16(d) one sees that, indeed, the Fermi energy lies just above the bottom edge
of the conduction band which gives a doped band insulator with gapless single-particle
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Figure 4.14: (a) and (b) show spectral functions on the wire Aw(ω, kx) while (c) and (d)
are on the substrate As(ω, kx). Theses calculations are done using CT-INT simulations
for U = 8, tws = 0.5, β = 15, and Lx = 42. Panels (a) and (c) show results for the
three-leg NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model (Ly = 42, Lz = 10).
The chemical potential is tuned to µ = 2.1375 for the NLM and to µ = 0.99 for the
3D model, corresponding to a doping of yw ≈ 12.5%. Calculations and figure by Martin
Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
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Figure 4.15: (a) and (b) show the dynamic charge structure factor Sρ(ω, kx) while (c) and
(d) show the dynamic spin structure factor Sσ(ω, kx). All cases are calculated using CT-
INT simulations on the wire for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.14. Panels (a) and (c)
show results for the three-leg NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model.
Calculations and figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
excitations delocalized in the 3D substrate. Despite the shift of the Fermi energy twoards
the conduction band, it still lies within the substrate band gap of the 3-leg NLM as seen
in Fig. 4.16(c). These findings are confirmed by the dynamic charge and spin structure
factors in Fig. 4.17. The gapped charge excitations but gapless spin excitations on the
wire are confirmed in Figs. 4.17 (b) and (d), respectively, for the 3D wire-substrate
model. The charge gap in this case is equal to the Mott gap shown for the half-filled
3D wire-substrate model in Fig. 4.8(b). Both structure factors reveal gapless charge and
spin excitations for the 3-leg NLM in Figs. 4.17(a) and (c), respectively. Therefore, the
wire exhibits a Mott insulating character in the 3D wire-substrate model but a Luttinger
liquid behavior in the 3-leg NLM. This discrepancy is explained by the dependence of
the substrate band gap ∆s(Nleg) on the number of legs in the 3-leg NLM, which causes
the NLM approximation to fails in such cases. A possible treatment of this problem is
to change the rung hopping trungn in the Hamiltonian (3.51) to rescale the substrate band
gap ∆s(Nleg).
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Figure 4.16: (a) and (b) show spectral functions on the wire Aw(ω, kx) while (c) and (d)
are on the substrate As(ω, kx). Theses calculations are done using CT-INT simulations
for U = 12, β = 10, and Lx = 42. Panels (a) and (c) show results for the three-leg
NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model (Ly = 42, Lz = 10). The
chemical potential is tuned to µ = 3.08 for the NLM and to µ = 1.205 for the 3D model,
corresponding to a doping of yw ≈ 12.5%. Calculations and figure by Martin Hohenadler.
The figure is published in Ref. [50].
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Figure 4.17: (a) and (b) show the dynamic charge structure factor Sρ(ω, kx) while (c) and
(d) show the dynamic spin structure factor Sσ(ω, kx). All cases are calculated using CT-
INT simulations on the wire for the same parameters as in Fig. 4.16. Panels (a) and (c)
show results for the three-leg NLM, panels (b) and (d) for the 3D wire-substrate model.
Calculations and figure by Martin Hohenadler. The figure is published in Ref. [50].
4.3 Discussion
As discussed in Sec.1.1, isolated correlated 1D conductors are classified as Luttinger
liquids and coupled Luttinger liquids retain this feature in certain conditions. Thus,
there is no surprise to find a Luttinger liquid phase in the correlated NLM. The surprising
finding is the uncorrelated gapless phase for strong coupling. The confinement of low-
energy excitations on the wire gives rise to the distinctive Luttinger liquid features such
as the dynamic spin charge separations seen for U < Uc. The other case of U > Uc is
distinguished by the disappearance of these Luttinger liquid features, i.e. due to the equal
finite-size scaling of charge and spin gaps as well as the delocalization of excitations in
the substrate legs. By increasing the hybridization tws the difference between charge and
spin velocities reduces and it is unsettled if the weakly-coupled Luttinger liquid persists
or it becomes a quasi 1D Fermi gas in the tws → ∞ limit. However, increasing the
wire-substrate hybridization seems to preserve the one-dimensionality of the system.
The 3D wire-substrate model and the corresponding NLM can be extended to electron-
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phonon Hamiltonian or generalized Hubbard model. They provide a promising platform
to investigate experimental wire-substrate systems using DMRG, QMC and other meth-
ods for correlated electrons. The band structure and the wire-substrate hybridization
could be inferred from first principle calculations but fixing the electron-electron interac-
tions remain an open problem.
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Chapter 5
Summary and outlook
Two approaches to model systems of atomic nanowires on semiconducting substrate are
presented in this thesis. In both approaches, the 1D Hubbard model is used to describe the
correlated wire. In the first approach, the substrate is reduced to be represented by a 1D
tight-binding chain and the wire-substrate hybridization is described by a single-particle
hopping between sites in the wire and their adjacent sites in the tight-binding chain. The
same hybridization is used in the second approach but the substrate is described using
a 3D tight-binding model with two orbital per site to produce an insulating substrate.
The first model demonstrates an asymmetric ladder system and it reveals rich physics
at half filling despite its simplicity. In part of its parameter regime, this asymmetric
ladder displays properties similar to those in the symmetric two-leg Hubbard ladder at
half filling and in other parameter regimes it exhibits properties of the Kondo-Heisenberg
model at half filling. An interesting phase which is also uncovered in this asymmetric
ladder is classified as a Luttinger liquid phase. This phase is characterized by dynamical
spin-charge separation but with single-particle excitation velocity equal to the charge
excitation velocity. This is attributed to an effective decoupling between the two legs in
this phase, i.e. the Hubbard leg behaves as an independent 1D Hubbard chain and the
other leg as an independent tight-binding chain. The analysis of excitation densities as
well as the correlation functions are in consistence with such effective decoupling. An
other phase, the Kondo-Mott phase is characterized by a commensurate wave number of
its lowest excitation equal to π/2. This phase reveals small spin gaps which are reflected
in spin-spin correlations with correlation lengths larger than the studied system sizes and
hence indistinguishable from power-low decays. The density-density correlations show
much more obvious exponential decay. The spin-gapped Mott insulating phase is featured
by incommensurate wave number for its lowest excitations. It is also characterized by
finite pair-binding energy. However, no enhancement of pairing correlations is found in
comparison to the noninteracting system U = 0. The fourth phase is the correlated band
insulating phase with lowest excitations commensurate wave number at 0 or π. The
charge and spin gaps scale linearly with t⊥ in this phase. Nevertheless, this model is
dominated by physics of correlated ladder systems except for the Luttinger liquid phase
and hence it is not appropriate as a model for wire-substrate systems.
In the future, it would be interesting to perform field-theoretical study on the asym-
metric 2-leg ladder to confirm the Luttinger liquid phase and the properties in the other
phases, especially the asymptotic behavior of different correlation functions. Further-
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more, the DMRG and the related MPS methods could be used to study the precise points
of phase transition by measuring entanglement entropy or entanglement spectrum. An
other interesting point is to allow additional parameters in the asymmetric model by
varying independently the intra-leg hopping in the Hubbard leg. This could provide an
appropriate way to compare with the Kondo-Heisenberg model.
The second approach considers a 3D tight-binding model for the substrate while keep-
ing the models for the wire and the wire-substrate hybridization similar to the first ap-
proach. However, the 3D nature of the substrate prevents state-of-the-art methods of
quasi-on-dimensional systems from treating this modeling approach. Therefore, an exact
procedure to map the 3D wire-substrate model onto 2D ladder model has been introduced.
This procedure depends on producing a set of independent single-impurity problems on
2D hosts by transforming the 3D wire-substrate model to the momentum space. Each 2D
problem is mapped onto a 1D chain using the Lanczos algorithm and then transformed
back to real space in the x-direction. This transformations are performed for a nonin-
teracting 3D wire-substrate model. Then, the Coulomb electron-electron interaction is
restored in the wire. An other way to perform the mapping is possible by starting from
a decoupled wire-substrate model. Then the described steps can be done separately for
each band in the substrate. The wire could be then coupled only to the adjacent sub-
strate sites. The next step is to reduce the 2D ladder model to just a limited number
of legs which should serve as a good approximation. Indeed, the performed systematic
investigations show that it is a good approximation for models with insulating substrate
as long as the low-energy excitations localize on the wire. If the lowest excitations delo-
calize on the substrate this indicates, for wires with Hubbard like interaction, a crossover
from a Luttinger liquid to a doped band insulator for systems doped away from half
filling. Systems at half filling show a crossover from 1D Mott insulator to band insu-
lator. For metallic substrates the approximation by just few-leg ladders is not a good
approximation. It is worth to mention that the number of legs must be odd numbers to
represent the insulating substrate with its conduction and valence bands as well as the
wire band. The mapping idea and the approximation by limited number of legs provide
good platform to investigate electron correlation effects on systems of atomic nanowires
on semiconducting substrates similar to those discussed on Sec.1.2.
For future studies it is interesting to perform more systematic investigations on the
convergence of the NLM with the number of legs. This is much more convenient by
choosing the wire as a spinless fermion chain. This offers the possibility to investigate
the influence of the substrate on the quantum phase transition between a Luttinger liquid
and a charge-density-wave insulator that appears in the one-dimensional spinless fermion
model. Moreover, it allows the calculation of the structure factor for the NLM and,
consequently, the calculations of Luttinger liquid parameters.
The ladder mapping and the NLM are capable for generalizations that can capture
other physical properties, such as spin-orbit coupling, electron-phonon coupling, multi-
wire system on a substrate, etc. The multi-wire system on a substrate can be constructed
using the block-Lanczos method introduced in Ref. [90]. This will allow to investigate
the influence of wire-wire coupling on the one-dimensional properties in the presence of
the substrate.
An important future step is to use the NLM for real wire-substrate system. The pa-
rameters and the range of hopping integrals for the substrate as well as the wire-substrate
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hybridization can be selected using experimental and DFT results. The remaining open
issue then is to chose appropriate value and range for the electron-electron Coulomb
interaction.
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